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The American Issues Forum is a multi4aceted bicentennial program
whose topics are closely attuned to die tenwer of our times., :its goal

is one that many Amerkans have already privafely adoptedan
in-depth examination of tht fundamental issues confronting 'ate

nation today. Its topics, ire Ones that.are currently on the minds of all
concerned citizenswork, foreign relations, goverupent, la,nd use,
and human rights. Its methods of exploring'these topicsdiscussion
and debateare methods root:A in ihe origins of the country.
Developed under the auspices of the National Endowment for th..
Flumantiies.and co-sponsored by the American Revolution Bicenten-

nial Commissiorrthe American Issues Forum has proVided as its
format for this timety-national debate a calendar of topics that spans
tfie entice bitentennial iear. But if it is to succeed, the American'
Issues Forum *must thrive° iir,grags7roots Arnerica--in-, the many
rhgusands orcomm'unity groupg aiid-osganiza:tions acrosi the country
that are so vital a part of American liie:
Courses by Newipaper, which has linked' its, program Allis year to
die topics outlinea in the American Issues Forum...calendar, has prepared this book-specifically to help enrich discussionS-of Fbrum topits
at the local level. Its lists of resources and program suggestions are
based on the Courses by Newspaper bicentennial program. With the
help' of this book, your group% discussions of tNe Fcirum topics can
become meaningful educationalexperiences.lo-;
hclse involved.
The nation's bicentennial celebration affor imecicans an dppOrtunity to pause ainidst the onrush 'of day-to-t
'imp and to expand

their perspectives on the past, present, and future of the American
way of life: they can attempt to grasp the reality Of the American experience, to examine this reality in light .of the nation's heritage and
hopes, and to formulate goals for America in its third century. It is
my hope. that all Americans participating in the. American Issues
Forum.during the bicentennial will rediscover an America they can
both affirM and renew.

Martin Chamberlain,

./

Assistant Chancellor, Extended Stu4ies
University of California, San Diego

SECTION I.

COURSES BY NEWSPAPER:
A.OATALYST.FOR GROUP
PARTICIPATION IN
- THE AMERICAN ISSUESTORUM

know of no way of judging the future but -br the

past."
What is the American
Issues Forum?

The American Issues Forum, a national program for
the conimemoratton of the United States bicentennial, is
designed to be the catalyst for a serious nationaldebate, a

How tan I introduce my group
..to the American Issues Forum?

,

people. All Americans are urged to come together in. ari

exploration of issues fundamental to the past, Present,
and future of Arherican society. _Issues like work. Government. Human rights. Land use. Foreign Jelations.
From this debate, it is hoped, will emerge an under-

A 20-minu4s, color film documentary, specially designed to introauce inierested community organizations
and groups to the .,Forum,,has been produced by ScreenNews digest/Hearst Metrotone News. This filM presents
the origins, .purpo;e, and methods of implementation of
she Forum. A Summary CaJendar/Discussion Guide jn
e'broclitiie form is also available for use with the film.
Community groups mayobtain copies of the film and
brochure for Use free of charge in their programs from
State Humanities Committees, State Bicentennial Commissions, the National Endowment for the" FlUrnanities,
ths American Revolution Bicentennial Administration,
and the Adult Education Association. Those who wish to

.

standing of the American experience.

The invitation to particrpate in the American IS:sues:7-,
Forum has been extended to every individual American
and to organizations and institutions, both large or small,
throughout the country. Groups of every kindtelevision, radio, and the press; libraries, schools, and colleges; churches and synagogues; labor and professional
orgakizations; corporations and 'foundations ri-ervice
clubs and dncussion, groups; cornmunities, neighborhoods, and familiesare using the Forum as a framework
for their bicentennial programs.

purchase the film should contact Martin Kendrick,
Director, The Screen News Digest, 235 East 45th Street,
New York, New York 10017.

How does the American
Issues Forum work?

What is.Courses byNewspaper?
ourses by Newspaper is a successful experiment ia
continuing education. For the past-two years, Courses by
Newspaper has offered college courses for credivith the
help of, participating nevispapers and colleges or tiniversities across the .country. Thousands of American newspaper readers have earned valuable college credit, while
millions of others, by reading the course lectures Jn their
local papers, have used,Courses by Newspaper to broaden
their horizons or refresh their knowledge.

The framework for the American Issues Forrim is a calendar of nine monthly topics, beginning-September 1975
and continuing through May 1976. Optional weekly approaches to each of the nine issues also are suggested.
Beyond the calendar topics, the design of the Forum is
up to the participants. Individhal groups are encouraged

to explore .those facets of the topics that seerd most
relevant to their particular concerns. Questions can be reformulated and discussion; enriched to give each topic the
attention it deserves.
,
The primary goal of the Forum, however, is to spark I
nationwide 'diicussion of issues that are of' fundamental

1,

magazines. The Public's Calendar is scfieduled-to appear
(in' the form of an attractive pulreut insert) tin the
Augost /September issues of Time, Ladies' HoMe Journal,
Ebony, National Geographic, Reader's Digest, and
Scholastic Magazine. This version of the calendar is
sponsored by Exxon Corporation and represents its contri,bUtion to the American Issues Forum..

Patrick Henry

meaningful dialogue, on Arrrrica as a nation and as a

1

.

Since its origination by the University of California
Extension, San Diego, Courses by Newspaper has appeared in more than 300 newspapers across the nation

importance to all Americans. To achieve this goal it is
useful that all participants agree, at the outset, to address

and has been offered'for credit by more than 200 c011eges
and universities.

the same general issues at the same time,

How does Courses by
Newspaper work?
' Coursesi,by Newspaper is offered through the coopera-

Can I get a copy of the
American Issues Forum Calendar?
The Public's Calendar, a summary veksion of the

tion of newspapers and colleges or universities.

Forum Calendar outlining monthly and weekly topics and
including, a month-by-rnonth text, will be made available

.

Each

week
the newspaper prints articles that are required -read-,..
mg for students enrolled in the course at a-participating
college or University. At least twice during each 18-week

to the general public via a number Of leading national

6

.1

course, .students meet in contact sesSions with an in-

Doris Kearnsan associate professor of government*at
Harvard who .served as an aide to former :Presideot

structor at their local participating educaticinal institu:
tion. When the 'coin-se is 'offered for credit, the local
college or university determines the numbet: of creliits

Lyndon 13. lohnson.
.

and the requirements for earning those credits. 4.

Article -18

How is Courses.by Newspakr related to the.
American Issues Forum?

Michael Parrish an associate professor of history, at the
UniVersity of CalifOrnia, San.Diego,' and author of a book;
on the New Deal era.

For the:bicentennial year: 1975-76: Courses by Newspaper has linked its tourse anicles to the American Issues
Forum tOpics. ' Beginning in September, a series of
thought-provoking atticles, written by eleven prominent
scholar-weiters,
appear in local newspapers through-

Are theie supplementary materials for
American Issues Forum I?

out theb country and will 'Tun for:a period of thirty-six
weeks. Below is an outline of Courses by Newspaper's
first. 18-week bicentennial course, American ssues
Forum I: American Society in the Making:
Article '

Introduclion:

A selection of lively and thought-provoking readings
alai correspond to the topics of the American Issues
Forum have been brought together -in American Issues
Forum: A Courses by Newspaper Reader, Vol. I. This
'400-page book ontains personal narritives, fictional.
pieces:critical essays, poems, documents, and, excerpts
from rhajnr American literary closSics. Edited by Daniel
Aaron, professor .of English and American literature and
language at Harvard University and coordinator of
Courses by Newspapers's bicentennial course, the book
examines some of the key issues affecting the develop.ment and evolution of American ideas and institutions.

Froru Centennial to Bicen-

tennial

Daniel Aarona Harvard profedisor who has -authored
severalwidely acclaimed studie a writers of the Civil
War and Depression.

'A NATION'OF NATIONS:'
Article
Article
Article
Article

4

Becoming Americans: The Crux tif Unity
Four Centuries of Migrations
- Out of Many,. One. Patterns of Assimilation

5

Who Is an American? Reconciling Diversity

2
3

A companion study guide, American Issues 'Forum
Study Gaide, Vol. I, contaming,essays th:u correspond to

-

die newspaper and reader articles, bibliographies, a sumMary of key concepts, and suggested discussion questions
is also available.
Both American 4rsues Forum: A Courses. by News-

paper Reader. vor.'I, and the accompanyibg study guide

Jthn Higharna professor of history at Johns HopkinS
University'who is well known for Strangers in the Land, .a

can be ordered by completing and returning the coupon ,
in the back of this book.

classic book on immigrants in Ainerica."

How can I find outif Courses bir Newspaper is
available in erly area?

THE LAND OF PLENTY

Article
Article
Article
Article

qk list of participating newspapers and colleges
is avail,
able from Courses by Newspaper, University of California
Extension, 4901 Morena Boulevard, Suite 209, San Diego,
California 92117.

6 -.The Landscape of Status
- The Landscape of Privacy
8 - The Landscape of Work
9 - The Landscape of Ecology

How do I use Cou. rses by Newspaper in my
group's American Issues.Forum programs?

John B. Jackson-the former sditor and publisher of
Land.feape magazine 46 is now a lecturer at Harvard aOri

Courses by Newspaper can be the catalyst for .your
group's discussions of the American Issues Forum topics.
In preparation foryour group discussions, members can

an adjunct professor at the University of California.
Berkeley.

be asked to read the' Courses by Newspaperarticles at
borne and to prepare a list of questions or thoughtS to
bring to the next, meeting. These concise articles provide

"CERTAIN UNALIENABLE RIGHTS-

Ankle

10.

AdvocarY: Itree Speech, Free Assembly

historical perspectives on the issues under consideration;
they explore current thinking arid opinions .on several
f.acets of each issue; and finally, they raise questions

Article 11 - Scrutiny: Freedom of the Press
Article 12 - Privacy: Freedom from Search and Seizure
Article 13.- Equality: Ecifial Protection Under the Law

about assumptions, traditions, interpretations, and proposals for the. future.

Alan Bartha former prize-winning editorial writer for
the Washington Post-and author of several books on civil

For additional perwc es and points of view, AmeriIssue! Forgm: A Cou s by Newspaper Reader, Vol.

can

liberties.

I, is an excellent source. Either the entire group can read
the ielevant selections or one. or morc members can be
asked to read and then summarize them for the rest of
the roup at your nieetings.
,
B th the newspaper articles and the readings can serye

"A MORE PERFECT UNION :
THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT'
Article

"In Congress Assembled. .
Congress
and the Popular Will
Article 15
The Evolution of Presidential-Power
Article 16 - American Political Parties: Dead or Alive?
Aiticle 17 - Reforming the Government: Now a
'he
Future
14 -

Conclusion : Arherican Societythe Future
of the Past

:

as

take off': points for group discussions during your
When confronting a new issue, you Might

meetings.

want to follow a standard procedure: First, consider the
historical evolution of the issue; then, react to current
. thinking on the topic; challenge individual assumptions;

7

and conclude the discussion by attempting to reach a Consensus among your members ona future course.
.Consider making tape.recordings of these discussions as
part of an oral history of your organization's activities".
In additioa-to somedas; being of historical value to-your
group, these recordirtgs could also become the basis foc.
future. programs. Several years from now, in fact, it
might be int&esting to see how the passage of time has
changed or failed to change your group's points of view
on varii,us issues.

.

education or extension 'office usually can help you loyte
the person you arc seeking.

.

-...n
What if Courses, by Newspaper is not available
i ..rny area?
.

It is still possible to use Courses by Ne4vsPaper in your
group discussions. Consider subscribing for'a few maths

to a nearby paper that will be carrying the lectures. .Or

As the discussion,leader, what can I do to
enrich these sessions?

request reprints of the articles from a participating paper.

- If for some mason you cannot Obtain the course

articles, American Issues Forum: A Courses by New*
paper Reader, Vol. I', and 'Amen.can Issues Forum Study
.Guide,, Vol.. I, will still be invaluable sources of

Throughout tbe discussion, refer to the Courses by
Newspaper articies and readings. Read aloud passages
that will put the discussion .in ,perspedive, introduce a
new .angle, or raise new questions. In planning your
group's discussion sessions, take advantage of American
Issue,yorum Study-Guide, Vol: I. Included in it are

additional points of view on Amerkan Issues Forum
topics, a comprehensive bibliography of topic-related
books, 'and ;suggested discussion questions:

, source of guest speakers, risource persons, and discussion
ea.
The courge instruct& or the local continuing
. lders.

information about the American Issues Forum topics.
Even though your local college di- university may not be
articipating in eourses by Newspaper, do .not hesitate to
use camp,us resources in your program planning. If you

f
.

am unfamiliar with the instructors or staff, the office of
public information generally will bc abre to assist you.

(Additional

discussion questions can bc found in Section II. of this
book.)

-

A number of organizations arc preparing materials
relved to American Issues Forum topics that would be

suitable as handouts. Materials dealing with the topic to
be 'discussed at the next meeting can be mailed to members along with the meeting .announcemerie.or as part of
thtv group newsletter a week. or so prior to the actual
meeting date. Or they can' be distributed to members, at
the meeting: (Information about these materials and
how to obtain them can 'be found in Section'ill of this

4

book.

Ahic es ,in popular periodicals on American Issues
Forum -.topics can also be used to enrich. group
'discussions. Included in Section III of this book is a list
of magazine articles related to American Issues Forum
topics that can generalN be found iii most public libraries.

Copies of ,these articles can be mailed or distributed at
meetings; or they can be reviewed by one or more members in advance ott.mectings 'ancr used to facilitate group
discussions.'

How'ca'n the college or university
participating in Cou'rses by NeArpzper help?
Your 'local, participating college or university can

iprovide t wealth of resdurces that will be useful in

N.tanning your American Issues Forum programs. In conjunction with the American Isstiet Forum and Courses by
Newspaper's bicentennial 'course; many educational institutions will be sponsoring films and/or lecture series on
Forum topics; some will be offering special sessions of the
Coin-ses by Newspaper class for community groups; and

othcrs will schedule oped cofnmunity clebates on the
Courses by Newspaper articles.

Members who want cç broaden their undeilstanding of
American Issues Forum topics can enroll in the Courses
by Newspaper program, American Issues ForurrO, either
for credit or non-credit. They might also be encouraged
to attend Ariferican Issues Forum-related events on
campus. As an additional facet .of your. group's participation in Courses by Newspaper and the American Issues
Foruiti, your group may want to co-sponsor (with a local
educational institution) a related event, such as film or
lecture series or a cpmmunity-university debate.
Your local college or university is also an excellent
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SECTION H
RESOURCES FOR AMERICAN
ISSUES FORUM PROGRAMS
Because of their richnessana sometimes controversial

natureeach of the Forum topics inevitably sugests an
abundance of program ideas; thus, it has been
impossible to provide more than a sampling of these

The Founding Peoples
August 31 to September 66
T.

?deas in the following pages. It should also be noted that
none of thc program suggestions included in this book is
metant to reflect or condonc any one point of view; rather
they are designed to provide a framework, or a point of/
departure, foK group diecussions and debata Individual
community leaders are strongly :ouraged to adapt or
modify these suggestions to suit, the interests and. conc'erns of his or her partictilar group.
.
Suggestions presented tot each weekly topic include
ideas for films, speakers, debates, surveys and panel
discussions. Also suggested are booki to review, articles
to read in American Issues Forum: A Courses by News-

"Theiewere human bea gs aboard the Mayflower, not

merely ancesteirs."

BackgrotiAd

9,

Indian cultures.

the suggestod audio-visual resources can be found in
Section IV.)

"We, the people.

."

These familiar words begin our Constitution. Por America is, first of all, a
people-La group of peoples, really, "Here is not
merely a nation," as Walt Whitman put kYbut a teeming nation of nations." Most nations are organized
.

around a single people, or a particular piece.'of real estate.
Yet America is very much based on an idea, a dream of
freedom and well-being that was emblaced by mrn and
women of many tongues and traditioni. Whrre did they_
come from? And what led so niany to abandon what wal
familiar and strike out for what was totally_ unknown?
Was it courage or fear that drove thcm on? Hope or

despair? What sort of people were they to be able tO

overcome hardship and, in the face of long odds, create A
new nation? What kept them together, despite their
differences, through Revolution and Civil,War, Depression
and World War?. What keeps us together now? What is.
the basis of the brotlierhood we 'feet? My neighbors
what makes them different 'from me and yet similar toy..
me? Are'our differences fading as the memory of otheiAf
lands ,and other traditions fades? And how are we to

answer the questions: 1"What do% mean when I call
myself an American?. What do I want out of being an
American?"

.

I

Americdn Issues Forum
Calendar of Topics
411

4

Americans dalled Indiain. . D'Arcy McNickle, a
member of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai tribes
of Montana, Chronicles the development. of these early

discussion questions. (Infogmaxion abeall how to obtain

"A NATION OF NATIONS"
August 31 through September277 1975

7

From American Issues Forum: A Coqrses byNewspaper
Reader, Vol: I.

paper Reader, Vol. I, and in popular periodicals, and
.

Stephen Vincent Benet

.

.

."A Hideous and Desolate Wilderness." William
Bradford, governor of Plymouth colony for thirty years,
describes the voyage of the Pilgtims and their reactions to
thc New World.
g

Paying off the Passage. Gottlieb Mittelberg6, a
German immigraths describes his ekoetiences as an
indentured servant in the cyipirs\
They Came in Chains. Thomas Ph' lip, qmmander.
of a,slave ship, recounts his voyage to
csica with a
"blatic cargo."
.

Red, White, anti Black. Gary Nash explores tte his-

torical origins of the relationshipftetween red, white,
and black Americans.

From Poirular Periodicals

1

A short sketch of the early colonists, "The Makers of

America," is found in the July 8, 1974 issue of U.S.

-News and World Report (pp. 26-28).

The lives and times of colonial women wel.re chronicled by Linda Grant Dupauw in the July 1974 issuc of
MS magazine (pp. 51 + ). 'A complete bibliography on
colonial siomen is available ftom the headquarters of...the
American Revolution Bicentennial Administration in
Washington, D.C.

Volume I of Ebony magazin e's Pictoral History of
Black America depicts the wretched lives of thc slaves in a
series of vivid drawings ind ptiOtographs.

Books to.l*view

Beginning at the Beginning
ObvioUsly, the Pilgrims didn't settle ill of.the United
States. How 'was your community of area settletil .Invite
a local or state_historian to discuss your owri history as a

ib Selections from the bibliograp6y in American Issues.,
Forum, Study Guide, Vol. I.

Roll, Joidan, Roll: The World the Slaves, Made by
Eugene Genovese. This work is a reappraisal of the experience of ,slavery and the adaptation blacks made to it
in the southern states in the 19th century.

corninunity. .1*mbers can be urged to bring phOtos or
mementos of the past 'that might be in their possession.
Also, "old timers" in the community could be invited as
special guests to share their recollections of earlier eras
with your group,

_

,

The. Indian in Amenian History., by William T.

Oa.

Hagan. This verydbrief, up-to-datehistdry of the American Indian includes a good bibliography.

Red Man, Pale Face ,
Most Americans, as a result of television and the movies, have a stereotyped view of -Native Americans.. 'Dilly'
recently have these stereotypes been replaced with more
realistic' pOrtrayals drawn from history: Challenge 'your

Selections from the Amecka ,Liblary Association Bicen:
tennial Reading List.
The Mayflower By Kate Caffrey. The search for religious freedom established a new. soCiety. This fresh
narrative of a historic voyage covers the experience of the
Mayflower's passengers from a point some years before
sailing to the Ne,:v World through the middle of the 17thcentury.

group's stereotypes of Ankrican Indians by showing
"The North Arrierkan Indian : Tieaties Madeand
Treaties Broken," an award-winning film narrated bY
:Indian champion Marlon Brando 'about the struggle of

.

the Nisqually Indins to regain their hunting and fishing
rights. Then invite _a historian or repiresentative of a local

or6state Native American group to discuss ihe changing

Seedtime of the Republic by Clinton Rassiter. The
American:tradition of political-liberty came from many
sources. Here Rossiter investigates the origin ind rise of
this tradition, examines the ideas of the great thinkers OI
the colonial period; and describes the devel6pMent of

-image of Indian-Caucasian relationships throughout
American history.
C-...

-Redefining the Dream
Is the-modern "Anierican Dream" to be 'free of econo-

political theory. between 1765 and 1776.

mic Worries? "But What If the -Dream Comes True?".
n. awaid-Winning teevisidu ,docurnentarytakes an
in-depth look at the livesof farnily wbo have achieved
ed1nomic security. Show this film to. your`group and
then lead a eiscussion un she issues it raises about the

Suggested Discussiod Questions

t

What is your definition of the American Dream?
To wbat extent is your dream the sal+ as the dream
'that brought early settlers to America?
How has the dream t volvedis tOday's version an
extensioh of the original, or is it rnerelya:parody of it?.
Can' we reclaim the wonder that: Atherica,beld. for

, quality of this pzi-ticular,,yersion of the American Drearri.
9' Each member can be asked to describe.his or lier personal

concept of the American Dream, and then' the entire
group can explore the origins of these versions.

those first settlers?
How can we explain t tie fact.,thar- itaVetili and the

slaughter of Native 'Americans existed,3ide by side with`
the dream?
Do such inequities and incOnsiSiCncies still exist in
today'sversion of the American Drearn? , If so, by what
process can rhey he eliminated?
,

,

Program. Suggestions anciResources
Th Walk in My Brother's Shoes

Bcgin by playing Side 1 of "To Be 2 Slave,"

a

Caedmon recording (TC 2006) of ..slave narratives performed by Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis and nairated by
Julius Lester. This recording brings .to.life the slave trade,

beginning in Africa and` ending dn the', auction block.
Then invite a psychologist and a .history tacher from your
JAI school, community college, or university to explore
nhe social, economit, and psychologicakconditions necessary far slavery to begin and flourish in a society: Ask the
questions: "Is slavery possible today? "What forms of
tiuman oppression are visible in modern-day society?"
Back to Grass Roots

..

.

When the Mayflower arrived in Massachusetts, most of

what is now the United States waii inhabited by people
Columbus had inadvertently hashed "Indians.'-' Invite a
local historian, a representative of a local Native American organization, or a representative from you: state's
Bureau of Indian Affairs to discuss the Natiire Americans
whO' liyed in your.area ancItheir culture.
6

America Revisited
Colonists came tVAmerica fOr 2J 1 kinds of reasonsto

lb

escape persecution, to seek religious freedom, to find
vkalfh, to earn a decent living, to find, adventure.'
.

Using the-American Issues Forum: A Courses.dby Newspaper Reader, Vol. I, selections listed earlier, br;rfly suminarize for your group. the lure of the New World. Then
, lead a.panel discussion on the question: "Are there still
good reascths to coMe to.America?" Panel participants
could include a minister, priest, or rabbi, business'

people, members of minority groups, an educator, and'
students.

.

Two Centuries oklmmigrants
SepteNber 7 to 54i/ember 13

..

ARemember, remember always that ,a1 laof us . . . are
descended from immigrants and ievolutionists,"
-Franklin D. Roosevelt
.

,

.

Background
Fmm American Issues Forum: A Courses by Newspaper,.
Reader, Vol. I.:
.

Good-bye to Ireland. Padraic Colurn describes 9.4
wake-like farewell party for a friend immigrating from
Irelitnd to the United States.
,

Letters to Sweden.

The vision. ?f America 'as the-

I

Pmmi
-....;,"seck,Land,"
as seen through the eyes of a typical

/

immigrant, is captured, in.this persuasive, letter to kin still.
in Sweden.

A,/

program as the beginning _of an oral history of your

Life in the Back Alleys. Jacob Riis'holds up a mirror

organizatidn.

to the life of poverty and gruggle that confronted rno
immigrants in America's cities.

,

To Be Uprooted

Why do immigrants come to Amerka today? U.S.
News and odd Report talks With four new. U5. citizens
for the ans rs in the April 1, 1974 issite (pp.-32-35).
to, Not .every c is in favor of immigration today. For a
re,newsf the argurnents.for closing the gates to America;
.

"Give Ate Your Tired, Your Podr"

see -Should We Pull Up the Gang Plank?" in the
September 16, .1973 iisue of the. New York Times

Americans, even those who had been immigrants

Magazine (pp. 1445 + ).

Books to Review
Selections kom the bibliography in. American Issues
Forum Study Guide, Vol. I., .r ;
Sti-angers in the Land: Patterns of American Kafir).
ism, 1860-1925 by*John Higharn. In this now classic
work, Higham examines the ideas behind the anti-foreign
movements' that pervaded the Upited States during the
-era when immigration Was at its crest.

Selectns from the American Library Association Bicentelinial Reading List.

if The Uprooted by Oscar Handlin. Central to the

great exrscrierte of immigration -for many were broken
families, crOwding into ghettos, and all the aspects and .
shocks ot alienation. Handlid deals with these events
from the immigrants: perspective, at the same time
showing how immigration.. altered the land and ;As'
citizens.

Ketrinedy

President Kennedy wrote this book to combat the prejudices agaitist ethnics and the foreign-born. He offers an

understanding of the important role immigtants have^
played in American life and demonstrates that A mericai is
truly a nation of many pieoples.

Suggested Discussion Ques's.------°
What .effect have Amtnigrants had on American
lifeoUr culture, our economy, out institutions?

What arc the sources of the and-immigrant pre,
How can anti-imfnigrant 'prejudice be reLancilecl

jUdice that.still persists-in America?

with the 'American Dream?

What arc the.barriers that seer ? to pi-event today's
immigrants from 'achieving the success enjoyed by past
immigrants? Is it possible to rem9r thEse barriers? .

Arc you in favor of restorinitstrictions on immigration to America? If scy why?

What does your community do to welcome
grants?

,

themselvv, did not always welcome new immigrants to
their shores. For a littic-known anecdote about the
Statue of Liberty and Amcrica's closed-door policies, see
"Emma Lazarus, 'The New Colossus' " by John Higham.
in American !suers Forum: A Courses by Newspaper
Reader, Vol. 1. Then show 'Storm of Strangers," an
award-winning film narrated by Herschel Bernardi tht
explores the history of change in the `:mcliing plot" of
New York City. Conclude with an informal discussion of
your members' attittides toward immigrdnts today (e.g.,
Cubans, Vietnamese, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, etc:).

The Americin-Irish by William V. Shannon. This
readable book reviews the tole, of the Irish in American'
politics; society, and culture.

,A Nation of Immigrants by John F.

"

Invite the members of a local ethnic society to meet
with your group. Conducting an informal discussion,
explore their recollettions of immigrants in America,
eithet as they themselves remember them or as they Were
related to them by their relatives.

From Popular Periodicals

.

influx of immigrants to-Arnerka between .1885 and 1915.
Then mview with your group each member's ethnic background. You might want to record this part 'of the

,

Brogram Suggestions arid Resources
"Descended from IMmigrants and Revolutionaries"

Show the film, "The_ Huddled Masses," the part of
Alistair Cooke's America series that describes the great

'

In the Factories, In the Mills

Hisforically, immigrants have filled the lowest jobs bn
the L1-5,. labor ladder. In the past and still today, immi-

grants arc condemned for taking jobs away from Ll.S.
citizens. On the other 'hand, many atvibute America's
industrial might to the strength Of its immigrant labor
forces. 'Explore this difference of opinion in' d panel discussion.. Panel participants could include !al:bi- union
menabers

or

officials,

immigration

officials,

ethnic

business people or leaders of .local ethnic,---societies,
officials from the state's department of labor, and city
personnel officers. Prior to the we! ,discussion, you
might want td vie*, "The Inheritance," a film on immigrants and-their role in' the trade union movement.
, at the Bottom
6 atartmw

How do the ,sirobkms encountered by modern immigrants compare with' those of the early immigrants? Explore this issue with your group first by viewing "Island
In America," a film on the cultutal;social, and economic
life of Puerto Ricans in the United States. Then con-

vene a panel to discuss steps that can be taken to help
modern immigrants. ,Panel --naerhers.could...include a
member of your Chamber of Commerce, a loeal educator,

a member' of a labor union, and memb:rs of ethnic
societies.

Crossing the Border

Mexican-Americans have playcd an important parl_in
United States history far more thaii.400 years-.- familiarize your group with this history ty viewing "North from'
Mexico: Exploration and Heritage,: a' film about the
contributions Mexican-Americaris have mIcle and the prejudice they've. encountered. Then invite a representative of a local or state Chicano organizaticin to discuss
with your group the problems of Mexkan-Americans and
of present-day Melican immigrants to the United States.

Out of Many, One?
September.14 to September 20"

I

P

"America, my country, is almost a continent and hardly
yqt a nation."
Ftzra Pound
1,
"
,
Backgrou n d
.
From American Is'sues Fdrum: A Courses by Newspaper Reader, yo/. /. ..' .
.
i
Talking American-ltahan Style. Jerry Mangione hu.

.

.

lialian.imMigrant family

Bexond the Melting Pot
Nathan Glazer and '
Daniel Patria Moynihan. T is early 1960s" study Of
blacks, Puerto Ricans, Jews, Iialians, 'and Irish in New
York City helped pave the way for the rediscovery of

.

. "adapted" to theirnetv life in America.
.

ethnic diversity in American society. Glazer and Moynihan debunk the myth of the melting pot and:show hoW
America transformed the immigrant without robbing-him
of his ethnic identity.

\

The Promised ,Land. Excrpts from the personal
journal pf Mary Antin shows theimportance of American
schools in the. Americanization of a young immigant
around the turn of the century.

Suggested Discussion Questions

Locking the Door: The Exclusion of the Chinese.
Ili: song ahd humorous poem by Brele Harte becathe

Despite their diverse backgrounds, what common
characteristics are'shared by all Americans?
Are these similarities numerous- enough and/or

popular warchWords in the movement to restrict Chinese
immigration to the United States.

strong enough to support our calling attention to our
differences without threatening our nationaridentity?
Is 0-oiip identity only a means of seeking political

The Melting Pot:-

These two selections present
opposing viepoints: the first expresses the idea -of
America as a melting pot, made up of all races and
nationalities. the second advances thr now widely

redress Of grievances?

What other purposes does it serve?

Are there facets of modern life that make group

-iccepted concept of "culsural pluralism.

idehtity not .only desirable but necessary?

Was the concePt of the "melting pot" ever real?

From Popular Periodicals

Program Suggeskions and Resources

For a slice of life from a modern-day Italian-American

The Melting Pot Myth

(.()M munity in New York City, see "A Dream Grows in
Brooklyn:. by Susan Jdcoby, an ward-winning writer oh
ethnic America, in the February, 23, 1975 issue of the
New York Times Magazine (p. 11 + ).

Play A Nation of Immigrant, a tape that focuses on
the ways iMmigrants came to influence fhe American way
of life. Then initiate. -a, panel discussion on the topic.
"Is America, the, Melting Pot, a 'Myth?" Participants

Nathan Glazer and Daniel Moynihan, the authors Of

include an instructor of ethnic studies, leaders' of
locallt
roups, and an adminkmator from the publk

a classic study of ethnic separatisly in New York City
:itled Beyond the Melting Pot, discuss the question

Why Ethnicity?'"

in

r

a

.

morously ;reveals how his

La Raz*. by Stan.teiner. Many Mexican-Americans
feel that their history as a peoPle Bas been deliberately
and systematically suppressed. .Ift,tracing the rise of their' I
ethnic cOnsciaUsness in the 19a0s, 'Steiner supplies the
historic backgMund to the Chicanos' cureent
cultural, and religious activities. qc

the October

1974

issue

Commentary (pp. 4 + ).

school system.

of

Blocs of Hyphenated Americans

Writer TOni,Morrisoo describes her personal reaction

What effect is ethnic identification having on politics
and social, programs in your community or state?), Invite
an official who holds a local, state, or national elective

to a growing awareness of her black heritage in l'Rediscovering Black History" in the New York Times'
Magazine. August 11, 1974 (pp. 14-16 + ).

office to,discuss the current.impacr-of ethnic identifica
tion on politics and social programs.

'Fred Barbaro explores the recent history of intraethnic rivalry in "Ethnic Resentment, an article in the

Undershirts and Beer Cans

March 1974 issue of Society magazine (pp. 67-75).

Recall ethnic stereotypes in American culture by play._
ing excerpts from the Atlantic recording (SD 7210) of'the
popular television program "All in the Family," or by
playing a tape of the radio program, "Racial and Ethnic
Stereopingin America," prepared by Dr. Lewis Carlson
of Wdtern .Michigan University. Invite a teacher of
American studies, ethnic studies, or American history to
discuss the history of ethnicitereotyping and it's effects on
our politics and culture:

Books to Review
Selections fiom the bibliography in American Issues
Forum Study Otide. Vol. 1.

....T.hz; Rise of tA Unmeltable Ethnics 'by Michael
Novak. A young Catholic Slovak-American gives a highly
personal and polemical interpretation of American politics and culture.

Japanese-Americans: The Evolution of a Subculture
by Harry Kitan. This brief bOok chronicles the history of

s.4dn the Third Century?

one of :he most mistreated and/also one of the most

What is the agenda of racial and ..cthnic 'groups for the

successfaof American ethnic groups.

next century of Arnerican life? invite the leaders of
black, Chicairo, Puerto Rican, Native American, and/or

Selections from the American Library Association Bicentennial Reading List.

other ethnic groups to discuss their future plans and goals
as they relate to racial or ethnic pride.

f

8

13

' EWucated to be Citizens

suggestions for .a compromise on the .amnesty issue in an
artide titled "Amnesty" 4n the New York Times

Viet is the function of education in producing Americitizens?
What relationships exist between
citizenship training and the burgeoning number mf ethnic
studies programs? Convene a panel to presrnt diverse
viewpoints on these issues. Panel partkipants covld
include nitmbers of the, local school board, high l'ool or
coHege students', a PIA officer, and represeurait
of
local ethnic groups. To stimulate .the pand d
ion
you may want to view "Challenge to America: Thc Role
of Education, in Intergroup Relations," a filin in t hich a

Magazine, September; 8, 1974 (pp. 27

'can

).

"Youth After %-t: Revolution" in the March 1973
issue of Fortune (pp. 144-48 + ) and What's Become of
Yesterday's Student Rebels?" in the January 13, 1975
issue of U.S. Ndes and World Report (pp. 34-37), put
into perspective the campus uprisings of the sixties:.

BoOks to RevieW

Selections from the bibliography in American Issues

professor illustrates ways and means .of meeting the

Forum Study Guide, Vol. I.

challenge for good human relations among people of

/.

various religious, racial, and national backgrounds.

*An America': Dilemma by Gunnar Myrdal. In this

now:classic work, a prominent sociologist looks at the
Communities within Communities.

position of blacks in twentieth-century America.

Hold your meeting in an ethnic neighborhood. Ar'range for someone who is familiar with the area i0 take
your group on a walking tour: taking- time to talk with
people in the neighborhood, shopkeepers, _priests and
pastors of local chittches, and rabbis of local synagogues.
When your group reconvenes, discus with a sociologist
and a representative of the neigithorhood the meaning of
these neigAborfikdi to their residents ,and to the community at lal-ge:

An Unsettled People.: Social Order and Disorder in
American History by Rowland 'T. Berthoff. The interaction of immigration and slavery with other social forces
is viewed fmm...the vantage point of humane conservatism.

Selections from the Amerkan Library. Association Bicen:,,

makes a loyal, good American? Describing the life,
career: aFd.downVI of.the Wisconsin senator who, after
World War *II. rtithlessly hunted for communists and

Sep*rrnber 2F to September 27
Popubr Slogan

fellow-travelers in all bi'anches of the government, Rovere
shows how secrecy can torment an open socjety.

From AmeCican Issues Forum: ..A Courses by Newspaper

Conseience i7( America edited-by-Lillian Schlissel.
Conscientious objection is a special form of dissent which
places the'individual outSide his society. The 55 documents in this collection, sanging from John Wocilman to
Martin Luther,King. Jr., and inclUding recent legal decisions, illustrate the tradition of conscience in America.

Relder, Vot.f.
-

a Power lvin Josephy. _Ir. examines the ways in

which life akthe hands of the whjtr rnajorltv hasserved as
a basis for unity Lmong Native Americans.

Americans-,-With a Chicano Outlook.
Ruben
Salazar describes what it means to. be a member of La

Razathe race.

Suggested biscussion Questions
What are the requirements of a loyal citizen,

The Unblended Blacks. Poet Witter Bynner reveak
the depth of racial prejudice in One of his poems, and

personal beliefs?

a

patriot?

What happens when these requirerrients clash with

Can you think of ary instances in which civil

Nathan Huggins explores the ;position of the Afro-.

disobedience would be justified?
Under what circumstance's would you break the law
in the name of a personal belief or valve?
Who deterrnines how much civil digobedience
society can tolerate?

American commynity within contemporary society.

Speaking for Ethnic America. Barbara 21.1ikulski. a
prominent spokeswoman for diverse echoic groups in this
country, gives voice in th e. frustrations shared by many Of
the so-called "forgotten" Americtins.

k there .too,much,emphasis on the symbols of patriotism and not enough en its substance?
Is America nurtured by blind loyalty or deceived by

From Popular Periodkals

it?

The changing attitudes of AMerican citizens towaid
their country are analyzed by William F. Buckley in the
November 10, 1972 issue of the National Review (pp.

program Suggestions and Resources
"I Have a Dream'

1126-27).

,

tennial Reading List.

SenatTir Joe McCarthy by Richard H. Rovere,. What

WietirdgAllegiance.
'Amenia,-Lnve It or Leave Ie.'
Background
ar/

D

Play selections from Martin Luther King's speech "I
Have a Dream" on the Mercury recording,"`In Search of
Freedom" (SR 61170). Then invite black kaders in'your
cEimmunity to comment on the progress the black com-

The conscience of Daniel Ellsberg is probcd by
author Studs Terkel in "Servants of the State" in the
February 1972 issue of Harper's magazine (pp152-58).

munity has made toward achieving the goals King so
dramatically articulated in 1963.
Barriers to black

Former Assistant Secretary of Defense, .A. B. Fritt,
reviews the history of the draft and desertion and offers
.11

progress also could be discussed at this meeting.

1 4,

9

The Verdict Is.

decline of the counterculture as a social movemeht in

,

.

America.

Your group.will become the, jury in the trial of the
Catonsville Nine, a group that' burned draft records in

.

Pennsylvania in the sixties; Play the summary arguments
on Side 4 of th'e Caedmon recording' (TRS 353) of the

.

.

"Are you natio,- haye you ever been.

.

..?''

.

.

..--

.

Arthur Miller/ s play ."The Crucible," written (hiring
the McCarthy era, elicited a great .deal of political
comment at i debut. Play excerpts from the Caedmon
L. recording (T S 356) of "The Crucible" performed by the
Repertory'Tbeater of Lincoln Center. . Then invite a
eacher/of American literature and a political scientist to,
discu's the topic: "The Crucible': Art ot Politics?"

Phoenix Theater's performance Of "The Trial of the
Catonsville Nine." Theri, have your group debate the
issues raised and vote On a verdict. Conclude by playing
the jury:s actual decision and the judge's final corriments.

Dissent: The Essential Freedom.

,

Play excerpts from Henry David Thoreau's essay "Civil
Disobedience" read by Archibald MacLeish for Caedmon
Records (TC 1263). Then invite alocal, staie, or Federal

, /:

A;-Irhat Cost?

,
Whar`motivates a perso4.stand up for his
it.

or her
nions even though they ay represent a minority
vie ? What is the personal cost of taking an unpopular

judge to discuss mith a local prosecutor or lawyer the

o

limits of dissent in America as defined by lawsland bi the
Courts.

stand? Explore this topic by viewing "Jane KennedyTo
Be Free," a film about a Chicago nurse who tells why she
ns cd her personal freedom in the name of Ler beliefs.
Th'en.invit e. members of your communty who, in the
past, have taken conrroversial or unpopular stands and
ask thern to share the basis of their actions with your

"Where have au the fliiti,ers gone?

Where is the counterculture in your community?. In-

vite membets and folmer members of local counterculture groups to discuss the reasons for the apparent

group.
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The tardof Plenty

From. Popular Periodicals

September 28 ,through October 25, 105

Glimpses of the demands frogtier life made on men
Gold
Digger of '77
an article about a female mining expert

and women are found in "Ndlie Cashman:

Amerka. is also a placea land to be settled, owned,
rented. mine:d. seeded, plowed under, asphalted over,
built upon, played on, lived in. It began as thin slivers
of civilizatipn along:the coatscolonial settlements on
the. Atlantic. Spanish mis!+ions -on the Pacific. Now it
Spans a continent, embraces-an archipelago in the midPacific:. reaches Um; the Arctk Circle. thrusts into the

and entrepreneur, in the' December 1974 issue of MS
magazine; (pp. 106-108).

ktist and writer, Frederic Remington, was the
source of' many popular-images of the Westthe land, its
settlers. and Indians.4 Brian W. Qippie, a history profes-

Caribbean. ,The land drew our forefathers here, and our
wealth as a nation derives from it : our use of it has given
us the world's mosr productive system of agricultbre and
industry.. How have we shaped this land and how has it

sor, looks at the life and works of this" interpreter of,
frormierdife in "Frederic Remington's Wild West" in the
April 1975 issue of American Heritage (pp. 6-21 + ).

Fraped us? What explains our different regional cul,tures. the growth of Out cities and suburbs? Have we
used the land wastefully? Do we, need to\i!ut limits on
ourgrowth to recapture a reerence for nature?. Of course
sce must use the land fOr cities and suburbs: to sustain
life tind make it worth living:. To what MCP( can we
have the best both of growth and of harmony withnature
'by plannin,g. zoning and land use management? Who

decides

.

.

who really owns the land?

American nKtalgia.for life at the turn of the century:

iS misplaced. according to "Good Old Daysor Were
They?" in the February 10, 197,5 issue .of 0.S.'News and
WorldReport (pp. 28-31).

Books to Review
:Ve/ectrons .from the bibliography in- American

.

Forum Study Guide. Vo/. I.

- American lisuei Foruni
Calendar of Topirc.,

The First Amelicans;by Thornas Wertenbaker.

Issues

This

hook provides an insight into the everyday existence of
the fi}st two generations of ntirthern and southern colonists and examines the social and ideological problems

A Shrinking Frontier
September 28 to October 4

that confronted these early pioneers.

Colonial Folkways by Charles M. Andrews. Thit
vivid description of the colonial landscapeurban, rural,

Go lrect young M.A. and grow up with the country.'.
Horace Greeley
,

and wildernessincludeS a discussiOn of:the ChInges that
took place during the 18th century.

Background.
A-Courses By Newspaper

.Selections yrom the Americas Library. Association Bicen
tennial Reading List.

New World:New People.
The late historian.
Thomas Wertenbaker. argues that the geography of the
region settled by the first English coloni-is was an important factor in determining their fate and in transforming these men and women into the "First Americans."

Ordeal by Hunger by George R. Stewart. The Donner Party, a wagon train of immigrants' on their way to
California in 1846-47-, became an unforgettable pagc in
our frontier history when they were caught in an early

From American Issues Forum:
Reader'. Va. 1,

,

-

The New }England Way: Puritan Town-Builders.
Edward Johnson. who helped establish Woburn, Massachusetts. describes the sense of community that bound
the residents of New England villages together.
Advertising the Southern Frontier. ThoMas Nairne.
a Swiss immigrant. describes typical land prices, land
tenure, financial arrangements, and the opportunities
open-to settlers in the southern frontier,

Settling the Prairie.

7he t'rban Frontier by Richard C. ,Xfa,cle. Wade re-

counts the growth of the frontier citiesPittsburgh, St.
Louis, Cincinnati. Louisville, and Lexingtonfrom the
beginning of the steamboat-era around 1830: Their rapid
rise, he argues, produced two distinct frontier -,wirties,
one urban and one rural, that set a pattern for the development of the rest of the nation.

How did the land affect its settlers and the, settlers
affect thc land?
To what extent did the land contribute to the formation of our national. character?
What are the distinguishing feat tires of the

In this poignant excerpcfrom

Willa Cathet

describes the hardships
encountered h; the pioneers on the high prairie.

Silver Fever.

winces storm in the Sierra Nevada mountains. Many perished, others survived only through cannibalism, stripped
of their moral scruples by starvation, sickncss, and death.

Suggested Discussion Questions

Missionaries and Indians: The Spanish Frontier.
-Alexander Forbes, a British visitor, portrays the mission
system at the height of its poWer in California.
,tfy Antonia.

.,

American national Character?

To what extent is the frontier spirit still a part of our
national character? Did it vanish with the frontier?
What are the sources of the American "pioneering"
spirit today?

Humorist Mark Twain captures the

color and excitement of "gold and silver fever" in °a
western mining town.
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'Program Suggestions and Resources

*--

The 5praw1ing City
October 5 fo October 11
tHow you gonna keep 'em down on the fart,: after.,

When the Land Wai Wilderness

Begin by viewing "Journals of Lewis anci Clark,". a
film that travels the same path through- the American

They've seen Yaree?"

Title and refrain of a popular song, 1919

wilderness that Lewis and Clarkforged during their farnous expedition of 1803-1806. Contrast the land and ,its
inhabitants as described in eye-witness accounts,with the
land.and people who reside there today. Then convene a
panel to discuss wit}, your' group thc attitudes of early
Americans toward nature and their impaccon the frontier. Panelists could include a history teach..; from your
local high school, community college, or university, a
represeptative from a local or state envircumental group,
a minister, priest, br rabbi, and a,practicing psychologist
or teacher of psychllogy.
Frontier apirit

Background

>

.

Feom American Issues Forum: A Courses By Newspaper
Reader, Vol. 1.
,

Homesteading on the Middle Border. Historical
gedgrapl tr Carl Sauer describes the prairie homestead,
which eszablished a way of life in rural.middle America.
.

"Amber Waves ofGrain." The beg,innings of ugribusiness arc revealed in C. C. Coffin's description of

.
/

btinanza farms.

,Invite a history teather from your local high school,

Patterns of Space. John B. Jackson, former editor of
Landscape maghipe, tells how the growth of urban and
subuih.n communities led to new ways of thinking about
the lan

community colkge, cr univasity to share with your group
Fre.i.erick Jackson Turner's theory that the frontier shapAd
the American character. In die discussion to follow, ale
group can react to Turner's theory tIcl speculate on
whether today's frontierless society has created deficien
cies in the national character as we now know it.

Stretching tht City. Daniel Boorstin explores the;
adevelopment of the suburb andits-ielationship to tradi.

The Lure ofNew f.and

tional American values.

"A Very Large Ciry." Geographer Jean- Gottmann

In the tape "Pioneer Saga," your group ril1 karn why
one pioneer family moved into the wilderness and the
challenges they faced there. Then ask ,each mtmber to
comment ori the question "If I had the clw.uce to explore a new frontier, a wilderness, with my family today,
would I do it?"

discusses the future of the megalopolis.
From Popular.Periotiicals

Thirteen mayors sum up the problems facing urban
areas today in "Cities at Bay" in the April 7, 1975 issue
of U.S. News.and World Report (pp. 41-44). This entire
iisue is devoted.to the problems of urban areas.

Images ofa Wild Land
Does your group have a romantic picture of life on the
Western frontier? Begin by having each member describe
his or her impressions of t14 "wild West." Record the
most frequently stated impressions. Then shOw'the film
"The Real West," which uses vintage photOgraphs and
paintings to portray the West as it was. Conclude by

Neighborhoods ire the key .to urban revitalization,
according to Sthphen N Adubato and Richard J. Krikus,
co-authors of "Stable Urban Neighborhoods: A Strategy
f r the Cities," in the May 18, 1974 issue of The -Nation
p. 623-28).
.

having group members compare their original impres-

The problems that cities and subbs share are des-

sions with their impressions after viewing the film.

cribed in "Crowds, Crime, Higher Taxes: City Problems
Move to the Suburbs" in the December 10, 1971 issue of
U.S: News and Wotid Report (pp. 65-68).

Frontier LiJi, Law, andJustice

Invite a parrel to discuss with your group the question
"Is the frontier the source and sustenance of the viorence
in American society?" Panel members could include a

The decline of a small city from over-zealous urban
renewal efforts is portrayed in "Tcaring Down Boise" by

sociologist qr teacher of social studies from your local
high school,1 community college, or university, a priest,
pastor, or rabbi, a 'lam, enforcement official or a local

L. J. Davis in the November 1974 issue of Otper's
magazine (pp. 12 + ).

judge, and/or a history teacher.

Will the energy shortage arrest the development of

spread cities" and force people to move back into
Cowboys and Indians

America's core cities? Anthony- Downes, head of an
urban research group, offers his ideas in "Squeezing
Spread City" in the March 17, 1974 issue of the New

Historians arc currently revising-today's popular images

of cowboys ana Indiansand iheir relationship on the

York Times Magazine (pp. 38-40 + ).

frontier. Invite a teacher of history or minority studies, a
member of a Native American group, or an official from
your state's Bureau of Indian Affaifs to discuss with your
group their ideas about cowboys and Indians in light of
contemporary scholarship.

12

For a contrast to urban livix, see "Emporium, Pa.,
Pop. 3,074," ,a' photo essay on everyday life in. a small

town, in. the April 1975 issue of MS magazine (pp.70-76 +).
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4.

Books to Review

between the two. Where have members of your group
lived, where do they live now, and why? Are their moves
typical of current population shifts? . Invite a planning
official or sockdogist to meet with your group to discuss
its moves, to relate these moves to population trends, and
to speculate on the reasons these trends are appearing.

(SlYec...i9ns from the, bibliography in American Issues
Forum Study Guide, Vol. I.
,
American Space by J. B. JacksOn. This account of
the changes in the American urban and rural
eiraironment thattook place in the decade after the Civil
Vaal emphasizes sity planning, architecture, and land."
scape design.

The Plight of Small Cities and Towns

Too often, the problems plaguing small cities and
Megalopolis by,3 ..'4a Go ttmann. This highly informative book analyzes
complex of cities between

towns are overshadowed by the problems of major urban
cities. Show "Smalltown, U.S.A.," a film that explores
the problems of three small towns a decade ago. Then
with a state or regional planning official, your state legislator, a leader of a citizens action 'group, or a mayor or
city manager from a small city or town, discuss how these
problems have been addressed in the past ten years, their
current status, and possible future problem-solving effoits.`,
.

Portland, Maine znd Richmond, Virginia as a new kind
or urban
.
.

Selectkns from
,?gxericem ::,..1b:raly Associations Bicen-.
tennial Reading'L:5,
The Unheavenly City li'evisited by Edward C. BanAccording to Banfield, America's cities are not
losing the battle against poverty, social disadvantage, and
racial discriMination. His view is that conditions of life in
urban America have impreraed dramatically and that the
basic question confronting al ;:.)-.6.can cities is not race but
fiettL).

class.

Altgeld's America by RA,' Ginger.. Transformation
from an agricultural to an urban industrial society was the

.

Planned Environments

The cify of the future and the way it will deal wiih its.

complex problems arc explor
by Lewis Mumford,
Butkministea uller, Le Corbusier, an d others in "Cities
of the Future. ' Show i'bis film to your group. Then

/.

invite a local p anning official to discuss the practicality of
the film's solutions and the soundness of relying on

L.:

most drarnatic reality of 19th-century Amtrican life.
Using Illinois under Governor John Peter .Altgeld and

urban planning as a problem sca,"..yer
.

Chicago as his case in pointt, Ginger deicribes How reforrners such as Clarence Darrow; Jane-Addams, and
Eugene Debs sought a new equality for the masses.

-

The UrbanPoor

Explore with your group the trap encountered by a ,
black family living in Chicago's inner city by viewing
'Tenement." Then discuss with a panel the following
question: "Is there ,any hope for the urban poor?';
Panel members could include a member or leader of a
citizens' action group, a leader of a minority group, a
leader. of a social-service project designed to serve the
urban poor; an official of- a local or state department

Suggested Discussion Questions
America's cities were to be symbols of its citizens'
greatest achievements. In what ways have they achieved
this goal?
In what ways have they failed?

t..How has urbanization influenced the quality of
American life?

of social services, and an educator from an inner-city arca.

In today's increasingly homogeneous society, what
differences persist between urban, suburban, and rural

3.- Urban Slurb

life styles?

What options are lefi for structuring human com.

Program Suggestions and Resources
Financin,g a), City

Use and Abuse in the Land of Plenty
October 12 tc5.0ctober 18

Is money die key to survival for the cities in your state?
What impact do state subsidies of cities, if there are any,

have on your community?

-

Play for-your group "Urban Slurb," a tape-cassette dist
cussion by the editors of Fortune magazineof 'an -America
"that looks like hell." Then disciiss'Witb members of
your local planning commission, zoning board, or
governing body What steps are being taken to stop the
spread Of "urban slurb" in your community.

What differences Persist only in oiu imaginations?

munities in the future?

e

.

.

What are other, possible

'And I brought you into a plentiful country to eat thefruit thereof and the goodness thereof; but whin ye

financial alternatives? Invite a 'panel to discuss this question with your group: Panel members could include your
statc,legislator, or a member of an appropriations com-,,
mittee in statcgoverornent, a budget official from a city
in your state, your maydr or city manager, and a regional
or state planning official.

entered, ye, defiled my land

.

.

Jeremiah 2:7

Backgrouria
From Atherican Issues Forum: A Courses By Newspaper
Reader, Vol. I.

Shifting PopuYations

Our Motorized Mistress. Writing in 1958, Lewis'
Mumford deinonstrated amazing foresight in his predictions of the impact the automobile and highWay system'
would have on the environment.

It has been said that eventually only three groups of
people will live in cities: the very rich, the very poor,
and the policewho will be necessary to maintain peace
)
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Working With. Nature. In 1864 George Perkins
Marsh forewarned of the dire consequences that would
result from people's misuse of the-land. The Tennessee
Valley Authority, an effort to use, but not abuse, nature '
for the benefit of arca Lesidents, is described by David

ment departments as Sanitation, Planning, Health, etc.,

Lilienthal.

View "Before the Mountain was Moved," a film that
documents the struggle of poor Appalachian landowners
to obtain legislation controlling strip mining. Then discuss with leaders of local or s t e environmental groups
Athat their 'legislative and com unity action goals arc.
Group merlbers can be encour ed to respond to these

and with community environmentaliz-..s.

Saving the Land

From Popular Periodicals

Tales of two states, their environmental problems,
'and their progress toward finding solutions are found in
the foliowing articles: "Good-bye Colorado" by Hugh
Gardner in the April 1974 issue of Harper's magazine
(pp. 14 + ) and "Oregon: The Fig& for Survival; by
Roger M. Williarts in.the November 1974 issue of Satur-

goals.

What comes first?

day Review/World (pp. 10-15 + ).

In recent months, the need for environmental protection has clashed with the need for energy and jobs.

The massive ckan-up`. of the dirtiest city in the
United States, Chattanooga, Tennessee, is chronicled 'in
"Most Polluted City in the U.S. Shows the Wav to Clean
Up in the June 17, 1974 issue of U.S. News rilld World
Report (pp. 81-a3).

For a perspective on this issue view "A Question of
Values," a film by the U.S. Environmental PrOtection
Agency on the conflict between environmental preservation and economic development in.a seall town in Maine.
Then discuss with your group membsrs their opinioni on

this emotionally charged issue and their rationale for

In 1973, the Christian Science Monitor s environment editor, li.obert Cahn, explored land use and abuse,
sprawl, and limited growth in a six-part series; "Where
Do We Grow from Here?" Reprints mn.be ordered for
$35 each (up _ to 499 copies) from "Repi4ius1. The

resolVing the dilemma-it presents.

Gmwth

Can a community set limits on its,iize, its future

Ch.ristidn Science Monitor, PQA Office Box 52'51. Back Bay
Station, Boston, MA 021.17.

growth? Convene a panel to explore
issue of growth
or lack of growth within your community. Panel members coula' include the head of your .planning commission, a member of the local Chamber of Commerce, the
attorney for your governing body, local environmentalists,
and a labor union official.

Books to Review
Selectiorts fom the bibliography in American Issues
Forum Study Guide, Vol. I.
Only One Earth by Barbara Ward and Rene- Dubos.
How the United States fits in the global ecosystem and
the steps it must take along with other nations, to pre-

Woodman, Spare that Tree

Trees can be replaced, once they .hav-. been cut for
lumber, only if the soil has been maintgined. Begin by
.viewing*the Sierra Club's "Wasted Woods," a film that
shows the destruction of forests. Then invite a local con-

serve the world environment are discusied in this book.

_.Environment.and Society edited by Robert T. Roe -.
loff, Joesph W2Crowley, and Donald L. Hardesty. This
recent book of readings exploreisuch toPics as technology

servation official or teacher of agriculture to discuss steps
being taken locally to safeguard and replenish local forest
lands. If possible, also invite a representatiVefrom a local
or nearby paper or lumber company.

and its impact on the quality of life, the economy and
the environment, and environincntal ethics.

Program Suggestions and Resources

Who_Owns the Land?
October 19 to October 25

Silent Spring
-

Rachel ,Carson is credited with starting the current en-

"This land is your land/This land u my land/From California/To the New York islandi. . ./This land was made
for you and me."
Woody Guthrie

vironmental movement with her book Silent Spring.
View with your group "The Silent Spring of Rachel
Carson," a 1963 film discussion orthe questions raised

Background

by Ms. Carson about pesticides. Then invite an environmentalist from. a citizen's organization, a local
community colkge or university, or a state environmental
agency to discuss the current Opinions of Ms.- Carson's
concern about pesticides more than a decade ago.

From American Issues Forum: A Courses by Newspaper
Reader,- Vol. I.

Brute Action: T6e Destructiveness of Man. James
Fenimore Cooper graphically portrays the brute action of
a woodcutter dealing land in tKerearly 19th century in
A
western New York State.

In the Ecosystem

Where does your community fit ecologically? Where
does it get its water? How polluted is its air? What docs
it do With its solid waste? How safe is the health of its
citizens? How stable is this ecosystem, and what is its impact on other communities? Explore these questions in a
panel discussion with officials frorh such local govern14

Paper Farmers and Hungry Hordes. In this excerpt
from 7.4e Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck contrasts
attitudes toward the land of thc. "Arkies and Okics" for

whom the soil meant life and food, with those of the
large corporate owners, for whom it was an impersonal

19

c:

sodrce of profit.

Program Suggestions and Resources
A Wilderness.to Preserve

Controlling Growth:
Future Environments.
Raymond Dasmann, "an ecologist; explores the implica-

Much of the wilderness p served today is found in

tion of America's traditional individualism and "bull;

America's National Parks.
ake a brief tour- of these
parks by viewing a National *Geographjc Society film,
"The National Parks: America's Legacy." Then, using
the study guide that accompanies the film, aiscuss with
your group how they view the wise 7.1S of wilderness areas

dozer mentality" for the future of the environment.
From Pop ularPeriodicals

le Eloquent arguments for wilderness preservation are
matte by Gilbert H. Grosvenor, founder of the National

in the face of growing population and economic
pressures,

Geographic Society, in the February 1974 issue of National Geographic (pp. 151-57). In the same issue are beautifully illustrated arxicles on five wilderness areas.

full a SmalrFarm
Are small farmers a vanishing breed? Share with.. your

A symposium "This Land is Whose Land?" considers the recreation land racket, the perils of mobile-hbme
living, and the FHA housing scandals ,in the. May 1974

group a dose look at modern agri-business in "Hard
Times in the Country," an2.5a_i_d_.- -winning -. film on
today's food-productionindustry. livite.a member of a

issue of Pmgressive (pa. 19-34).

local farmers'. organization or teacher of agriculiure from
alocal stlinol, community college, or university to discuss
thcrstatus of modern farming in your area.

Both sides in the controversy Over America's coastlines are explored in "The Growing Battle to Save Ameri-_--ca's Coastlines" in the September 9, 1974 issue of U.S.
News and World Report (pp. 45-47).

Modern Indian Wars

Books to Review

The Indians'. struggle to regain their land is documented in the tape cassette "Today's Indian .Wars."

Selections from 'the bibliography in American-- Issues

Play this tape for your group. Then invite a representative from a Native American organization or an official

Forum Study Guide; Vol. I.

from. your state's Barreau of Indian Affairs.to discuss local
Native American claims to their oriffnal lands. -

The Right to Property by Marcus Cunliffe. The historical. development and supporting ideology of the
American belief in the right to property are traced in this

A Green Place

book.

No one can deny the value of parks in a community.
However, park land today is hard to find, very expensive
to purchase and develop, and costly to maineain. Invite
your local park commissioner or a planning official to discuss with your group the issue of parks in your community today and in the future._

This Country Was Ours edited by Virgil J. Vogel.
The 'book documents the Indians' loss of their lands with
the helps of various historical materials such as laws,
treaties, letters, official reports, and court decisions.
!

Selections from the American Library Association Bicentennial Reading List.

National Seashores

Who Owns America? by Walter J. Hickel. The
former Secretary' of the Interior puts forward a political
idealism for the nation's future and comments on his

-Qne of, the most r ent,m'avements concerned with
wilderness preservation iolves the creation of national
seashores. A vivid statement about this concern is found
in the Sierra Club's "An Island. in Time," a film about
America's first national seashore on the Pacific Cdast.

struggles with oil compgnies, the whaling industry,
Congress, and the White House.

View this film with your group. Thcn discuss with a local
historian or political scicntist or a representative from

The Treei; The Fields; The Town by Conrad Richter. Settling the West transformed a hunting society ii2to
a farming onc. These three books about families living

a naturalist group: . "ThePolitics of ConserVation."
Conclude with suggestions from the group on hdw to
preserve unique natural areas in your .comifiunity or

on the frontiert&ir houses, food, clothes, tools, customs, speechrecalli the strength and ingenuity that

region.

made such communities possible.

Suggested Discussion Question's
Do individual property rights sometimes take priorny over the interests of the community?
Is planning the best way to reconcile.these often conflicting interests?
.

Is a no-growth, a limited, or a controlled growth
policy pqssible in your community?

Taking into considcration all- of the interests involved, what is being done or should be done in your
-community to make the best use of the land'?

What role should the government play in determining the use of privately owned-property?

20
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. "Certain Unalienable Rights"
October 26 through November 22, 1975

Now why did these people, in tris land, seek independence to begin with? And why is the Fourth of July scS
important to us? This month 'We will be concerned with

the freedoms that the new Republic guaranteed to its
citizehs. We'll examine sonie of the basic freedoms for

which the War of Independence was fbughtand which
affect our everyday lives as Americans. Or are supposed to! "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all mertare created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain.unalienable rights.
So read the
familiar words of the Declaration of Independence; and
Jefferson wrote, two years beforg his death : "Nothing.'
then is unchangeable but the inhre'rent and unaliebable

21
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..

rights of man."' Yet all through our history, it has
proved harder than it might see'm io defend these
rights,and even to define them. Some of our most
fundamental freedoms were not initially written into the
Constitution. Ind even toda?, the exercise of our freedoms is a matter of .drliate, regularly contested in our
courts. Art our ideals diluted in practice? By what
standards do we interpret and extend equality? Are some
of us more equal than others? If liberty. and duty, rights

and responsibilities, go hand in hand, how unfettered
can freedom be? To what extent is ,freedom limited by
responsibility?
American runes Ft)runy,
Cjlemiar (,,f Topics

Freedom of Speech; Assembly, and Religion
40
October 26 to November 1

He documents advances since 1913 in the aititudes of the
law, tlie.federal government, and the,public itself toward

the rights and liberties of minority and nohconformist

"Restriction of free thought and free speech is the most
dangerous of all subversions. It is the one un-American
act that could most easily defeat us."

groups.

Suggested Discussion Questions

William 0. Douglas

If the Bill of Rights were to be voted upon' today,

Bickground

how would you vote?

From American Issues Forum: A Courses By Newspaper
Reader, Vol.I.,

What in your opinion are the limitations of the freedczns guaranteed in the Bill of Rights? s
Where in. your opinion is the diviaing line between
the freedoms of the individual and the rights of society as

Essential Aften',. ughts: The Bill of Rights. The
fights., guaranteed tc, ever'y America; are contained in
these amendments to the Constitution.

%whole?

1-Iciw do we offer equal protection' for the individual
and tbe larger society?

"Liberty of Speech and Silence." Leo Pfeffer demonstrates how interpretation of the First Amendment-has
puzzled Americans since its ratification in 179.1.

Are the rights of the individual bound to be subordinate in a country in which the majority rules?

Oe

"Free Trade in 'Hear:"

Program Suggestions and ResourcVs

Justice Oliver Wendell

Holmes argues the "clear and present danger" test as the
standard for deciding court cases involving freedom of

" The Con tmversial Billor Rights

Protecting Unpopular Thought: "A Clear and
Present Danger." In this Supreme Court decision, the

Invite a history teacher from a local schoa 'commun,ity college, or university to discuss tht historical controversy that surroun'ded the adoption of the Bill of Rights.
-Then ask each member of your group togitate how he of
she would have voted on theBill of Rightseor would have
altered the proposed amendments. You might want to

speech.

Warren Court adheres to Justice Holmes' "glear-an
.
present danger" test in interpreting the First
ment.

retord this session as part of an oral history of your
group's activities.

From Popular Periodicals
,

In a two-part series, Richard Ham

Freedom of Worship

dds the human

element to the historical controversy on freedom of

.

Perhaps no rreedom guaranteed undcr the Bill of
Rights is taken for granted' more than religious free-

speeCii by tracing the course of a recent court casein
light of past decisionsand the effect of this case on the
lives,of the people involved. See "Annals of Law: Free
Speech" in the June 17 (pp. 37-40 + ) and June 24, 1974.
(pp. 37-38 + ) issues of The New Yorker..

dom. Remind your group of this important right--first by
showing "Bill of Rights in Action: Freedom of Religion," a film that dramatizes religious liberty through a
hypothetical court case, or by playing the cassette "To
Secure These Rights," a survey of the landmark battles
for religious freedom in America. Then invite a pastor,
priest, 'or rabbi to discuss with your group any current

Attorney Watham Lewin offers his opinion on. the
long--term effects of recent court decisions on free speech
in "What's Happening to Free Speech: First Amend-

threats to religious freedotchat are visible eit r at

ment Interpretation" in the July 27, 1974 issue of New

home or abroad.

Republic (pp. 13-17).
To Demonstrate

Books to Review
Selections fi-om tle bibliography in American Issues

Demonstrations, a form of assembly guaranteed in the
Bill of Rights, have been important political- tools for a
variety of groups throughout our country's' history. Invite a history teacher or political stientist tb discuss the
history of this freedom with your group. Group members
tan be encouraged to discuss their views on the various
uses of demonstrations.

Forum Study Guide, Vol. I.

Free Speech in the United States by Zechariah
Chafee, Jr.
Freedoin by Alexander Mciklejohn.

-

These two books, both written in the 1940s, present
different interpreations of the First Amendment.

Speak Your Mini/

Selections from the American Libraly Association Bkentenmd Reading List.

Mark Twain once said, "It is by the goodness of God
that in our country we 'halie those three unspeakably
precious things: freedom of speech, freedom of conscience and the prudence never to practice either of
them." If wliat Twain, said is true, what happens to
those who 'imprudently" exercise their freedom of
speech? Explore this issue with your grap first by viewing "Freedom to Speak: People of New York vs. Irving

The Bill of Rights by Irving Brant. The origins and
meaning of eur constitutional liberties is Bra/nt's concern.
Brsides the Bill of Rights, he counts 63 plecrges of free,
dom in the Constitution, and, with a broad background
Englich legal history, he traces their developMent.

The Quest for the 'Dream by John P.

Roche.

_Feiner," a filmdhat documents a Supreme Court decision
involving this' essential liberty.° Then invite a local attor-

Roche's survey of progsess in civil liberties in the United
States over the past 60 years ic generally- optimistic.

ney, representatives of civil liberties groups, or a local

22
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judge to xcliscuss curreht cases involving freedom of
speech, including what thc courts have called "simbolic
speech.'
Off the Shelves

During the past school year, book banning has'become
a controversial issuc in several communities. What are
thc opinions of your group on this issuc? View togcthcr

Freedom to 'Read," an Open-ended film, designed to
stimulate thinking on this issuc throiligh :the use of a
hypothetical situation. Invite :a. loc`al..librarian .to discuss
the issues raised by the film with your grotip.
.

"

Freedom of thetir6.5.--'
November 2 to November 8
Freedom of the press is noi an endin itself bid a means
to the end of a free society."
Felix Frankfurter

Background

,

Frtim American Issues Forum: A CoursCS By Newspaper
Reader. Vol. 1.

Serving the Governed:. Freedom of thc Press. This
opinion in thc so-called Pcntagon Papers case intirPrets
the First Amendment in favor of the prcss.

freedoms of c

The Pape s Aand the Papers by Sanfo rd J. Ungar.
This piece of i vestigativc
j ournalistn analyzes the legal 4
and political ba les that toOki place between thc governmcnt and the p ss over thc publication pf the. Pentagon

Papers. ...
Selections from t e Amdican Library Associadon Bicentennial Reading Li \.
.

-

1

covering two:centtirics, Tebbe! , points' out that only
through a free pressCcan a ;people r'etain personal freedoms. 'As illustrativ c material hc relates thc struggles of
the. press:with near! all -Presidents since Washingion,
including thc Nixon-A. new attacks..

/

of news gatheringberveen reporter and reporter, as
well as between the prcss and the candidatein favor
. of
journaiism by handout. \
.

Suggested DiscussiaQUestions
i:iow essential is the fre preSs to our free society? ,,
e Do its contributions outeigh its weaknesses?
o In your Opinion, does the press record history or does
it cleate history?

.-

-

Can a forum for reply be guaranteed in the press?

At what-point does the press infringe upon the in_
dividual's figheto privacy?
\
What steps can be taken toTc!itninate,this violation

Pulitzer Prizc winner Thomas Powers explores the issues
that-surround this question in "Right to Reply Laws' in
thc May 1974 issue of CommOnweal (pp. 55-57).

without destroying the free'Pres

Today,Apedia, are big business seeking to cam a
profit. Shotfra they be regulateil in the same way that

The relationships between thc press, thc public, and
the government arc &screed by lawyer Charles Rember

Program Suggestions and Resources

thc April 1974 issue.of Atlantic (pp. 47-49).

.

.

issuc of Atlantic (pp. 45-54). In.this same issue, journalist David Wise looks closcir at the relationship between
thc executin office and the Fourth Estate in "The President and the Press" (pp. 55-64).
The pros and cons of prcss immunity arc weighed by
writer-journalist Lewis H. Lapham in "The Temptation
of a Sacred Cow" in the August 1973 issuc of Harper's
magazine (pp.. 43-54).

ights and responsibilities of thc "national

arc outlined in "New Concerns about thc Pmss,"
an unsigned irticic in the. April 1975 special Bicentennial issucof Fortune magazine (pp'. 121-23.+.).
press

The public has a-right to.knowbout how thc press
operates, argues Lewis W. Wolfson, a professor of communications, in the January 1975 issue of Progressive
(pp. 42-46).

Books to Review t
Selections from the bibliography in American Issues
Forum Study Guidc, Vol. 1.

The System of Freedom of Expression by Thomas I.
Emerson. This in-depth review explores.the relationship

between freedom, of thc prcss and the othcr vital
18

.

,

other businesses are?

Today's Media: Big Business

in "Thc First Amendment- Zin Trial" in thc Ala 1973

The

.

The Boys on the Eqs by Timothy Crouse. How did
the Washington press rps act on the 197 re-election
campaign trail with Prcsiç1ent Richard M. ixon? Crouse
details thc breakdown o the traditional adversary system

T. Griffith, a fotmer Life cditor, consi,clers objective--

e

1

The Media in ,merica by John. Tebbe!. In a survey

From Popular Periodicals

ity and thc press in "Few Frank Words about Bias'.' in

ression.

Without question today's newspapers and 'television
and radio stations are important businesses. Should they
be .regulated iri%much the same way that other enterprises are? Can their responsibilities be regulated without limiting the. freedom of the press? What steps have
the media, as an industry, tak5n to ensure fairness? Ex..plore these issues in a panel Biscussion. Panel members

might include the publisher or city editor of a local
paper, broadcasting executives, reporters from any

media, and a teacher of journalism from a. local high
school, community college, or university.
ID Objective Vantage Point

That press coverage must be objective is one of the
pillars supporting freedom of the press. The film "Jour-

nalismMirror, Mirror on the World?" illustrates hem
the samc news event can be given radically different
coverage by different reporters or media. Objectivity in
reporting is found to. be severely lacking. View this film
with your group and then invite local newspaper, radio,
and television reporters to comment on these apparent
inequities in local and national news coverage.

23
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The Press and Polities

out in "How the New Privacy Law Protects You" in the
December 30, 1974 issue of U.S. News an World Report
(p. 16).

t

In recent months, the press has beer. accused Of invading the Privacy of public officials. Invite several public
officials, elected and appointed, and severaflocal jourindists and editors to discuss.this issue. Group members can
be encouraged to raiie questions abogt recent local cover-

A review of the recent unsuccessful.attempts to regulate electronic surveillance is found in "Big Brother Still
Watches: Government Surveillance in the Name of
National Security" by James GOOdman in the February
1975 issue oProgressive (pg. 7-8)..

age that thcy consider to have been an invasion of
privacy.

I

o The Press as,Judg.e and Jury

Recent Supreme 'Court decisions have altered Oic

-

right of police to search argues attorncy Stephen Amps in

When dbes pro:s coverage'of a crime affect the right of
an allegkd criminal to a fair trial?. Explore th'e balance
between file rightiof.the press 'and thc rights of the accnsech by viewing "Free Press vs. Trial by Jury: Thc
Sheppard Casc," a film on the Supreme Court.appeal of
a convicted murderer. Then invite a local judge to com-

"Rise of Police- Logic" in the April 5, 1975 issue of

Saturday Review (pp. 12-13 + ).

A case study of the juvenile justioel system, which
protects neither victims nor the rising number of violent
.youths, '. cart- be found in "They Think I Can 'Kill Because I'm 14" by Ted Morgan in the January 19, 1975
issue of the New york Times Magazine (pp. 9-11 + ).

ment on drawing the .balance between the rights of the
press and the rights of the accused.

Calling the Sigials

Books to Review
Selections _from the ,hdliography in American Issues

Linder tbe law, the electronic media are .reqeired to
demonstrate their public service to the community! Invite local broadcast executives to discuss with your group
the steps ;heir television and radio stations arc taking to

Forum Study Guide, Vol. /.

-

Privlicy and Freedom by .Alan .F. Westin. In this
.thorough. stddy, Westin surveys the use of modern der;
tronic techniques in surveillance and traces the develop-

fulfill:this obligation. If this issue is a controversial one
in your community, invite citizens groups aCtive'in this
issue to respond.

ment of surveillance laws with respect to individuai
privacy.

On'the Cable

The Rights of Americans edited by Nortpan Dorser
A concise, up-to-date review of tbe state of the law' with

The decisionto franchise or to renew the franchise of a
able television, comPany is facing many communities
today. The issues surrounding cable television arc many
anecomplex, especially those involvirlg citizen access to
the air waves. To bring these issues beforr..vur group,
convene a panel. Panelists might include members of a
local Cable television commission (if one exists), a memb.:r of your local governing body, a cable television com-

respect to search and seizure and the Fourth Amendment can be found in Chapter 3 of this. collection of
essays.

Selections from the Arkerican Library Association Bicentennial Reading List.
Executfre Order 9066 bOviaisie. and Richard Conrat.
Sixty photographs movingly reveal the results' of Franklin

pany eiecutive, and a teacher of broadcast journalism
from a.local community college or university.

D. Roosevelt's Order 9066, which interned 110,000

Japanese-Americans in 1942. An essay describing the
growth of anti-orientalism in the American West comple-'
ments an introduction by a man who was a child in the

Freedom from Search and Seizure
November 9 to. NoVember 15
'The, ri.!,ht to be let alone, the most comprehensive of
lights and the light most valued by civilized men.-

camps.

Louis D. Brandeis

The Naked Society by Vance Packard. Packard documents invasions of privacy by business, government, and
other interests. He cites the use of such intrusive devices as hidden electronic media secsors, wiretaps, oneway mirrors, psychological testing, and probing census
questionnaires.

B'ackground
From America?, Issues Forum: A Courses By Newspaper
Reader, Vol. I.

r

"The Right of the People to be Secure.- Supreme
Court Justice Robert Jackson analyzes the tensions bet'een individual and community security,

Suggested Discussion Questions
How safe is the individual from illegal search and
seizure in today's society?

Law, Criminals, and the Court. Henry J. Abraham.
"discusses the Major issues related to due process, the
Rifirth Amenddient, and criminal law..

How can thc- need for information by law enforcement agencies be reconciled with the indiviclal right to

privacy?

The Right to Privacy. Congressman Barry M. Goawater, Jr. analyzes the tight to privacy in a world of computers and advanced surveillance equipment.

What are the pros aia cons of a National Data

Bank?

How can the .collection of information by private
groups be conirolled?
What responsibilitie; are inherent in the individual
citizen's right to priVacy and 'freedom from search and
seizure?

From Popnlar Periodicals

.

The decails of the Privacy Act of 1974 are spelled
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Program Suggestions and Resources

Y e historian C. Vann Woodward analyzes the-developme t of sowthern racial segregation and disfranchisement
follo ing the additions of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Ame dments to the Constitution.

Data Banks

One data bank most people are aware of is the .one
maintained by local credit bureaus. Invite the head of
your local credit bureau to discuss the-nature of this data
collected, the means by which it is Collected, and any
steps being taken to, prelient th- misuse of this information. Group members can raise questions on the practices

S parate Is Not Equal. This unanimous opinion in
Bmwn s. the Board of Eductiiion of Topeka, Kansas, revitalize the equal protection clause of the Constitution
and helped launch the modern-day civil rights
movement.

and methods described..

Who:s Calling?

Is Pregnancy without Penalty: C:vil Rights of Wolen.
Attorney e Cary traces recent progress against sex descriminatio

The telephone , now found in almost every American
home, can be a tool used to invade privacy whether at the
;), hands of a crank caller, a telephone soliciror, or a surveillance expert. What protections are available for telephone subscribers who want to prevent invasions of their
privacy via the phone? Invite-a local telephone company
executive to discuss this issue with your group.

What Price Equality? These selections from committee hearingi and from the. U.S. -Senate debate of the proposed Equa Rights Amendment reveals the argument for
and against he effort to %legislate equality."

.

,

You're Under Anrest

troversial Wa4ren Court as well as the issue of policy
making hy the Supreme Courr under the guise of inter-

recent years the rights of alleged criminals -have been

the source of a great deal of controversy among judges;
law enforCement officials, and attorneys. Convene
panel to review the 'current status of the law as it peetains to suspected criminals and the general public. Panel
members could include local judges and lawyers, your
local police chief, the county prosecutor, minority group
leaders, and members of civil liberties groups.

preting the-Constitution.
From Popular Reriodicals

On the twentieth anniversary of tliSupreine Court
ruling that sepFate is not equal, Theodore M. Hesburgh,
former chairman of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
assesses the progress and future of the civil rights movement in "Civil Rights: -Old Victories, New Battles"
found in the September 14, 1974 issue of Nation (pp.

Surfeillance : Is Big Brother WatchOg .You?

Begin by viewing "Surveillance: Who's Watching?"
a timely film on political surveillance and harrassment
in the United States. Then invite your local state repre-

207-10).

s'7.7

The beginning of the women's rights movement
over 125 yea,rs ago is documented in "What Do You
Know Abotiti Seneca Falls?" bAnneGrant in the July

sentative, senator, loc;.1 police chief, or prosecutor to react
to the film and to comment on steps that can be eaken by
the individual to prevent invasions of privacy for political
, purposcs.

,1973 issue of MS magazine (Pp. 446 +

The arguments for and against the proposcd Equal
Rights Amendment (ERAft can 'be found in "Phyllis
Schlafly : Sweetheart of-the Silent Majority" in the
March 1974 issue of MS magazine (pp.- 5-57 + ). Ms.'

'In the Courts
Much recent criticism involving violation of the right of

due process has focused on the Courts. How does your
local court system operate to ensure the right Of due processm every person arrcited? Explore this issue with your
group by viewing "Justice Delayed, Justice Denied," a
-film that inyestigates the probleins of Court congestion
and ,t12,e prolonged detention of individuals aWaiting trial.
'Then convene a panel tb,discuss the issue as it relates to
Your local courts. Possible panel Jnernbers might include
local trial tudges, the local prosecutor, a court administrator, a trial lawyer, and representatives of citizen groups

Schlafly is an outspoken opponent of the ERA.

The issues and history of a recent Supreme `Court
case involvingsaffirmative action programs are reviewed in

'biscriininating tc. End Discriminatiod: The Defunis
Case" by reporter Nina Totenberg in the April 14, 1974
issue of the New York Times Magazine (pp. 8-9 + ).

concerned with civil rights, minority rights, or court'

.-

reforin.

4k.

Equal Protectian under the Law
November 16 to November 22
"iVe held 'these truths to beself-evident: that all men
and wome.n' are created equal."
I

Judicial Revolution: The Warren Court. Three
contemporary, historians ,discuss the 'history of the con-.

.

'When- the Supreme Courr refused to hear the Defunis case referred to above, Justiic William 0. Douglas
dissented. An analysis of his opinion, in which he discusses the constitutftnality of the issues in the case, is
found in justice DOuglas's Dissent in the Defunis Case'
by F. M. Hechinger in the July 27, 1974 issue of Saturday
Review/World (pp. 51-52 + ).

.

.r--Soneca Falls Declaration of Sentiinents, 1848

For insights into the functions and dysfunctions 'of
affirmative action, sce "Vs Action, But Is It Affirma-

Background From American lksues Forum: -A Courses By Newspaper
Reader, Vol. I.

The Strange Career of Jim Crow.
20

Distinguished

.

.tive?" by Sheila K. Johnson in the MAy 11, 1,975 issue of
***`the New York Times Magazine (pp. 18-19).

25

fiooks to Review Selections from the bibliography of American Issues
Forum Study Guide,Vol. I.
Dark Ghetto-4)y Kenneth B. Clark. This book is a
biting reminder orthe continuance of racill discrimina.1, 'don. in America...,and ,its tragic consequences for thc
.

r

e Prop hets With Honor Itiy Alan Barth.. This book
illustrates how minority Suprcmc Court opinions arc
translated, ovet the passage of time, into the maiority

.

view.

Selecticns from the AMerican Library Association Bicentennial Reading.List.

A Tine to Die 6y Tom Wicker. A well-known
newspaperman recounts his experience as one of many
observers at the 'citastrophic uprising at Attica State
Prison- in upstate Ncw York in September :01, Thc
book's autobiographical segments remind readers of how
routihe and all-pervasive American racism.can bc.
Once Updrz a Pedestal by Eriiily Hahn. Thcsc bricf 5
biographies of persons who advanced the status of womcn
in America comprise a cheerful 'history, which follows the
American woman's fitful course from colonial days to thc
prpent. Primary sourccs include many women writers,
past and present, and cover such topics as:popular movements and what women were rcading.

Suggested Ditcussion Questions
Can equalit:y be legislated?

ean diverse groups obtaiE equality under the law
without infringing on-the rights of 'others?

discuss this quesdon informally with your group. From
this interaction; comc together, as a group to define the
problems and propose solutions.
Dividing the Coalition
In its rec!kt history, no issuc has shakcn the civil rights

movement more than affirrnatkre action. Convene a
panel to discuss thc question: "Affirmative Action: It's
Action, but is it Affirmative?" Panel Members could'
inclUde leaders of women's and minority groups; affirmative action officers for businesses or colleges and universities, and a judge or a lawyer. Conclude by in:tieing members to express iheir own views on affirmative action.

o Jevenile Justice?

Bcgin by viewing "This Child is Rated X," a film that
cxposcs the widespread injustice and inequality that. prevail in America's juvenile justicc system. Then invite an
official from your local social services commission or a
juvenile courtrjudge to comment on aspects of thc film as
.
they relate to your community.
Kid Lib

One of the newer concernS of civil libertarians is rights

for children and students.. -Do thc couns believe that
equal protece6n should bc guarantccd to all individuals
regardless of age? If so, how might this view altef thc
relationships between parent,iand child or teacher and
student? Explore this issue with a resource group from
your community. Resource persons could include social
workers., mcmbcrs of groups cOncerned with civil liberties,
teachers or education administrators, and snit' nts. A

Arc changing social attitudes necessary in order to
fully realize the 4enefits of equality?
Arc certain Iroups and/or individuals "more equal"
in today's society than others?

lawyer or a judgccould bc invited to inform your group
of any recent court actions related to this iisue.

Can any imbalance in equality exigi under the law
without,jeopardizing all the, rights guaranteed by the Bill

Amither group currently seeking equal protection
under the law is the elderly. Their concemt include

.

of Rights?

How can society atone for its past denials of equal
rights to certain groups without infringing on the- lawful
rights of others to equal protection?
Arc quotas and affirmative-action programs a violation of the Constitution's equal protection clause?

Over the Hill

pension reform and an end to credit discrimination and
mandatory retirement policies, to name only arfew. If
there is a group in your community that is active in this
arca, invite its leaders and/or members to mcct with you
to discuss the problems of thc elderly and their prolcosed
solutions.

Program Suggestions and Resources
What Do.Women Really Want?

Women's gpups across thc country arc fighting fOr the

right to equal protection that has been consisttly

'denied them by a sexist society. Convene a panel to discuss thc question: "Can the law makc women equal?"
Panelists can include members of womcn's rights groups,
female lawyers, female legislatolis71hd female history or
political science teachers from your local school, community college, or university.
-Where do. we go from bece?

Last year marlccd the twentieth anniversary of the Su-

preme Colut ruling the separate is not equal. How do
, minority group members-in your town assess the progress
they have made since :954? What 'remains to bc accomplished to make the court ruling a reality? What barriers remain? Invite members of local minority groups to

26
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Memt?ers of the House Judiciary Committee during hearings on
Articles of Impeachment. July 29, 1974.
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"A More Perfect Union":
The Anierican Government
November 23 through December 20, 1975
Amerika, toi), is a political life. A very rare. risky. even
fragile kind Of political life-- a democracy. in which (or so

.rhe theor goes) every citizen has an equal voice M the
.dtairs t We country thsough his vote. What is unique
about our form of derthicracy? The frarneklo( our Constitution felt the need .for "a more perfect Uniorry
among the newly independent states, and attempted to
institute a political regirne that would uniquely combine
the advantages of liberty nd stability. "Power checks
power" was'a maxim they followed, and they crafted a
delicate balance among tl.c. institutions' of the new
Republic so that none would become,too strong.. How

well has the doctrine of separation-of power among,executive, legislapive and judicial branches worked? OUr
theory of judicial review of the Constitution? Our politi.
cal parties? For a long time not everybody had a vote.

Now that the franchise .is nearly universal, how much
doeS the vote of a single individual matter? The men
who wrote the Constitution thought that/one key, to a
good society was to vest power in the people. But under
democracy's system of -representative government-,'the
people then delegate that power to_elected officials whose

performance mayor may notplease th-em-.,,What can
the people do if their displeasure grows too great
American Issues Forum
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Calendar 0/Topics

"In Congress Assembled. . ."
A.Representative Legislature /
November 23 to November 29

'Profiles in Courage by John F. Kennedy. These profiles of eight American politicians iVho jeopardized and,
in several cases, sacrificed their careers for the sake of a
principle are sharp, moving, and provocative. Ambng
those whom Kennedy portrays are John Adams, Daniel

.

'Can this National Legislature be competent to make
laws for the free internal government of one people, living in climates so remote and whose 'Habits and Particular Interests' are and probably always will he .ro different?"
Samuel Adams

Webster, Thomas Hart Benton, Sam Houston, and
Robert A. Taft.

Suggested DiscUssion Questions .
\lo Is today's Congress the representative body it was
originally intended to be? Or is it dominated by special

Background

interests?

From American Issues Forum: A Courses By Neyspaper

To what extent should a membei df: Congress vote

Reader, Vol. 1.

`the say the majority of his or her constituents would
vote? To what extent should yie, or she vote to lead

Is Congress Moribund? University of Chicago law

/professor Philip B. Kurland examines the decline of

constituents?
What steps can Congress take to re-assert its role as
the branch of government responsible for initiating legislation?

Congressional influence visa-vis the exefutive branch.
From Popular Perio

..%) What in your opinion is the proper relationship

'Retiring Senators offer ingestions for Congressional
reform in ySix Senators Speak Our: What's Wrong with
Congress" in the May 6, 1974 issue of U.S. News and

ixttween Congress and the President?

Program Suggestions and Resources

World Report (pp. 24-25).

Changes
.1

Was your local Congressional representative or Senator

Public demands on elected officials take thcir toll,
according to several retiring members of Congress in
"House Drop9uts: Why Are They Quitting" in the

one of those who either resigned or was defeated at the
polls during the last regular election? If so, invite him or
her to discuss the issue of,Congressional reform from the
point of view of a former '.'insider."

March 23, 1974 issue of New Republic (pp. 8-10).

Leading and Following

A former legislative assistant in thc Senate traces the

growth of the Congressional bureaucracy and the subsequent lethargy of the legislative branch in "Bloated
Branch" Published in the November 10, 1974 issue of

As a representative of the majority who elected him or
her, a Representative of Congress is expected to vote on.
the issues as his or her constituents. would vote. On the
other hand, a Representative.of Congress is expected to

the New York Times Magazine (pp. 30-1+). A condensation of this article can be found in thc March:1975
Reader's Digest titled "Congress: A Problem of Size"

take into con'sideration what is best for the nation. Invite a historian or political scientistirom your local high
school, community college, or university to discuss the

(pp. 113-1.7).

ways in which this dilemma has been resolved historically.

Then encourage each member to state and explain howhis or her elected representative is expected to decide

Books to Review

upon the isspes.

Selections from the bibliography in American Issues
Forum Study Guide, Vol. I.

From the Grass Roots

Changing the composition of Congress must begin at
the grass roots. How might such a goal be accomplished?
What is the role of local political leaders, -the state part);
structure, state interest groups? What are their stands on
this issue? Convene a panel to explore this qhestion with
your group. Panel members might include county party

The Congress and America's Future by David Truman. This collection of cssays by Congressional scholars
explores a variety of topks ranging from, internal distribu-

tion of powcr in both Houses to recent shifts in Congressiopal activities.

leaders, a legislator or other official involved in your
state's reapportionment, members of the state central
committees of political parties, and representatives of

Prendent and Congress by Wilfred E. Binkley. This
narrative history, bright with interesting anecdotes, traces
the ebb and ,flow of presidential-congressior
dationships from the first Congress ihd the first cresident
through modern times.

minority and other special-interest groups.
Haying Votes

Running tor Congress is costly. Does this fact make. it

Selections from the American Library Association Bicentennial goading List,

possible for interest groups in effect to purchase a

_

political candidate who, in exchange for being elected,
will vote a.ccording to the dictates of that group? Does
this fact make it impossible for Congress to be a truly
representative group? To learn more about the influence,

tr-Who Runs Congress? by Mark J. Green, et. al. This
Ralph Nader Cdngress Report, one of several projected,
encompasses campaign funding and the election process,
Capitol culture, Capitol criMe, lobbying and information, 3nd eiecutive preemption of Congress. The book is
a compilation of the efforts of hundreds of volunteers,
,

0

8

of contributors on 'canclidatet, bring together several campaign managers to -discuss this issue and ask them to offer
theirIdeas about how to make, candidates less dependent
on and hehm less obligated to eontributors.
23

A President; An Elected Executive
November 30 to December 6

V

Harry S. Trunian

'The buck stops here.

The Washington Community by James Young. Set
in the days of Jefferson, Adams, and Monroe, this book
shows how the perceptions of politics and life in Wash-

ington crippled the ability to govern during the early

Background

years Of America'shistory.

From Kmerican Issues Forum: A Courses by Newspaper
Reader, Vol. I.

Selections from the Arderkan Library Association Bicen.
tennial Reading List.

The Presidency and the Founding Fathers. Federalist leader Alexander Hamifron attempts to quiet his Lontemporaries .distrust of the presidency.

Plain Speaking by Merle Miller. Through taped
interviews with former President Harry Truman, his
family, and associates, Merle Miller has compiled a portrait that is not so much a biography as an intimate and
compelling conversation with an indelible personality
the uncommon common man.

The President and the People. Frances Trollope, an
Englishwoman, contrasts the familiarity that" inevitably
.surtounds a new president with Me pomp and circumgance typically accorded other heads of state.

The American Presidency by Clinton Rossiter. 'Our

nt national experience speaks lo the thesis of this
ook:
leave the presidency alone and unchanged.

re

"Servants of the Servants of God." Historian and
novelist Henry Adams airnsihis barbed wit at the process
of selecting presidents.

Rossiter focuses on the powers and limitations of the Pres-

The Imperial Presidency. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., a
formen presidential aide and Pulitzer Prize-winning historian, discusses the impact of the Nixon years upon the
growth of presidential power.

Suggested Discussion Questions

ident from, Washington to Eisenhower, his role through
history, and changes in-the office effected by Roosevekt
and Truman.
What are the melits of a strong presidency? A weak
presidency?

The Crpcible of Leadership. James MacGregor
Burns, a professor and presidential biographer, argues the
case for a strong presidency.

What are the advantages of ketping the presidency
in balance with the other branches of government?
Does the structure of the executive branch enable it
.to usurp the powers of other branches?
Can Congress be held responsible for the increasing
power that belongs to the modern-day presidency?
To what extent is the President a leader and to what
extent is he a follower of the nation's wishes?

The Presidency after Watergate.
Distinguished
journalists and political commentators speculate, on the
future of the presidency following one of the greatest
political scandals in our country's history.

How can the President keep in touch with the

From Popular Periodicals

people he was elected to serve?

Management techniques for chief executives are suggested by Peter Drucker in "How to Make the Presidency

Program Suggestions and Resources
Power Checks Power

MInageable°' in the November 1974 issue of Fortune

Throughout history, Presidents have clashed with the
other branches of government. For insights into these
power struggles, begin by Viewing "Ordeal of Woodrow
Wilson," a film narrated by Herbert Hoover that traces
Wilson's efforts to establish peace following World War
1. Then invite a histoty teacher from your local schall,
community college, or universky to comment on other
historical clashes <between Presidents, Congress, and the
courts. Try to uncover the reasons for these disputes.
Here and Now

(pp. 146-49 + ).
Qrive,,n 'some safeguards to control the use of power, a

strong presidency will ensure thc best government in the
future, argues Abe Fortas in "Strengthening Government
to Cope with the Future: Encourage a Strong Executive
Branch" in the November 9, 1974 issue of New Republic
(pp. 34-35).

.

Are there any rrasons for keeping the vice presidency?

in fact, there are only a few argues Arthur

A strong president is needed to counter the liberal
press and bureaucracy, argues National Review senior
editor, -Jeffrey Hart, in "The PresidencyShifting -Con-

Is a dictatorship possible in the United States? Yes,
answered Sinclair Lewis in his 1935 novel, It Can't
Happen Here, the story of a fascist dictatorship that
flourished in the United States. Listen to portions of the
Caedmon recording (TC-1387) "It Can't Happen Here"
narrated by Lewis' son. Then convene a panel tu discuss

servative Perspectives" in the November 22, 1974 issue of
National Review (pp. 1351-55).

the proposition "It's already happening herejust look
at the presidency." Panel members could include a his-

Books to Review
Selections from the bibliography in American Issues

torian and polilical scientist fror9 your local school, community college, or university, members of a group,concerned with civil libertiss, and leaders of local political
parties.

Schlesinger, Jr.,in "Who Needs a Vice/President?" in the
May 1974 issue of A tfan tw (pp. 37-44).

Forum Study Guide, Vol. I.
Presidential Power by Richard Neustadt. Written
against the backdrop of Eisenhower's presidency in the
1950s, this book is one of the first to analyze the limitar
tions of presidential power.

PR and the Presidency

In today's/ media-conscious society, presidential candidates become merchandise' to be packaged, advertised,.

:
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and markete4. Is there any way to guarantee truth in the
packagingor any need to, given the voting public's
search for and reliance on images? Begin by reading an
excerpt from Joel McGinnis' The Selling of the Presideru,
an account of Richard Nixon's first successful carnpaign
for the presidency. Invite a local public relations or
advertiing executive to discuss ?ht. ethical and technti ii
issues involved in "selling" a political candidate.
Not For Me.

In America; every person can dream of growing up to
be President. Most, however, eventually put that dream
aside. To find out why, bri,ng a group of public officials
together to discuss "Why I stopped wanting to be President." Members of the grOup could include legislators,
local ekcted officials, members
local commissions,
judges, and city or state appointed offi s.

"The Government":
The Growth of Bureaucracy
DeceMber 7 to December 13
Government, even in the best state, ir but a necessary

evil, in its worst state, an intolerable one!'

Background

Thomas Paine

From Arnerican.Issues,Forum: A Courses By Newspaper
Reader, Vol. I.

Peter,

Diagnosing the Body Politic.
_Drucker, a'
professor of manageznent, and Richard Goodwin, a
former special assistant to Presidents Johnson , and
Kennedy, discuss "Big Government" and its effects, on
the dimocratic process.

From Popular Periodicals

The role of bureaucrats-in- running the government
during the recent Watergate crisis is examined by political
columnist Joseph Kraft in "Who's Running the

Country?" in the April 1974 issue of Atlantic (pp.
56-60 + ).
-

The Office of Management and Budget is often
more important to government than the President, argues
New York 7,...rnes White Nouse Correspondent John
Herbers in "Other Presidency" in the March 3, 1974
issue of the Neu York Times Magazine (pp. 16- 1 7 + ) .

A view of government employees as Overpaid mid
underworked, coupled with good data on the growth *of
the government bureaucracy, is found in "Washington's
Bureaucrats: Real Rulers of America" in the November
.4, 1974 issue of U.S. News and World Report (pp.
38-40 + ).

A view of the bureaucra4 as the fourth branch of
.government can be found in "The/Federal,Bureaucracy"
by Allan Damon-in the August 1974 issue of American
Heritage (pp. 65-68).

the White House 'staff s role as courtiers, rather than as
advisors.

/

.SelecOns from the American Library AssociatAn BicentenniarReading,List.
Backroom Politics by Bill and Nant:y Boyarsky. In
their book subkitled '.'How Your Local Politicians Work,
WhY Your Government Doesn't, and What You Can Do
Abput It," the authors suggest a number of remedies to
make, government officials more responsive to the needs
of the general public.

High on Foggy Bottom by Charles Frankel.

This

inside account of the State Department during the
troubled times of the Vietnam War gives an amusing
picture of weighty bureaucracy..

Frankel provides a rare

look into the day-to-day life of an Assistant Secretary,
tells bC his snarls with congressional plutocrats, and suggestsiome creative reforms.

Suggested Discussion Questions
Are the public's demands for services responsible for
the rise of "big government?"
Has the civil service system eliminated or institutionalized featherbedding?
.

To whom, do government bureaucrats owe their

loyalty: to the people, to their immediate supervisor, or

to the government as a whole?
Does the bureaucracy widd excessive power? How
can curbs be put on that power?

Can the bureaucracy be made accountable to the8

puglic?

Program Suggestions and Resources
Bulling Patronage and Featherbedding
When it was first implemented, civil service was hailed
as the reform that would eliminate patronage and featherbedding ih governnient zgcneies. Has the civil service
system lived up to the public's expectations for it? Or
has it institutionalized the ills it was originally meant to
correct? Invite a representative from a U.S. Civil Service
Corn-mission-Regional or Area Office to discuss the history
and current operation Of-the-merit system in government.

Standaas of Service

Despite popular opinion, many government bureaut
crats w, rk hard at their demanding jobs. View,with your
group The Inventive Bunch," a slide/talk presentation
by the U.S. Civil St..rvice Commission about contributions
of government empltiyees to national life. Then invite
adminisirators from government agencies in your:own or
nearby towns to discuss hew they view their jobs, their
public images, their loyalties, their .responsibilities. If
one of your members holds a job in government, he or
she could lead the group discussion,
Bnng It Under Control

Books to Review
Selections from the bibliography in American Issues

Is there any way to hold the bureaucracy accountable to
the people it serves? Is there any Way to stop its growth
without cutting back on public services? Invite a member
os,leader of a nearby American Association for Public Ad-

\fa The 'Twilight of the Pre-sidency by. George Reedy.

Members can be encouraged to offer their suggestions for
resolving this issue.

forum Study Guide, Vol. I.

Wbile examining the monarchital elements 0- the

modern presidency, Reedy looks at the consequences of

\

ministration to discuss this question with your group.
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Chicago's long-time miyor provides not only a political
history but a primer in pNrer politics.. TI4ough Royko is.
clearly critical of Daley's administration,- his book is an
assault on the machinery of political organizations in
Chicago, not just the boss.
Suggested Discussion Questions

No-Satisfaction

One of the most frequent criticisms of the government
bureaucracy is that it fails to deliver the services- for which

it is responsible. Many complain of derays, run-arounds,
discourtesy, and unfair treatment. In fact, a number of
groups have been organized solely to obtain services for
people who have been repeatedly frustrated or ignored by
the bureaucracy. Invite the leaders of sever:d of these

gl

Are the states struggling today to maintain the
powers or to regainthern from the feaeral government?

Does the delegation of powerfrom the feder.I

citizen action groups to sharc with your gropp the rationale for their operation and to sqggest a few tactics

governm.ent to state to local government----operate as the
framers of the.Constitution intended?
Given the national scope of many current,problems,
is the federal government the logical leader and are the
states the logical executers of problem-solving efforts?

that might be useful to members of your grOup.

"By Consent of the States. .
December 14 to December 20
-

.

Have the functions of local government been re=

"The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution nor prohibited to it by the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

Tenth Amendment to the Constitution

Background
From American Issues forum : A Courses By. Newspaper
Reader, Vol.V."

Program Syggestions and Resources
Separation of Powers

The Fate of Party Politics.. Uavid Broder argues for
sironger national political parties and national programs

One 'of the most divisive conflicts at the Constitutional
Convention coneerned the separation of powers between a
the states and the federal government. Review the argu-

designed to treat social ills.

ments of hoth sides by viewing "Inventing a Nation:
The Making of the Constitution," a part of Alistair.

F7171,1 Popular Periodicals

Cooke's America series, Then invite a government teacher to comment on the present operation ,of the compromise k hosen by the Foanding,Fathers.

o The advantages aiid pitfalls of the New Federalism
are butlinethby con-ununityN'Ation kader Greg Beyer in
"Revenue Sharing anH the New Federalism" in the
January 1974 issue of Society (pp: 58-61).

For the Good of the Community

A survey rcport on the impact of the New Federalism

lnvitethe head of your local governing body or a mem-,

throughout America's history is found in "We've Been
Asked About: The Shift of Power Back fo the Grass
Roots" in the October 28, 1974 issue of U.S. !WWI and

ber of that group to liring members up-to-Hate on
revenue sharing in your community. Members can be
encouraged to suggest uses for funds for which your town

World Report (pp. 5.6-57).

may qualify.

Have revenue.sharing funds gOne to%the communi-

Federalism

ties that need them most? For one ,perspective, sec
"Revenue Sharing: Questioning the Use of Funds" in

.

"

Books to Review
Selections from the bibliogra phy of American

4

The 'arguments commonly raised against domination
by the federal government and rebuttals to these arguMents arc offered in the film "Fdderalism and Mayor
Bingham." View this'film with your group and lead a
discussion on thc arguments it raised. A city, county, or
jownship administrator could serve. as a resource person

the June 22, 19.74 issue of New Republic (pp. 7-9).
Issues

Forum Study Guide, Vol. I.

and commentator.

The End of Liberalism by Th/odore Lowi. Showing
the negative effects of centralized government on the

From the Grass Roots

public, LOwi argues for decentralization and comdunity
control.
Selections from the,Amelican Library Association Bicentennial Reading List.

In the power snuggle between the states and the Federal govemment, what has happened to local governments? What initiatives remain in their hands? What-is
their relationship to the states? . To the Federal govern-

The Megastates of America by Neal R, Peirce. Ac-

ment? Ask a local official to share his or her perspectives
on this issue with your group.

cording to PeIrce, the ten most populous statesNew
York, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Illinois; Michigan, 'Florida,. Texas, and California
especially the large metropolitan areas within them,
dominate every facet df life in the United States. He explores their essential characteristics, political structures,
and potentials for leadership.

I.
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BOSS' by Mike Royko.

.

duced merdy to housekeeping?
Is the concept of reventie sharing only a token return
of power to local governments?
What is necessary for a feassertion of "localism" in
oup.rotal government today?

This view of the career of
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SOME OTHER AMERICAN
ISSUES FORUM RpSOURCES,
.

Since its announcement, the 'American Issues Forum

Will be hosted `11: Robert Cromie, the Peabody Awardwinning host of the patiolially-syndicated television show
"Book Beat." :
.
,
,
These programs will provide a convenient wAy for
members of your group to obtain background information on the AmerRan Issues Forum topics each' month.
. Prbgrart information.on each radio forum
will be available from your local public radio station and tan
publicized in your new'sletter or meeting announ ements.
Since Ole call-in number is toll-free, members should be
encouraged to phone'in their quptions and comments.
For those Aerested, cassettes of each radio forum will
be made available to the pitiblic for $2.00 each, plus a
$5.00 handling charge.. For information on purchasing
these Cassettes, contact Dr. Jack Mitchell, Director of Informational !Progratms, National Public Radio, 2025 M
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

has captured the interest and enthusiasm of, various

media, organizations, corporations, and state and community groups. As part of their participation in the
Forum's diseussions,'nfany of these groups and Organizations have developed programs and materials on various
facets of 'the Forum's topics. The followidg' is a ligt of
these. erogiams and materials and some suggestions about
how Ito incestporate them into your local program
planning .,

American Issues Forum
Television and Radio
At least two major television networks are planning a
series of dramatic specials, feattires, and documentaries
that will correspond to the Forum Calendar. These pro-.
grams, by reaching -the massive Audience of teleVision
viewers, will provoke a.rious, nationwide consideration
of the monthly and weekly topics. In addition,network
officials and producers ;nave agreed to incorporate the
Fort.im topics :into all levels of their programming froth
public-service announcements and public affairs progiams
to talk/discussion shows and issue-oriented situation
comedies,._ Consult ybur.local,television listings to learn
whcn these programs will be aired.
`
Public television programs designed to stimulate interest in Forum topics will be aired on public ielevision
stations during prime-time hours beginning in September. Developed by WNET/13, New York, the scripts for
these monthly programs are deliberately open-vded to
raisc questions about the Forum topics. Each prograin
/will conclude with a discussion of the questions raised.
These programs will serve as excellent introductions to
the Forum issues and as starting points for your monthlY
discussions. For information, about program scheduling
in your area, sontact your local public television station.
*Video tapes of these programs Will be made avajlable..to
community groups upon request..,,For informatioA about

bow to obtaib these tapes for use in your programs,

contact Dr. Donald Fouser,'Project birector, WNET.L13,
304 West 58th Street, New Yolk, New York 10619.
A series of nine, monthly, three-hour radio forums
can be heard on your Jocalpublic radio station the first
Saturday of every month beginning in September. A
project of National Public Radio, "American Issties Radio
Forum" will include presentations of the .issues, discus;.
sions by leading national figures, and a unique naticinal
call-in session to encourage participation by citizens across

the country. All of These sessions, which will be
broadcast between 11:00 a.m, and 2:00 p.m. E.S.T.,"

'

American Issues Forum
Speakers

,

High-school and college students participating in The
Bicentennial Youth Debates would welcome the opportunity to participatein your American, Issues Forum discussions. Between 12,000 and 15,000 schools tare expected to have students participating in these nationwide de, bates. Sponsored by the Speech Communication Associatiori, these debates will begin ai a series of competitions
at , the local level, and then culminate in a special
program of activities to be held in Washington, D.C.
You oight consider inviting student debaters to speak
at your meetings and to present opposing miewpoints on
an issue-related resolution or to acrvocate or defend their
repective poSitions on a particular issue. These presentations can be followed by question-and-answer sessions or,
-* by grotip discussions. Another way to involve debaters in
yoUr programs is to organize student-adult debates.

Group surveys might be taken before and after tliese
debates to determine whether. or not they effected any

.change of ogoion.

.

lf you aij interested in inviting Bicentennial Youth

Debaters to attend your- group's programs, contact your
local high school or college 'for the names of local participants. If these schools are not involved, contact one of
the eight regional directors listed below for infortnation
on the nearest cornpeting educationNal institution. Regional directors also can provide,information about the
BYD Paqicipant Guide, which contains a list of debate
topics, and the BYD issue Analysis, a resour,c'e boo.k that
introduces the topics with essayi, reading materials, and a
bibliography.
There i,A no charge for these items.
,
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REGIONAL DIRECTORS
Irene Mat lon

NORTHEAST
Connecticut
Ncw York
Mainc
Rhode Island
Massachusetts
Vumont
Ncw Hampshire

Amherst High School

Saw

Amherst, Istachusetts 01002
413/549-2810
David Horn
Bishop McDevitt High School
205 Royal Avenue
Wyncote, Pennsylvania 19095
215/885-0858

MII)-ATLANTICe"
Maryland
Ncw Jersey
Pennsylvania

Delawire
District of
Columbia

Lannic Katzman
Tole& Start High School
2061 Farragut Street
Toledo, Ohio 43613
419/473-1119

CENTRAL

Indiana

Virginia
West Virginia

kentucki
Ohio

John 8loodworrh
University of Gcorgia
Dcpartmcnt of Management
Athens, Gcorgia 30602

,

Alabama
Florida
,Georgia

\

John Crain
Notre Dime High School
817/692-7202

Texas

Glenbrook North High School
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
312/564-1246

MIDWEST
'
Kansas
Missouri
Nebraska

Arkansas
Illinois
Iowa

Donald Ritzenhein
Wayne Statc University
Department of
Speedi, Communication and Theatre
Dctroit, Michigan.48202
313/577-2318

Michigan
Minnesota

.

Utah

Steve Davis

NORTH-CENTRAL
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Wyoming

4

' Montana
North Dakota

Louis W. Cockerham
University of Redlands
Department of Speech Communicatioi;
Redlands, California 92373
714/793-2444

PACIFIC
Alaska
California
Hawaii

Nevada
Oregon
Washington

Idaho

Thc American Society of Newspaper Editors will
provide knowledgeable editors as speakers and resource
persons for Forum programs related to press freedom.
For the namc of a resource person in, your arca, contact
William H. klocriby, Executive Editor, The Denver Post,
P.O. Box 1709, L ^nver, Colorado 80201.
The United States Civil Service Commission Rcgional and Area Offices offer speakers on the _merit system in
government. To engage a speaker, contact a U.S. Civil
Service Commission Regional or Area OfrFe (there is onc
located in most metropolitan areas). To locate thc office
nearest yoU, check your phonc book undcr U.S. (kvernment for thc U.S. Civil Service Comaission listing.
Members of local Toastmasters Clubs and Spcakcrs

publishCd 'each month in the group's publication, The
Toastmaster. For information on speakers from Toastmasters Clubs, contact either your local club office or
your State Bicentennial Commission.

American Issues Forum-Resource Lists
The American Library Association has developed two

reading listsone for adults and onc for young readers
to supplement the weekly Forum topics. These lists,
which include fiction and nonfiction, records, and audio-

visual materigls, will bc madc available to the public.
through librarici, bookstores, and many national organizations.

Bureaus may be available to speak to your group on

Thc reading lists arc a storehouse of inexpensive program ideas, since most of the books on them arc available

Forum topics. Background on each forum topic,will be
28
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SOUTHWEST
Oklahoma

Arizona
Colorado
Louisiana
New Mexico

2821 Lansing Boulevard
Wichita Falls, Texas 76309

.

a

North Carolina
South 'Carolina
Tenncsscc

Mississippi

404/542-7281

'

SOUTHEAST
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either from,your local library or in paperback from your
local bookstore. A book on cach weekly topic can be reviewed by group members in preparation for your
diicussions. -Parts of the list can be reproduced in your
newsletters or meeting announcements as suggested background reading materials on reach monthly or weekly
Forum topic.
Copies of the list are available at your local community or school library. To obtain additional 'copies in quancities of less than 100, contact your state library agency.
For, quantities of more than 100, write to the Publishing
Services Department, American Library Association, 50
East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611. There is a
$3.00 charge for each 100 copies of the list ordered.
The American Library Association also has limited
quantities of a color poster that'urges participation in the
Forum. The poster, which sells for $1.00 (a 20 percent
discount is offered on orders of ten or more), is available
from the Publishing Services Department of the

Association.
A.comprehensive,, annotated list of films on each of

the Forum's weekly topics has been prepared ,by the
Educational Film Library Association. This list contains a
wealth of materials for enriching your programs and discussions On Forum topics. Most of the fdms on the list
are of moderate cost and length, To obtain copies of the
list mail $1.00 per copy to thelEducational Film Library
Association, 17 West 60th StreetNew York, New York
10023.

American Issues Forum
Points of View
Vie;vs of the Forum topics from the local perspective of
city, town, ,and countryside are contained in a_series of
,nirie essays produced under the auspices of the American
Association for State and Local History. These essays,
written by outstanding scholar-writers, will be distributed
to state and local, historical societies.

To preview these essays, tontacc your loeal or state

historical society. If you would like to make these perspectives available to in,embers of your group as background material, copies are available for $1.00 each, or
for $.50' each in quantities of 30 or more, from the American Association for State and Local History, 1400 Eighth

Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee 37203. Attention:
American'Issues.
An examination of the American Issues Foruin topics
from ethnic perspectives (primarily Eastern and Southern

European) will be Made available to approximately 750
ethnic-language community newspapers and radio
stations throughout the country. The authors of these
weekly articles, which are part of a project sponsored by
the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairsare nation-,
ally renowned for their involvement in ethnic affairs.

If your 'group is interested in exploring the Forum
'topics from this perspective, contact your local' ethnic
newspaper or radio station to determine when the articks
or programs will appear. Members can be advised of
publkation dates andior airing times in advance of Our
meetings so that material can be used- as a starting point
for your group's discussions.
These articles and auxiliarys materials will be made
available to the public for a nomival fee. For additional
information, contact Andy Leon Harney, Editor, National

Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs, 4408 'Eighth Street,
N.E., Washington, D.C. 20017.
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If your group is concerned with viewpoints on farm-

ing and/or life in rural and small-town America, the

materiali being prepared by the National Grange may be
-useful in your discussions of the Forum topics. These
materials also will provide' a valuable perspective to
groups based in or concerned with urban environments.
For more information on these materials. and how to ob-

tain them, write to David R. Lambert, The National

_Grange,
20006.

1616 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Brief, provocative statements for women's groups on

the Forum topics have been prepared by Women in

Community Service, Inc. (WICS). These materials will
be distributed to the four national organizations and tvio
regional organizations.that comprise the WICS coalition,
and will be made available to theiliblic at no charge.as
long as the supply lasts. Send requests to Ms. Mary A.
Hallaren, Executive Director, WICS Inc., 1730 Rhode
Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, V.C. 20036.
Project FOrward '76, the bicentennial group of the
Interchurch Center, Ncw York City, has developed
several tools for religious groups and orkanizations to use
in their discussions of the Forum ivies. Their focus on

the ethical and moral questions raged by the topics
would add a vital dimension to your group's discussions.

Forum: Religion Speaks to American Issues contains
background statements on all of the Forum issues. This
paperback book sells for $2.95. Ethics for Everybody, a
guide for discussion leaders, includes an ethical compass,
a device useful in value'clarification, as well as questions
and other background material. A copy of this book is
available to each group discussion leader at no charge.
Additional copies can be purchased at cost and group
rates are available for bulk orders.

A third tool developed by Project Forward '76 is a
series of filmstrips designed to stimulate group ..cliscussicfhs. These 10-minute, color presentations (with sound)
cost $30.00. To order any of these materials or to obtain
additional information, contact Charles Brackbill, Project
Forward '76, Suite 1676, 475 Riverside Drive, New York,
New York 10027.
Essays dealing with minority viewpoints on the fust
three American Issues Forum topics are being developed
by the National Urban League. Distinguished scholars

have been asked to,prepare these essays, which will be
published in September as a supPlement to the League's
newspaper, the Urban League News. To coincide with
"Nation of Nations," the essay topic is "The Struggle for
Black Culture" ; with Land of Plenty, "The Struggle for
Economic' Equality" ; and with "Certain Unalienable
Rights," "The Struggle for Political Equality."
For information on how to obtain.these essays for use

-by your jroup, contact James Williams, Director of

Commu cations, National Urban League; 500 East 62iid
Street, ew York, New York 10022.

E' hteen eminent scholars express viewpoints' lof
minority groups on the Forum's topics in essays to be
published in The Crisir, the monthly journal of Che National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP). Each of the authors will discuss two of the
Many of the other articles appearing in

weekly topics.

each issue of The Crisa also will be related to the

Forum's topics.
If you are.interested in sharing these viewpoins with
members of your organization, consider subscribing to
The Crisis .(it is not available on the newsstands). A one29

I,

year subsctiption costs $6.00. Other places where you
might find copies of the magazine are your local library

If your group is located in one of these six states and
you are interested in becoming involved in a regional program, contact Dr. Robert E. Roeder, Office of the Dean,
University of Denver, Denver, Colorado 80210.
State Humanities Committees also can serve as referencte points for your American Issues Forum program

or the offices of your local or state branch of the NAACP.

For a brochure describing the essays and their authors,

-mite to Warren Marr II, Editor, The .Crisis,

1790

Broadway, New York, New York 10019.

planning. These committees will make the Forum film
and other relevant materials available -to community
groups and will fund Forum prolects that coincide with
, their respective themes and guidelines. Below are the

An examination of the Forum topics from the
perspectives of elderly Americans will be made available
to newspapers throughout the country from The National
.Council on the Aging! These perspectives will take the
-form of newspaper columns authored by William
Randall, professor emeritus of English, Universiti, of
Maine. If you are interested in using these columns in
your group programs, contact your local paper to determine the date the columns will appear. Members can be
ailvised of publicatiOn dates and urged to read the eol/......-/umns to prepare for group discussions. For information
on obtaining copies of the columns, contact the National
Media Resource Center .on Aging, The National Council
on the Aging, Suite 504, 1828 L Street, N.W., Washington', D.C. 20036.

Pamphlets preienting the labor perspective on each
monthly Forum topic arc being prepared by the
AFL-CIO. These pamphlets will be distributed to union
membors throughout the country through AFL-CIO publications. To obtain copies of the pamphlets for use in
your discussions, contact Ms. Dorothy Shields, Division of
Education, AFL-CIO, 815 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006
Publications on many of the Forum's topics are avail-

able from the League of Women Voters. Many of these
brief issue analyses are appropriate for inclusion in your
meeting annountements to prepare members for forthcoming discussions. For a catalogue of these publications, contact Ms. Peggy Lampl;' Executive Director,
League of Women Voters, 1730 M Street, N.W , Washington, D.C. 20036.

.

Community-oriented materials designed to be used
to stimulate community dialogues about current public
policy issues have been prepared by, the Citizen Involvement Network. Prepared to supplement each of the
Forum's nine monthly topics, these materials provide
background on a particular issue, statements on current
problems, and information on steps being taken toward
developing solutions. Communities of all sizes will fmd
these materials useful in facilitating discussions.
For information about how to obtain these materials or
about how your group can participate in a unique public
opinion poll on policy choices currently facing thc nation,

contact Michael J. McManus, Town Meeting Director,
0;-- -n Involv-----nt Network, 1211 Connccticut Avenue,
"Vh.ge.

A.

D.C. 20036.

Fo113111

Keniai, State, and Local Program-Resources
The Univer4ity of Denver is coordinating Forum programs in a sir-stene region that includes Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and

Wyoming. Through its Board of Directors and a group
of coordinators drawn from each of the six states, the
University of Denver will provide information .and supplethentary materialsfor thc F011101.
30
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names of executive directors and addresses of State
Humanities Committees.
Jack Geren
Executive Director
Alabama Committee for the Humanities and Public
.

Policy
Box 700

Birmingham-Southern College
Birmingham, Alabama 35204

Gary Holthaus
Executive Director
Alaska Humanities Forum
429 D Street, Rm. 211, Loussac Sogn Bldg.
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Lorraine Frank
Executive Director
Arizona Council on the Humanities and Public Policy
Arizona Bank Building, Suite 716
34 W. Monroe-St.
Phoenix, Arizona 85003

Anthony DubC.
Executive Director
Arkansas Humanities Program
Student Services Bldg., University of Arkansas,Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204
Bruce Sievers
Executive Director
Californi: Council on the Humanities and Public Policy
593 Market Street, Suite 900
San Francisco, California 94105

Patricia Shanks
Executive Director
Colorado Humanities Program
855'Broadway
Boulder, Colora'do 80302

Marianne Barnaby
Executive Director
Connecticut Humanitiei Council
287 High Street, Wesleyan Station
Middletown, Connecticut 06457
Rona Finkelstein
Executive Director
Delaware Humanities Council
2600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Wilmington, Delaware 19806
_t

Donald-Eili- m art, III

Executive Director

.

Florida Endowment for the Humanities
P.O. Box 12657
University Station
Gainesville, Florida 32604

Maria M. Heyssel
Bniecueriie Director

Maryland Committee for the Humanities and Public
Policy

J. Preston Prather
Executive Director

Committee for the Humani4es in Georgia
cio University of Gcorgia Center for Continuing
Education
Athens, Georgia 30601

,

Nathaniel Reed
Executive Director
Massachusetts Foundation for the Humanities and
Public Policy
237E Whitmore Administration Building
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01002

Annette Lew
' Executive Director
Hawaii Committee for the Humanities
2615 S. King, Suite 3H

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Ronald Means
Executive Director

Rpse Bowman
Executive Director

Department of Continuing kclucation
Room 7, Kellogg Center, MAhigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824

The Association for the Humanities inljdaho
P.O. Box 424
Boise, Idaho 83701

Lynn M. Smith
Executive Director
Minnesota Humanities Commission
Metro Square
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Marvin L. Vawter
Executive Director

Illinois Humanities Council
314 South Neil St., Room 203
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Cora Norman
Executive'Director
Mississippi Committee for the Humanities
P.O. Box 335
University, Mississippi 38677

Martin Sullivan
Executive Director,

The Indiana Committee for the Humanities
4200 Northwestern Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana* 46205

Robert Walrond

,

Executive Director
Missouri State Committee for the Humanities, Inc.
6922 Millbrook Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63136

Philip L. Shively
Executive Director
Iowa Board for Public Programs in the Humanities

do Division of Extension
C-207 East Hall, University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Margaret Kingslari'd
ExeCutive Director

Montana Committee for the Humanities
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59801

Marion Cott
Executive Director
Kansas Committee for the Humanities
616 Merchants Bank Bldg., 8th and Jackson Streets
Topeka, Kansas 66612

.

Michael J. Holland
Executive Director
Nebrf-ska Committee for the Humanities
RFD 2, Box 65A
Kearney, Nebraska 68847

Arthur E. Curtis
Execudve Director
Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc.
206 Breckinridge Hall, University of Iientucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Elmer Cole
Executive Director

Nevada Humanities Committee
1101N. Virginia St.
Rena, Nevada 89303

David Boileau
Executive Director
Louisiana Committee for the Humanities
Box 12, Loyola University
New Orleans, Louisiana . 70118
Mary Sleeper
Executive Director
Maine Humanities Council
P.O. Box NO
Camden, Maine 04843

.

Room 307, Maryland Hall, Johns Hopkins University
34th and Charles Streets
Baltimore, Maryland
21214
.

Miriam L. Murphy
Exetutive Direetpr
,
'
'Islewjersey Committee cot the Humanities,
.

Rutgers Univers*
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137 Church Street
New Brunswick, N.J.
1/

08903

'

Stephen Taylor
Executive Director
New Hampshire Council for the Humanities
BOx 271

Jane Crater
Executive DireCtor

Tennessee-Committee, for the Humanities
Suite 300, Coleman Bldg.
3716 Hillsboro Rd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37215

-

Meriden, New Hampshire 03770
Allen Gerlach
Executive DirecIns
New Mexico Humanities Council
300 Scholcs Hall, University of New Mexico
Albuquerhue, New Mexico 87131

John Whalen
Executive Director

South bakota Committee on the Humanities
Bok 35, University Station
Brookings, South Dakota 57006

Ronald Florence
Executive Director
New York Council for the Hurnanities
326 W. 42nd Street,
New..York, N.Y. 10036

Sandra L. Myres
Execurive Dircctor

Texas :ommittee for the Humanities and Public Policy
P.O. Box 19096, University of Texas at Arlington
Arlington, Texas 76019

,

,

.

James Noel.
-Executive Director
North Carolina Hunianities Committee
1209 W. Market Street
Greensboro, Niorth Carolina 27403

Delthont R. Oswald
Executive.Director
Utah Endowment for the Humanities in Public Polley
34 East First South
Salt Lake City, lkah- 84111

Everea Albers
Etecutive Director

Victor R. Swenson
Executive Director
Vermont Council on the Humanities and Public Issues
Grant House
C.
P.O. Box 58

North Dakota Chrnmitm for the Humanities and
Public Policy
Box13.6_ Dickinson State College

Dickinson,'Ncrth Dakota

58601

Hydc Park, Vcrmont 05655

Richard Wood
Executive Director
Ohio Committee for Public Programs in the Humanities
2199 East Main Street

Robert C, Vaughan
Executive Dircctor
Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and Public

Columbus, Ohio 43009

Policy

205 Miller Hall, University of Virginia
.Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

James Vorc
-Executive Director

Oklahoma Humanities Committee
11018 Quail Cfeek Road
OklahOma Ciiy, Okla.
120

Williani Oliver
ExecutiveDircctor
Washington Commission for thc Humanitics
Olympia, Washington 98505

Charles Ackley
.
Executive Director

Paul Nuchims
Executive Dircctor
Committee for Humanities and Public Policy in West
Virginia, Inc.
Art Department, West Virginia State College
Institute, West Virginia 25112

Oregon Committee for the Humanities
1633 S. W. Park Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97201
Robert M. Giannetti
Executive Director
The Humanities in Pennsylvania, It Public Committee
Bucknell University,
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania

,

17837

Thomas Roberts
Executive Director
Rhode Island Committee for the Humanities
86 Weybosset, Room 307
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
Porter Barron
Executive Director
South Carolina Committee for the Humanities
McCrory Bldg., 2801 Devine Street

Columbia, South Cirolina
32

29205

Patricia Anderson
Executive Director
Wisconsin Humanities Commission
c/o State Historical Snciety of Wisconsin
816 State Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Audrey Cotherman
Executive Director
Wyoming Council for the Hum..nities
Box 3274, University Station
Laramie, Wyoming 82071
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Your state or territorial Bicentennial Commission
can serve as a reference point for your American Issues
Forum program planning. Your Bicentennial Commissions can provide information on the Forum and may_ be
able to provide your group with the Forum film and related materials. Many Commissions are active in impleALABAMA ARBC

State Office Building, Rm. 509
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

205/269-7458
A

ALASKA ARBC

840 MacKay Building
338 Denali Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
907/274-6051

96799
Call Operator

HAWAStBicentennial Commission
P.O. Box 2359
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804

612/296-5090

601/354-6218
ARBC of MTSSOURI

317/633-4217

501/371-2141

Des'Moines, Idwa 50319

1501 Eighth Street
Sacramento, California 95814

KANSAS-ABBE

916/322-2794
COLORADO Centennial-

316/262-7404

Bicentennial Commission
Colorido County Penthouse

KENTUCKY Historical Events
Celebration Commission
Capitol Plaza Towers
Room 1005

901 Shermam 15th Flo&
Denver, Colorado 80203
303/573-1876
59 South Prospect Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

LOUISIANA ARBC

FLORIDA Bicentennial Commission

P.O. Box 10207
Tallahassee, Florida 32302

904/222-1776
-GEORGIA Commission for the

National Bicentennial Celebration
1776 Peachtree, N.W.
Suite 520, South Wing
Atlanta, Georgia 30309.

404/894-5780
GUAM ARBC

c/o University of Guam

Radisson Cornhusker Hotel
.13th and M Streets
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
402/346-3400

'Capitol building
Carson City, Nevada 89701
702/882-7600
NEW HAMAHIRE Bicentennial Commission
37 Pleasant Street
Concord, New Hampshire
03301

603/271-2100
NEW JERSEY ARB Celebra-

tion Commission
379 West State Street

Frankfort; Kentucky 40601

502/564-4;24

202/393-197'6

NEBRASKA ARBC

.

CONNECTICUT ARB

D.C. Bicentennial Commission
1025 15th St., N.W. Suite BO
Washington, D.C. 20005

406/449-3884

NEVADA ABBE

1518 North Broadway Wichita, Kansas 67214

302/571-1776

Montana Historical Society
225 North Roberts Street
Helena, Montana 59601 .

lOWA'ARBC
State House

515/288-8215

P.O. Box 2476
Wilmington, Delaware 19699

_MONTANA ARBC

Indianapolis, Indiana.46204

ARBC OF CALIFORNIA

..t

TrentonNew Jersey 08618
609/292-6576
NEW MEXICO ARBC

P.O. Box 44343'
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804

504/389-6752

'

314/751-3784

Room 504

141 East de Vargas
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

-

MAINE State ARBC
State House

Augusta, Maine 04330
207/289-3220
.
MARYLAND Bizentennial
Commission
2525 Riva Road

Annapolis, Maryland 2101
301/267-5046
MASSACHUSMS Revolutionary War Bicentennial
Comnlinion
10 Trdmont Street, Room 64
Boston, MaSsachusetts 02108
617/727-5047
MICHIGAN Bicentennial
Commission
.

T.M.L. Building, Suite #7
6425 South PennsylVania Ave.

Lansing. Michigan 48910
517/373-1976

"aye

OHIO American Revolution
Bicentennial Advisory
Commission
Ohio Historical Center
ColumbuS, Ohio 43211

614/466-5803
OKLAHOMA ARBC

4040 North Linc:lti Blvd.
Suite 107
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73105

P.O. Box 1776
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

INDIANA State Bicentennial
Commission
State Office Building,

ARKANSAS Bicenjennial
Celebration COmmIttee
Old State House
300 West Markham Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

DELAWARE ARIIC

Department of Archives and
History.
P.O. Box 571
Jackson, .Mississippi 39205

312/793-4581

606/271-4031

203/547-1776

MISSISSIPPI ARBC

ILLINOIS Bicentennial Commission
410 North Michigan Avenue
Room 1044
Chicago, Illinois 60611

ARIZONA Bicentennial Commission
1807 North Central Avenue
Suite 108
Phoenix, Arizona 85004

t.;

St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

208/384-3890

°

Below are the iddiesses ind -phone numbers of 'the 55
state and territorial Bicentennial Commissions.
4P*

210 Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

Pago Pago, AmeriCan Samoa

grNoup's American Issues Forum programs.

MINNESOTA ARBC
The State Capitol

IDAHO ARBC

c/o Government House

scheduled Rif your area that have a tie-in with, your

P.O. Box EK
Agana, Guam 96910
Call Operator

808/548-4615

AMERICAN SAMOA
Bicentennial Commission

menting Forum-related events. Your Bicentennial Commission also can inform you of any bicentennial activities

505/827-3281

504/427-2477
AKBC of OREGON

P.01 Box 1399

Portland, Oregon J(207
5031229-4805
PENNSYLVANIA Bicentennial
Cominission
Wm. Penn Memorial Museum
5th Floor
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
17108

717/787-1976
PUERTO RICO Bicentennial
Commission
La Fortaleza

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00901
809/724,13020
RHODE ISLAND Bicentennial
Commission
Old State House

150 Benefit St.
Providence, Rhode Island
02903

401/272-1776
SOUTH CAROLINA ARBC

P.0, Box 1976
Columbia, South Carolina
29202

803/758-7855
SOUTH DAKOTA ARK
State Capitol
Pierre, South Dakota 57501

608/224-3224

NEW YORK State ARBC

TENNESSEE ARBC

Office of State History
State EdOrtation Department
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

315 Capitol Towers
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

518/474-3931

ARBC of TEXAS
Executive Offices
210 University )-1All

NORTH CAROLINA ARBC

Departmen1 qf Art, Culfure

Ad History
109 East Jades Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27601

615/741-1774

University of Te as at Arlington

Arlington, Tex s 76019
817/461-177

919/829-2430

UTAH ARB

NORTH DAKOTA Bicentennial
Commission

State Capitol Building
Suite 403
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

State Capitol Building
Room 206

Bismarck, North Dakota
58501

701/224-2424
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801/328-6026
VERMONT Bicentennial
Commission
Box 195
Saxtons River, Vermont 05154

802/869-2338
33

VIRGINIA Independence
Bicentennial Commission
Drawer JP,

WEST VIRGINIA ARBC

Williamsburg, Virga 23185
804/229-1607

25305.

1900 Washington Street, East
Charleston, West Virginia

304/348-3610

VIRGIN ISLANOS ARBC
P.O. Box 450
.

WISCONSIN ARBC

St. Thomas, Virgin Islands

816 State Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53 06

00801

608/263-1776

809/774-4343

WYOMING Bicentennial
Commission

WASHINGTON STATE ARBC

c/o Washington State
Histor-ical Society
315 North Stadium Way
Tacoma, Washington 98403

.

c/o State Archives and Historical Department
Wyoming State Office Binlding
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
307/777-7776

-206/593-2830

Five metropolitan areas in- the United States are.
by the National Endowment for the
Humanities to . undertake a series of urban programs
being aided

related to the Forum topics. Special Forum Committees
have been designated in each American Issues Forum-City
to coordinate city-wide Forum prograins utilizing media,
existing continuing education programs, supporting
materials, and a local discussion format. These programs
will continue throughout the bicentennial year.
If your group is located in the vicinity of one of these
cities, it may be possible for your members to participate
in these special programs. Even if these chies are too dis-

tant for direct Participation, you may find that the
activities they have planned will be useful in arranging
Forum programs for your organization. Below is a list of
the five cities and the names and addresses of the Forum
Committee chairpersons.

,

San Francisco

Dr. J. S. Holliday, Director
California Historical Society
'2090 Jackson Street
San Francisco, California 94112
Dcriver,
Dr. Robert Wright, Dean
Scholl of Urllan Affairs
Metropolitan State College
Denver, Colorado 80204

Other Resources
.The national or international headquarters of your
organization is a likely source of ideas for American Issues
Forum programs. Many organizations are ptLblicizing the

Forum and offering program suggestions irrtheir .newsletters or other official publications. Some organizations
will sponsor workshops or conferences based on Forum

' topics.

The following is-a sampling of the many orgarlifations
that have developed generaPForum programs:
-

Administration on Aging, Department of Health, Education and Welfare
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
American Association of State Colleges and Universities.
American Association of University Women
Ameriean Field Service
American Library Association
Camp Fire Girls, Inc...
.Kiwanis International
League of WomenoVoters
National Assocation of Counties
National Association of Educational Broadcasters
National Congress of Parents and Teachers
National Conference on Social WelfareNational Education Association
National Institute of Senior Centers
; Toastmasters International
U. S. Conference of MayorS

St. Louis
Divition of Public Programs

Your local library, with the guidance of the
Amcrican Library Association, is probably developing
American Issues Forum programs. Contact your local
librarian for information about these programs and how
your gioup can participate.
The electronic media serving your town are a convenient source of background information on American
Issues Forum topics. Many local stations are developing
Forum programs to compliment community Forum
projects. To'determine programming plans'at local stations, contact the stvion manager.. If no programming is
scheduled, your group might work with the station to
develop programs ,hat could become a springboard for
community discussions.
Several national magazines have pub lished or will
publish special bicentennial issues. Articles in these
issues, although not prepared with the Forum- in mind,
may ielate -to Forum topics. Since these arc special issues,
some of whiat will be collectors items, additional copies

Department of Program Development
National Endowment for the Humanities

will most likely be available 'It a moderate cost, with
special group.- rates. Watch your newsstands for these

San Antonio
Mr. Clatid Stanush
P.O. Box 897
San Antonio, Texas 78293
`

Programs on Forum topics an4c1 how they relate to the

future will be an integral part of the bicentennial activities Of many of the 4,000 Biceptennial communities,
cities, and towns across the country. Bicentennial Commissions in, these communities have endorsed the Forum
and arc already devdoping their local programs. For
information on these programs and how your group can
participate, contact the chairperson of your local Bicen. tennial Commission.

Chicago

Dr. Stanley Katz
Thc Law School
University of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois 60637

Washington, b.c.

20506

bkentcnnial editions.
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SKTIPN IV
RESOURCg LOCATER
.

Many of the program suggestions in Scction II incorporate audio-visual materials to stimulate or enrich

Ameriian Issues Forum discussions. Each record, cassette

tape, and film was selected for its relevance to the topic
under discussion, as well as its moderate ccst and general

Bill of Riglus in Aztion: Freedom sf Religion
/21 min. color 1970
Distributor: BFA Educational Media'

availability.

If you have decided to use any of these resources in
your American Issues Forum programs, check first to set
if they arc available locally. Your community library or a
hikh school, community college, or university library may
have some of the rccords and cassette tapes in their holdings.
Many of 'these 'institutions also may have
audio-visual centers that have the films you want or can
help you obtain them.

.
Bin What If The Dream Comes Truc?
52 min. color 1972
.

Distributor: Carousel Films, Inc.

If you plan to rent a film through a distributor,

Records
Alf records suggested may bc purchased or ordered
from local record shops. Album numbers arc included
with thc record reference in thc tcxt.

Cassette Tapes

I

Freedom to Read

The following cassette tapes may be ordered from The
Center for Casscttc Studies, 8110 Webb Avenue, North
Hollywood, California 91605:
A Nation of Immigrants (4862)

14 min. Ow
Distributor: Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Freedom to Speak: People of New York vs. Irving

Pioneer Saga (1511)
Urban Slurb (16649)
Today's Indian Wars (26823)
To Secure These Right:, k1103)

Feiner
23 min. color 1967
Distributor: Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
Corp.

"Racial and Ethnic Stereotyping in America" is a part
of a 4-cassette set titled "Pattcrns in Pop Culture" and
is available from Aural Press, Division of Instructional
Communications, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008. Other topics covered in thc set

include American war songs; sexist songs; militancy,
labor and song; and music of thc suffragettes.

Films
list of distributors follows.

-

Challenge to America: The Rble of Education in
Intergroup Relations
25 ;nin. b & w
Distributor: Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
This Child is Rated X
53 min. color 1971
'Distributor: Film, Inc.
Cities of the Futurc
25 min. color 1967
Distributor : Contemporary Films/McGraw:Hill
Federalism and Mayor Bingham
20 mjn. b & w 1960
Distributor: International Film Bureau, Inc.
Free Press vs. Fair Trial by JuryThe Sheppard Case
26 min. b&w 1969
Distributor: Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
Corp.

remember to place yourreservation well in acli,ance of the
' date you plan to 1view it. Most distributors suggest
placing reservationS at least several months in advance.
Whcn writing to reserve a film, be sure to include alternate datcs and a billing addrcss. If the film you. want is
not available, consult thc American Issues Forum Film
List of the Educational Film Libtary Association for alterrnative titles (see Section III for information on how to
obtain this list).

All films listed below arc 16mm with sound. Rental
fees arc not liked because they'are subject to change. A

.

Before thc Mountain Was Moved
59 min.. color,1968
Distributor : Contemporary Films/McGraw-Hill -

4

Hard Times in the Country
58 min. color 1970
Distributor: Indiana University, Audio Vistrl Center
The Huddled Masses
52 min. color 1972
Disaibutor: Time,Life Films
The Inheritance
52 mM. b&w 1965
distributor: Conteriiporary Films/McGraw-Hill
.

a
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Inventing a Nation:, The Making of the Constitution
52 min. color 1972
Distributor: Time-Lii;! Films

North From Mexico: Exploration and HeritagC
20 mM. color 1971
Distributor: Greenwood Press

Island in America
28 min. color 1972
Distributhr: Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

The Ordeal of Woodrow Wilson
26 mM. b&w 1961
Distributor: Films, Inc.

An Island in Time (S-556)
28 min. color
Distributor: Association-Sterling Films

A Question of Values
28 min. color 1972
Distributor: National AudiovisuA Center (GSA)

Jane KennedyTo Be Free

The Real West
51 mM. b&w 1961,
Distributor: Contemporary FilmstMcGraw-Hill

27 min. color 1973
distributor: Indiana University, Audio Visual Center

Journalism: Mirror, Mirror on the World?
52 min. b&w 1968
- Distributor: Indiana University, Audio Visual,Center

The Silent Spring of Rachel Carson
54 min. b&w 1963

Distributor: Contemporasi Filmi/McGraw-Hill
Smalltown, U.S.A.
27 min. b&w 1965
Distributor: Films, Inc.

The Journals of Lewis and Clark
27 min. color 1965

Distributor: Encyclopaedia Eri- mica Educational
Corp:.

Storm of. Strangers

27 min. b&w 1970
Distributor: ACI Films, Inc.

Justice Delayed, Justice.Denied
40 min. b&w 197/
Distributor: Carousel Films, Inc.

Surveillance: Who's Watching?
60 min. b&w 1973
Distributor: Indiana University, Audio Visual Center

-0e National Parks: America's Legacy
2q min. color
tributor: Mndern Film Rentals

Tenement
40 min. b&w 1967
Distributor: Carousel Films, Inc.

Tha North American Indian: Treaties Made
Treaties Broken
18 min. color 1970
Distributor: Contemporary Films/McGraw-Hill

Wasted Woods (S-562)
15 friM. color

Distributor: -Association-Sterling Films

Distributors
ACI Films, Inc.
35 West 45th Street
New York, NY 10036

Greenwood Press
51 Riverside Drive
Westport, CT 06880

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
315 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Indiana University
Audio Visual Center
Bloomington, IN 47401

Association-Sterling Films
866 Th *I Avenue.
Ncw York, NY 10022

International Film Bureau, Inc.
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604

BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90404

Modern Film Rentals
WEST:
1145 N. McCadden Place
Los Angeles, CA 90038
MIDWEST:
1687 Elmhurst Road
Elk drove Village, IL 60007
412 W. Peachtree St., N.W
SOUTH: Atlanta, GA 30308
NORTHEAST: 315 Springfield Avenue
Summit, NJ 07901

Carousel Films, Inc.'
.1501 Broadway

N-w York, NY 10036
Lontemporary Films /MCGraw-Hill
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

National Audiovisual Center (GSA)
Washington, D.C. 20409

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp.
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Time-Life Films
Time & Lire Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10020

Films, Inc.
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091
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cOURSES BY NEWSPAPER HAS PREPARED A LIVELY AND
THOUGHT-PROVOKING READER AND STUDY GUIDE THAT
CORRESPOND -TO THE TOPICS OF THE- AMERICAN ISSUES
FORUM.

MERICAN ISSUES FORUM: A COURSES BY NEWSPAPER READER, VOLUME I contains
personal narratives, fictional pieces, critical essays, poems, documents and excerpts from major
American literary classics.

'

AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM: COURSES BY NEWSPAPER STUDY GUIDE, VOLUME I contains

brief iurnmaries.ot key concepts; commentaries refitting the newspaper nrticles and articles in the
READER; review questions; and bibliographies to guide the reader to additional materials.
To order the READER and STUDY GUIDE for AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM I, use the C04)012
printed below. Include the list price of $4.95 (READER) and $2.95 (STUDY GUIDE). Please send
check or money orderno currency or C.O.D.'s. Additional copies. of the COMMUNITY LEADER'S
guide may also be ordered at $1.25.

PUBLISHER'S INC.
243 12th Street
Del Mar, CA 92014

Please send me:
copy/copies of Community Leader's Source Book, Vol. I, $1.25.
copy/copies of AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM READER, Vol. I, $2.95.
copy/copies of AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM STUDY GUIDE, VoL I, $2.95.

Please send check or money order. No currency. or C.O.D.'s.
I am enclosing. a total of $

(California residents add 6% sales tax)

Name

- Title
Organization

'to

Address
City

State

Zip
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PREFACE
4

The 18 articles in this booklet discuss some of the factors
that have been influential in the rkaking of American society

and that will continue to influence future patterns of de-

velopment. They foam on the_ peopling of the North
American continent, the changing configuration of the nac
tional landscape, the emergence of a political ideology for a

free society, and the forrr4tion ofa cemocratic political
structure. These articles were originally written for the
-third Course by Newspaper, AMERICAN ISSUES

FORUM I: AMEkICAN SOCIETY IN THE MAKING, offered in the fall of 1975. A sequel course, AMERI-

CAN I5SUES,FORUM II, examineeTHE MOLDING
OF AMERICAN VALUES.
This thiid Course by Newspaper was prepared specifically for the American Issues Forum, a national bicentennial program designed to encourage a dialogue amongThe
American people on some of the issues that are fundamental to our society. Written by distinguished scholars and
authors, these 'articles, appearing weekly id newspapers
throughout the country illuminate various aspects of the
monthly Forum topics.,
Daniel Aaron, Victor Thomas Professor of English and
American Language and Literature at Harvard University,
coordinated the course. Serving as assistant coordinators
were Michael Parrish, Associate Professor of History at
the University of California, San Diego, and Allen Weinstein,Associate Professor of History and Director of the
American Studies Program at Smith College.
Courses by Newspaper, a national program originated
and.administered by University Extension, University of
California, San Diego, develops materials for cbllege-level
courses. Hundreds of newspapets. and participating colleges and:universities throughout the country cooperate in
presenting these courses to the general public.

A series of weekly newspaper articles, wlitten by a prom-

inent 'faculty," constitu.Js the "lectures" for each course;

a supplementary book of readings and a study guide are also
available to interested readers. Finally, colleges within thecirculation area of participating newspapers offer /he op'portunity to meet, with local professors and earn college
&edit.
The first Course by Newspaper, "AMERICA AND
THE FUTURE OF MAN," was offered in the fall of 1973,
funded by grants from the National Endowment for the
klumanities and a supplementary grant from the Exxon
Education Foundation. The second'course, IN SEARCH
.OF THE AMERICAN DREAM, appeared the following
year. To date, 350 newspapers and 250 colleges have presented the courses. Approximately 15"million people have
read the articles for each course.
The 'third Course by Newspaper is fully funded by the
National Endowment for the Humanities, a federal agency
created in 1965 to support education, research, and public
activity in the hirmanities. The American Issuek Forum

was also developed under the auspitis of the Tgational

Endowment and co-sponsored by the American Revolution
Bicentennial Administration. We gratefully acknowledge
the support of the Endowment for this unique educational
offering.
We also wish to thank United Press International and the
National Newspaper Association, which cooperated in distributing the articles to participating newspapers across the
.
country.
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FROM CNTENNIAL TO BICENTENNIAL:
Daniel Aafon

what was to be done with the unruly women liberationists,
demanding the vote, some even threatening to foment a
rebellion? No wonder many Americans looked longingly
back to what they believed to be a simpler and less harried
past.

,
.1
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"A NATION'S BANQUET"

America in 1876 had less reason than we to fear the

fur-1We. Its enormous power would soon dazzle the world. If

skeptics asked even then how this power would be used,
few questioned President Grant's boast that the rlation
need no longer defer to the Did World. To paraphrase the
speech of one poetic United States Senator, the tree
liberty planted in 1776 was "bearing golden fruit," and-a
grateful people now gathered around its trunk to feast on 'a
nation's banquet."
The ,exuberant ceremonial rhetoric inspired by the Centennial may seem out of keeping with the tone and mood of
the Bicentennial. Doubts about the national purpose that
troubled a thoughtful minority in 1876.are now shared by
millions of our contemporaries. The already familianquestions they raised in that year must be asked again. Does the
safety of the nation depend upon the character and intelligence of the electorate? Can or should the states resist the
pull of controlled federal authority? Will the converlsions
resulting from thickening urban populations and bankruptcy of cities compel a hearing for radical social solu-

tions? "Truly." said a famous EngBh visitor in

1876,

"America has a great future before her; great in toil, in care,
and in responsibility; great in true glory if she be guided in
wisdom and righteousness; great in shame if shesfail."
A BICENTENNIAL COURSE

These and other themes will pervade this third series of

7he Beeman Archive

Presidenatopiant (center) starts
centennial celebration,

Courses by NewspaperThe American Issues Forum

Corliss engine at the

1

on the making of7American society. The 18 "lectures" or
articles comprising the Course have been synchronized
with the first four topics of the Cakndar of the American
Issues Forum, a national program for the Bicentennial

Many of the questions abotl national qurpose that were asked in
1876 must be asked again today.

year. (A sequel,course, American Issues Form II, will
discuss the molding of American va)tres, beginning in

The Philadc2p17.

Expositi)- d 1876 marked the official
opening of tht. nation'- fire. miry celebration, .and millions of visitors came tc, g. wk and marvel at the profusion of
exhibits. In his ceniemiial speech President Grant reminded his countrymen of the nation's stupendous progress

since the days when it was new and partially settled. The
United States, he asserted with pardonable exaggeration,
now rivaled Europe in the arts and sciences. "Whilst proud
of What we have done," he concluded, "we regret that we
have mil done more."
For those of us today who think the nation is morally if
not economically bankrupt, it is worth recalling that many
Americans in 1876 felt the same way. They worried about
the economy and labor unrest and wholesale immorality;
. they gagged at the squalid scandals of the Grant administratiOn. Politicians close to the President were being jailed or
Threatened with impeachment.
The Country had already suffererd three years of depression, and by the Centennial failing banks. falling wages and
rising unemployment seemed to foreshadGw even darker
days ahead. Then as today the older generation agonized
ver the " youth problem" and 'crime M the streets." And
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January). These articles are intended to provoke as many
questions as possible even if few are fully answered.
*hat does it mean to 6e an American? Why did tie acute
American novelist, Henry Jame s, say that being an American was a "complex fate"?,Why is the American system of
government still referred to as an 'experiment"? And more
to the point, why at a time of recession at home and misery,
hunger, and war abroad should we celebrate the Bicentennial at all? Are the American people really interested in
conducting a national dialogue' about their history, their
social institutions, their values? Is the Bicentennial merely

to be a mindless whitewashan effort to convince the

unconvinced that all is right with the 'Republic?
It's not hard to understand, for example, why some black

Americans (as one black journalist put it) aren't "going
around saying, 'wow, great, we were slaves in 1776:
National holidays don't make second-class citizens, white
or non-white, .women or men, feel less second-class. History offers small consolation for the insulted and the injured. Yet historical excavation can often put the troubled
present into clearer perspective.
2

,

,

As we ponder the meaning of the Bicentennial, do we not

unthinkingly take for granted an important fact: that
American societythough it limps and coughs and is
si*ckled with w rtsstill functions reasonably yell compared with most other societies and at a, time when the
majority of the world population is living under authoritarian rule? If Americans are less enlightened, fair-

landscape. The early settlers, English and *Spanish, set
about recreating Old World landscapes they were familiar
with. The process by which a new series of landscapes
emergedand the ways in which they reflected the individuality, occupations, and social needs of the kipulation
is the theme of John BrinckerhoffJackson's articles.

Twain called "the damned human race? We are the

MAINTAINING OUR FREEDOMS
These transformations occurred in a society dedicated to
a representative form of government and under a Constitution, Alan Barth reminds us in the third set of articles, that

minded, unselfish, and efficient than their flatterers have
Clain-led, are they any worse than the rest of what Mark
beneficiaries and victims of a past we did not create. We
can't claim credit for the enormous natural resources that
made our country rich and powerful; or for Old World
institutions that changed and developed in a New World
setting-, or for the honorable lehievements of our remote
and recent forebears. Neither should we be held responsible for the folly. ignorance, shortsightedness, or cruelty of
dead Americairs7
The fog sets of articles to follow during the next four
months will discuss some of the nation's successes and
failures, not in dry textbook fashion but as living history.
The authors look back to the earliest days of the Republic
and forward into the present and future, singling out
events from the past in order to illuminate America today.
They examine what lies behind the taken-for-granted; what
popular conceptions and misconceptions derive from fact,
what from myth; what Americans can take pride in as a
people and what they probably regret.

make "the people" the sovereign. This "root premise of
the American political experiment," he demonstrates, did

not remain unchallenged. How four essential types of

, freedomfreedom of speech and assembly, freedom of the
pres, freedom from search and seizure,, and equal protection under the lawshave been precariously maintained
forms the substance of his articles.
GOVERNMENT AND THE PEOPLE
Doris Kearns, whose series complete's the Course, also
deals with the question of government and popular will. She
addresses herself, however, to the process by which a simple, weak, and decentralized government evolved intozthe
powerful centralized government of today. She traces the
expansion of presidential pOwer, the effects of technology
on modern party politics, and other realities of American
. political life.
These articles reveal among other things the personal
views of their authorsviews which many readers may
violently disagree with. That in itself is not a bad thing,
since the main purpose of the American Issues Forum is to
stimulate a nation-wide dialogue and to encourage a fresh
assessment of American ideas and institutions. Nothing is
more futile and in the long run, more harmfulthan unreflective complacency or unreflective rage.

"AMERICANS"
/ John Higham opens the series. He is concerned with the
American sense of identity, how successive waves of immigrants gradually coalesced hit° a people and came to
think of themselves as 'Americans.' In the merging of various natiodalities and races, the treatment of Indians and
black Africans clashed with the claims cif American
ideologists. ?Vr were all immigrants considered suitable
ingredients for the "Melting Pot." And yet, as Professor
Highanrshows, ourhistory is in part the struggle of a people
to realize its humane ideal of assimilation.

-

Our turbulent history can be instructive. It furnishes

.excellent examples'of what can happen when ugl, passions

get out of hand. It also reveals how heroicallyand with
what energy and resolutiona sometimes foolish and

CHANGING LANDSCAPES But America was a land before it4became an idea, a visual

forgetful people have faced their crises.

^
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Unit I

A NATION OF NATIONS
John Higham

-
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JOHN HIGHAM is the John Martin Vincent Professor
of History. at Johns Hopkins University. He previously
taught at UCLA, Rutgers, and the University of Michigan,
where he was Moses Coit Tyler University Professor and
Chairman of the Program in American Culture His
Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American
1860-1925, won the Dunning Prize of the American H istor-

cal Assrniatirm:. Ilk --A book on imt ;;:r:tnts, Send These
Ta Me Jews ald Oth o. r immigrants in 'rinaz America, was
publ'shcC this.:year. His other books iciutic. The Reconstruc.
A'ac rw
History. anci W thing Anwri-.
can History: Essiqs on Modern Scholarship. Professor

Ftighltn iecently serd :Is President of tht Organization of
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BECOMING AMERICANS. THE CRUX OF UNITY
John Higharn

^-4

Wide World Photos

Albert Einstein and daughter Margot (right) take oath of citiesttip in New Jersey court. October,.1940.
Amencans have often viewed their country, with its insiitutions rooted in freedom, as an asylum for the oppressed

During the uproar over Watergate. foreigners were bac,fled and amazed by the passions aroused in the United
States by official wrong-doing. In other parts of the world

tury were separated from tine another to a degree hard to
imagine today. Few people travelled from one province to
another. Little news passed between them.
Mosucolonists also felt remote from their own provincial
capital. While colonial assemblies' continually .hamMered
away at the power of royal governors and London officials,
within each colony towns and districts that were relatively
distant from .the centers of trade felt the same distrust for
the more cosmopolitan towns. In Massachusetts, for examplv. the principal political issues in the early 18th century
were foughlout hetween a -country party- which stood for
local rights and a -court party.- which rallied aro'und royal

people took for granted a measure of corruption and abuse

of power on the part of their rulers. The' indignation of
Americans seemed, by contrast, naively idealistic if not
downright hypocritical. You don't have a Country. over
.

there,- a Gerrnan-hased diplomat exclaimed. yowhave
huge c h'urc h.

There v, as a touch of truth to that light-hearted comment.

It pointed up the strong vein of idealism in American politics, the national habit of looking upon government as a
-sacred trust and of holding elected officials as the stewards of that trust. -The American.- said the philosopher
Oeorge Samayana. is an idealist working in matter.From the very beginning, through all of the materialisM
and.cy nk.-isM and self-interest in American life, has run a
sense of uni ersal mission aRd a genuine recrence for the
symbols of that mission: the Declaration of Independence.
the Statue of Liberty. the Supreme Court. the office of the
President. 'el he Union. said Ralph Waldo Fmerson. -is
part of the religion of this people."

authorities. In its anti-centralism, "country party- heliefs
helped to spark the revolutionary movement because in
every coloiy the re volut ionary. impuke sprang from a profOund suspicion of concentrated, centralized rx2wer..No
onder it took Well over a decade before the pan'tot,; 41776
could bring themselves (only w it h great difficulty and reluctance) to create a.genuinefy national government. As for a
national church, the very notion ofone made thi.:m shudder.

A UNITY.QF IDEAS

A CIVIL RELICION

Still from these thirteen isolated, mutually suspicious
little societies a nation V. as horn. What tied it together?
What enabled these quarrelsome populations to transform
their teeporary alliance against Fnglish power into a permanent union'? Domination by a ruling oligarchy or an

Yet no Ameri:arbassociated the United States with -"a
church.'. Americans have. thought of their country as a
meltin'g pot, a salad bowl. a magnet. a fortress, an asy him, a
caravan. and especially as a "promised land.- They have a

civil religion- V. it h prophets, synibols. even rituals. hut
no established church. Indeed, this "civil religion- arose in
large measure to Like the place of a church.

energetic government'?

These did not exist in I 776 and the Revolution was
generally thought to have spared America from the tyranny
of either. An integrated economic sy stem'? 1 hat remained
far in the future. Identification %kith a common national or
religious or igin? I ngland and its established church were
V, hat .AttlerIL'an,. had rebelled against. I 0 an c Or aordinarv
degree the oung American republic depended Co!. unity on
the intense commitment of its people tu a set of general

The settlements out of w. hich the- l;nited. States emerged
existed long hefore an consciousness of an .American mission or identity: and w hat those settlements had ri el minion
above all else w as.their .icalous localism. their distf-sust it
remote, consolidated pow er, their deternnnation It; Maintain their OVII partr....ular liberties. Scattered o er.1-;01miles
of the Atlantic:coast. the Fnglish colonies in the
tli een-

5

-

ids;as.
5

The ideology that gave the Americans their identity and
sense of common purpose was linked to.the 'special character of the political system that emerged from the American

the confidence of 19th century Americansthat their co untrry
was the spearhead of history probably contributed much to
the scale and energy of westward expansion and economic
growth.
On 'the other hand, where identity depends heavily on
ideology the failure of prophecy can be highly demoralizing.
ConAler the cynicism and disillusion that afflicted the

Revolution. Americansor, at least, their spokesmen
believed that thenew republic was created to benefit all
mankindto teach the world a lesson in power. Americans
thought that, by basing goyernmental power entirely on the
sovereignty of the people, and by dividing that power so
that one portion balanced and checked another, they had
discovered how to establish universal liberty but within an
orderly social framework.
Americans saw themselves as missionaries, appointed to
demonstrate the superiority of this new scheme of government. Their sense of mission helped to produce a kind of

"Lost Generation" after the First World War, when the

promises of Woodrow Wilson turned to ashes. Notice.also
the' bitter hatred of America another idealistic generation
felt in the 1960s when the illusions of the Cold War collapsed. At such times a society that has invested heavily in
ideals begin§ to come apart.
Third, and perhaps most fateful, an ideology engenders a
falSe sense of universality. It claims that the values of its.
adherents can and should prevail everywhere. It confuses
its own .aspirations with the world's. It fails to recognize
how these aspirations have been shaped by a unique history
and physical environment. George Bancroft, the first great
historian of tbeUnited States, wrote.as an ideologist when
he declared: "Our country stands . . . as the realisation of
the unity of the human race."

r

unity that did not require the dense social fabric, homegeneous population, or imposing structure of authority

which other nations rested upon. In the absence of all these,
the new American ideology raised to the level of universal
principle the dispersion of power that characterized Ameri-

can life and institutions. /
LIANGEROUS ILLUSIONS

Any nation that sees itself incarnating an idea sets an
exalted standard for itself. It may achieve much. Yet it also
risks falling captive to dangerous illusions. In American.,

A 'PRAGMATIC TEMPER"
In many ways the ideological strain in American culture

history three illusions have repeatedly disfigured our

has been offset, perhaps fortunately, by a hard-headed
practicality. Oa so-Called "pragmatic temper" has fre-

ideological goals.

First, an ideologyeven one that is pledged to liberty
tends toward orthodoxy. Strictness of belief easiiy be,

quently blunted the sharp edge of ideological conflict, facilitated compromise, and helped Americans to accommodate
ideal and reality. Abraham. Lincoln's central role in American experience stems from his ability to defend ardently and
articulate the pivotal beliefs of the republic while never
losing sight of the practical and the possible. Lincoln was
pre-eminently fhe "idealist working .in matter."
Yet Lincoln too shared the pervaMve American illusion

comes a test of membership in the community. Unavoidable differences of interest or attitude are magnified into
fundamental principles; opposition is seen as heresy. The
party struggles of the jeffersonian period resounded with
fierce charges of disloyalty on both sides, and Jefferson
himself dealt ruthlessly with opponents whom he suspected
of spreading subversive doctrines.

of universality. Aciording to our civil religion, Americag
institutions were rooted in freedom andthe nation divinely
chosen to provide a model to the world. This belief ob:
scured the facts. The Founding Fathers had not practiced it
in their dealing§ with black and red races.
In drafting their case against royal authority, they addressed themselves specifically to Europeans and drew
upon a predominantly English cultural heritage. "Freedom" principles did not zoply to other races. The failute of
the Founders to include all men,in their.charter of human
rights turned out to be a fatal omission. As we stiall,see in
the upcoming article, it stimulated rhe growth and defense
of racism. _

Sirce then, almost every major national crisis has
spawned its self-appointed saviors to ferret out the corrupters Of the republic. Ideological fervor also accounts for the
habit of calling undesirable people or attitudes " un Ameri-

can," a kind of exclusiveness without parallel in other
democratic societies.
Second, ideologies create illusions about the course of
history. Characteristically, an ideology predicts the victory
under specified conditions of its true believers. It endows
them thereby with a powerftil sense of destiny. Just as

Marx's assurances of the inevitable triumph of the proletariat gave communist movements enormous leverage,
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THE GREAT MIGRATIONS
John Higham
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Revelations ol a Slave Smuggler by Capt. Richard Drake

other races, the eastern woodland Indians depended on the
prowess of their men as hunters and_warriors. Inevitably,
violence was the predominant theme in their relations with
the incoming whites, who preempted land and stimulated a

Scene in the hold of the "Blood-Stained Gloria."
Millions of African§ were brought to America in the.18th century a's part
of the largest forced migration in history.

Americans are an amazingly migratory people. Statisti-

destructM: fur trade. Over a span or two and a half cepturies from the 1620s to the,.1870s. Indians fought whites
and often were drawn by whites into intensified conflicts
with one another. Regularly. demoralization followed

cians tell us that one out of five moves every year. and
historians studying 19th century towns and neighborhoods
often find that most of the people counted at one census
have left before the next. Apparently no other modern.

defeat.

supposedly settled country has been so persistently.

-Yet the worst effects of the white invasion .flowed not
from war or other conscious depredations but from disease.
The native races of the western hemispher... had no experiertce with or immunity to such European and African diseases as sniall pox, measles. tuberculosis, rigalaria, yellow
fever, typhoid, or typhus. Their devastation was incalculable. Some recent estimates suggest that the native population north of the Rio Grande River may have amounted to
as much as 10(X10.000 in the time of .Columbus.
Within the United States a relentless decline reduced
their numbers to a low.point, in 19(X). of 237,(X)0. Since then,

restlessi.

In this: vast. unending flux, six major movements stand
out before our own time. These were, in the order of their
inception: ( I ) the transit of peopIrwe call Indians. perhaps
30.0(X) years ago. across a land Midge that linked northeast

Asia with Alaska and thence southward through the

Americas: i2 I the settlement of something like 100,(XX) Eng-

along the Atlantic coast in the 17th century: (7) an

enormous slave trade, which carried millions of Africans to

British North America. largely in the 18th century: (4) an
emigration in the 18th century of northern European Protestaws. chiefly from Ireland. Scotland. and the.German
RhinZgand, most of them in the status of indentured serv-

Indians have made a vi,.ous biological recoVery, only to
discover 'hat the poor land remaining to them cannol sup-

port a growing population. So the IndiansAmerica's

ants: 45) the migration of-whites and blacks westward

poorest minorityare on the move again, this time into the.
cities. Meanwhile Zarious groups are .pushing to restore
tribal lands and Indian self-respect.

across the North American continent front the 18th century

to the 20th: i6) the convergence on the United States.
between 1820 and 1930. of approximatety 35.000,0(X) people

from all quarters of Europe and large parts of Asia and the
Western hemisphere..

IMPORTED AFRICANS
The Africans who were imported in the 17th and I8th

THE FIRS"' AMERICANS
The earliest:arrivals. the Indians. had almost nothing to
gain and everything to lose from their encounter with the
later comers. A people king isolated from contact with

centUries enjoyed certain advantages over Indians in cop,ing. with Englishmen. For one, the Africans had more
resistance to many of the diseases that ravaged the Indiaijs.
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For another, a largey.percentage of Africans tfilin Indi.. s
%,v-iire agriculturalists %,chose respect for farming as a way of
7

life matched that of the English. Finally, the total uprooting

of 4fricans from their homelands, followed by a helterskelter dikpersion in the New World,,pulverized their tribal

identitiescompelled them to adapt to new circumstances
and allegiances. Native Americans, by contrast, clung inflexibly to their own.way of life. Africans, by their ability to

-survive as farm laborers in the English colonies, made
possible the enormous growth Of slavery in North America.

In 1808.Congress- prohibited further importation of
slaves into the country. Since the immigration of whites
continued, the proportion of the total population classified
as Negro gradually declined. It fell from 22 per cent in 1770
to 14 per cent in 1860 and reached a low point of 9.6 per cent
in 1930. In absolute numbers, however, the black popula-

tion grew prodigiously throughout the slavery era. The
tralth and fertility of American slaves were such that they
increased almost as rapidly as the white Americans and
much faster than the people of any European country.
SLAVERY'S AFTERMATH

After the closing of the slave trade, perhaps the most
trying time for American blacks was from 1890 w 1940, long

after emancipation, when\the hopes the Civil War raised
had largely collapsed. Before\ the War the inhumanity of
slavery was sometimes softened'5omew hat by paternabstic
attitudes. Though coerced and (egimented, though bought
and sold, slaves were commonly regarded as part of their
owner's extended family.
After emancipation, especially during the Radical Reconstruction years, blacks gainednew educational opportunities and a substantial measure of pOlitical power as well.

But by the 1890s the gains were stopped or rolled back.
Rigid barriers of segregation cut across the closer relations
of an earlier day. Blacks were disfranchised, excluded front
public office, ghettoized, pushed out of skilled trades, reduced to the most abject poverty in the rural South': and in
many areas forced' into a posture of cringing servility. ,

The crowning atrocity of this terrible era in race rela-tionsthe event it has burned most deeply in our collective
memorywas the lynching party. From 1892 to 1904 more
-than 100 lynchings occurred every year. The uustanding

Afro-Americamleader, W.E.B Du Bois. once saw a
victim's black fingers displayed in a butcher shop.
LAND-HUNGRY STRANGERS

The Africansmigration to, Virginia. Maryland and
Carolina had hardly begun when another great influx of
strangers swelled tile English colonies. Comparatively few

Englishmen ventured overseas in the late 17th and early
18th centuries. The growth ofthe middle colonies depended

on a new migration from Ireland. Germany and Scotland at
the same time that Africans were pouring into the plantation
soCieties farther south. Pennsylvania especially welcomed

these poor, land-hungry foreigners. Pushing inland in
search of cheap land, these Irish, Germans, Scots and
Scotch Irish settled territories which later joined the Union
in its earliest decades. As they moved west, however, they

avoided areas where slavery was being introduced. The
westward movement became a competitive struggle between two social systems, one based on free labor, the other

on slave. The strong current Of European immigration,
flowing to the free states, gave them a decisive advantage in
that struggle. A recognition that the spread of slavery cad
no longer keep pace with an inexhaustible tide of immigration did much to drive the South toward secession'.

THE SIXTH WAVE

Immigration to the new American nation in the 19th
century became so voluminous and diverse that it deserves
a distinct place in history. Whereas the non-English
grants of the 18th century originated overwhelmingly in

Protestant cultures that) were not vastly different from
England's. America after 1820. becathe the destination of
people torn loose froth more and more disparate backgrounds. So large a proportion of these newcomeis were
Catholics that by the middle of the 19th century the Romari
Catholic Church was our biggest single denomination.

Another part of the migration was Jewish, arising first
from Germany, then in far greater numbers from eastern .

Europe. Not only religioa but' also national and racial

differences multiplied, until much of the United States had
become 'a patehwork of dozens of different ethnic groups.
Other developing countries attracted large-scale immigrations, but none gathered its, people from so many different
SOUrCes.
1

A harsh immigration\ restriction la;.' in 1924'brought this

sixth great folk movement-of American history substantially to a cloF.e. But the reduction of foreign-immigration to

a relatiyely low level does not end the epic of American
migrc ions. For example, by closing the nation's gates to
cheap immigrant labor. Congress in-the 1920s gave new
impetus to a growing exodu?,of blacks from the rural South.

Immobilized in previous decades becau.se immigrants
preempted the opportunities' in the cities. blacks now,
surged northward in quest of the unskilled jobs that immigrants no longer monopolized.
Thus the tidal movements ofa restless people continually
assume new forms. but each is shaped by tliose that' have
gone before.
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4. OUT OF -MANY; ONE: PATTERNS OF ASSIMILATION
1/4John Higham

newcomers. To be fully accepted

Americm, the im-

migrant had to keep moving: he. had to mow: up the

economic and social ladders.
Though most immigrants never re-Iched beyond the bottom rung,. the struggle for advanceme.it brought :naterial
gains and, in the next generation especial'iy, a w ider social
acceptance. As early as the 1830s, a German immigrant,
John Jacob Astor, was the richest man in America. Fifty
years later his grandson's wife, Mrs. William Astor, stood
oin as the most prominent of the great ladies who decided
who really belonged to "high Society" in New York. The

Irish met more resistance. Nevertheless, by the 1880s,
some of the biggest American cities had 'Irish Catholic

,St

mayors and millionaires. These were atypical cases, t.:7 be
sure, but they encouraged the modest progress and accompanying assimilation of vast numbers of humbler people.

">,

THE SCHOOL AS "MELTING POT!'
:The older Anglo-Americans generally believed that assimilation was a simple process, essentially political alid
cultural, rather than social and economic. Such absorption,
they believed, required no great effort on anyone's part,
least of all that of native Americans. Was not the United
States founded on an idea so universally attractive that no
reasonable person could refuse it? Assimilation would follow .naturally from espousing the American idea.
. TO pr ,pagate and enforce that idea, only one institution
seemed necessary in the 19th century: the common school.
The early enthusiasm of Americans for public' education
reflected their trust in the school as the placewhere white
children of many different backgrounds would be received
into a unifying national faith.
In,theory-Ktrierfc-a was, as Lincoln said at Gettysburg',
"coriceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that
all men are created equal." In practice it was assumed to be

Culver Pictures. Inc.

Immigrants in New York City's dwei East Side,about1900.
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Millions of immigrants sought new opportuhities in the United States and
they,were gradually assimilated into Ainerican Society,

"We are the Romans of the modern world," observed
.01iVer Wendell Holmes, "the great assimilating people."

Holmes' complacent comparison reminds us .that the
United States succeeded, as Only Rome had th.ine before, in,

opening opportunities to an extraordinary ariely of peopies on the basis.Of a common citizenship anc,4 ,=,ingle civic
ideal...Yet the ccimparison has a negatiVe side too. Neither
Rome- nor America-became as all-embracing or as tolerant
-,official-ofartors and 'poets Oclared them to.be.

a white man's country. Blacks were permitted only a
limited degree of assimilation. Indians were officially

concept of the United Staten as a universal nationa
'new Rome destined to. unify mankind was a rroduet of

treated as foreign nations. Orientals were feared and mixed

the American Revolution. To help.kistify their oreak with
Enkland, some. Americans began defining themselves as a
cosmopolitan people, no longer English. ",1-lere individuals
orall nations are melted into a new race of men," declared a
visiting Frenchman, with breatn-taking assurance. Thus,
the assimilation of diverse ethnic groups into something
called 'American' became an ideological imperative.

sary to believe that non-whites were less than fully human.
Thus, paradoxically, an ide gy of freedom sharpened the
racism the new nation i erited froin its first settlers.
Trom'an early date, however, men and wcimen of good
will have strivensometimes wisely, sometimes foolishly,

breeds'despised. In order to reconcile American practice
with the universalism of American ideology, it was neces-

so;qetimes successfully, more often notto bring the
nation's practice closer to its theory. One initiative came
fr>m easternhumanitarians and churchmen, who were appalled by the cruelty of the American frontier. Protestant

THE MAKING OF AMERICANS
ThroughoUt the 19th century, a graduai intermixture of.
northern European Yankee elements went forward. New
Englanders in upper NeW York state ceased to despise the
old Dutch settlers. The descendanls of the French in New
Rochelle' and elsewhere lost their national peculiarities.
And 'by the end of the century comic magazines ncr longer
portrayed the Irishman as a deunken lout with the face of a

and Catholic missionaries worked throughout the 19t,h century to civilize the Indians and so integrate them into white
soc iety.

A few so-called "civilized" tribes succeeded id,adapting
to white ways until they fell victims to white rapacity: the
majority _could not. But assimilation became the official
U.S. policy in the later 19th century. After the Indian wars

gorilla.
The softeningof hostilities was partly the result of greater

ended: the Dawes Act (1887) proposed to break up the
reservations and transform the Indians into individual.

familiarity. What Yankee Rrotestant. for example, could
Observe the 1;trict sexual morality of lrisKatholics'and still
believe that 'horrible ,orgies Were going on In 'nunneries?
Familiarity, however, is only a. first step in. assimilation.
Carried lurther: it called for real effort on ihe part of the

property-owning citizens.
EMANCIPATION
.Before integrating either Indians or blacks wii's feasible.

!
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their dominion by farce, whether through war or through
slavery, bad to end. For blacks'the long road toward full
assimilation began with emancipation. Around the end of
the 48th centu7 the northern states abolished slavery.
Several decades later, in 1831, William Lloyd Garrison

As individual freedom- anJ local liberty seemed to be
slipping away, the faith of many Americans in assimilation
was gravely shaken. The underlying strain showed even in
the efforts of Minority spokesmen to refurbish traditional
ideals by describing the Unitea States a . a great melting
pot. The very image, invented by a Jewish playwright in
1908, suggested a fiery cauldron in a smoking industrial

launched a fiery propaganda campaign for immediate aboli-

tion everywhere. In the abolitionist movement escaped
slaves, such as Frederick Douglass, and other free blacks

furnace. Inevitably, critics declared that the melting pot
was boiling over.

worked with whites. Afro-Americans comprised, for example, the great majority of the original subscribers. to
Garrison's newspaper. Although many abolitionists were
not themselves free of prejudice, the most courageous of

SURVIVAL OF THE IDEAL

thern looked beyond mere emancipation and insistedfor the
fir,1 time it- American history on eradicating every form of
flat

Despite the strains, the tralitional ideal has survived.
-Assimilation not only continued, it became more powerful
than ever before. The swetping prejudice of the earl.' 20th
century actually speeded the assimilation it opposed. Determined to prove that they -vere Americans, almost every
minority group concentrated fiei.;ely on breaking 9,1,t of

9e.tht progress in this direction followed the Civil
he Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments extended the protection of the Constitution to blacks
as well as whites. But many decades passed before these
guarantees were widely enforceable, and the .movement

ethnic ghettos and moving into the mainstream of American
life.
Sons and daughter, of the newer immigrants from southern and eastern Europe led the way. Most of them got better

toward assimilation received in the period from 1890 to
I940"the segregation era'ia tremendous ,setback.
As we have already rioted, the segregation and debasement of blacks reaclk:e an extreme in those decades. At the

jobs and educations than their parents had. Suppressing
distinctive accents and mannerisms, they fled from the

same time other groups in the population.were treated in
similar ways. Orientals, Jews, southern and eastern Europeans, and Mexicans were declared incapable of assimilation and hence a menace to American society. A climax of
sorts arrived itt 1942 when 110,000 Japanese, two-thirds of
them native-born citizens, Were hustled off to concentration camps without the slightest evidence of subversive
intent on the part of any.
Why did a pattern of exclusion become so far-reaching in
the early 20th century? Why did f ars of ethnic and racial
intermixture become so intense? Nd single explanationmakes sense of the lynchings, riots, voting prohibitions,
restricted covenants, and other discriminations of those
years. Nonethelesi, all of them seem in some way connected with the strains a decentralized nation had to Un-

slums to the neat and colorless suburbs. By the 1950s eastern European Jews, Italians, Greeks, and Japanese were

substantially repeating the earlier experience of the Germans and lrish.

lareover, the international struggle against totalitarianism gave their common drive for acceptance a wider
significance. Following World War II, a new awareness of
the stake all Americans have in an open society produced at
last a powerful legislative and judicial attack on all forms of
radial separation.

As the legal barriers came down, Americans again
turned, as they had in the 19th century, to the public school

to fulfill at last the promise of American life. When the
Supreme Court in 1954 ordered an end to educational segregation, the American pu4c school faced its ultimate test.

dergo in becoming an urbanized, industrialized world
power.
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5; WHO,IS AN AMERICAN? RECONCILING DIVERSITY
John Higham

migrant might work two or three years to bring his bride or
sweetheart to the New. World, only to discover when she
arrived that centuries of social evolution now- separated
them. Divorce or psychological breakdown often followed.
Strife between generations was even more common and just
as devastating.

The newcomer's children learned a brassy, self-im-

portant Americanism in the streets and the public school.
The more quickly they adapted to the new environment, the

more stultifying the stodgy old ways of their' patents

seemed. Little wonder that the foreign-born mother, unable
to speak Englishi, scorned by her children, sometimes betrayed by her husband, was a doomed and tragic figure' in
many an immigrant novel.
As these family difficulties suggest, assimilation from the
standpoint of an
iic minority can be a species of disloyalty. When.men
s of the minority break away from the
_community that has formed them to seek fulfillment in a
Wider world, they tear the fabric of personal relations and
weal,.,mw hat remains of the ethnic community.

r

'n America, let us remember, assimilation has been

achieved through migration and social advancement. Since
.; bolder, more enterprising, more gifted members Of a
gioup have more opportunity thaft.others to leave, a high
rate of assimilation can deprive an ethnic group of its ablest
young people, its future leaders. We read often of the "con-

,s

,,

tributions" or the "gifts" that' outstanding ethnics have,

'yery Dog" (No Distinction of Color) "Has His ay."

Red Gentleman to Yellow Gentleman. "Pale face 'fraid you crowd him out,

brought to AmeriCan culture. But many such people have
ignored their own origins. They should be counted as a loss
to the groups from which they spring.
Within the various segments of the American population,
conservatives have Ong warned their fellow ethnics against
the carosive effects of assimilation. One of the most eloquent was the Senee'a chief, Red Jacket. To a Christian
Missionary he observed that the Great Spirit had'put a great
difference between his red and Iis white children. If He had
intended the Indians to have the religion oi the whites, 'He
would have commtinicated it to their fore fathers.long ago.
Let each race hold to its own way of life under penalty of
divine displeasure!
;
Equally suspicious of assimilation, immigrant churches
and synagogues labored to maintain the language and customs of their' parishioners, convinced that those who lose

as he did me."

Cartoonist Thomas Na st comments on the anti-Chinese
sentiment of the 1870s. Not all races have been included in
American democra\cy.

What has assimilation cost us, so far as we have yet.
attained it? How much further should it go? In previous
articles, we considered the enormous mixingof peoples that

occurred in America between ths 18th century and the
mid-20th and we saw how a national ideal of universal

freedom promoted the mixing.
That any sort of :-.-similation exacts a price, no one can
doubt. IP the experie ,k:e of individuals it rpeant atthe very
least a transfer of loyalties: a surrender of one allegiance

(whether it be to village, church, king, or clan) and the

adoption of another. This in itself ...Is often painful. The old
loyalty, invested with all the warmth ofa familiar past, must
yield to an abstract one---soine words on a piece of paper,
which might or might not come true. Even if they did, the
new American usually found himself wrenched from familiar moorings, plunged into far 'more 'change than he had
expected.

their nationality are in danger of losing their faith and

character.

ASSIMILATION'S PROBLEMS

A case.against assimilation can also be made from the
general American point of view. No one really knows how
much intermixture of previously unrelated cultures can be
described as an improvement in, or addition to, thecountry
as a whole. Up to a point assimilation surely enriches,
stimulates, and widens the "mainstream." Beyond that
point, it may foment more problems th.oi a society can
handle. When the mingling of peoples raises the level of
violence too high or intensifies too inch the competition
for limited resources, it becomes unacceptable.
If assimilation blinds indiscriminately too many cultural
ingredients, all may lose their flavor in a hodgepodge that
satisfies no taste. In the early 20th century most native-born
Americans thought that all of these things were happening.
Losing confidence in assimilation, they imposed sharp re-

ASSIMILATION'S PRICE
The new loyalty demanded new ways of speech, of dress,

of behavior, perhaps even a new name. Before long the
newcomer might feel the deepest foundations of his or her
identity giving way. Before World War I a Jewish immigrant wrote of his early experience in New York: "The
very clothes I wore and the very food I ate had a fatal effect
on my religious habits. A whole book could be written on
the jnfluence of a starched collar and a necktie on a man
who was brought up as I was."
The strain told severely on family relation/too. An imo.
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strictions on immigration and erected other disgiminations
against rising minorities.
In the midst of this tumult, a.yonng philosopher, Horace
'Callen, formulated the objections to assimilation in deinocratic terms. Kallen argued that resisting assimilation can
be moie,than a narrow pursuit of self-interest on the part of
a beleaguikd group. By resisting assimilation all elements
can realize freely their various potentialities. Every American ethnic group should strive to perfect its own special
heritage, because the true sOirit of American democracy is
thesight to be different. Kallen thotight that a genical recognition of what he-called "cultural .pluralism" would restore harmony while encouraging diversity. Little heeded
when propounded in 1915, pluralist ideas have increasingly
.shaped our thinking on ethnic problems.
For som5 of '11,. pluralists' claims, our history offers
substantial suppv.i. American democracy relied from the
outset on a separation and division of powers. Through the
system of checks and balances, political pluralism was built
into the Constkution. Moreover. A mericans counted on a
multtplicity of self-sustaining churches' as the main guarantee of religious freedom. Consequently, the American

ideology, the very basis of national .unitY, legitimates

diversity.
In a sense cultpral, pluralists were only asking that the
traditional association of liberty with a dispersion of power
should reach beyond religion and politics. It should become
a guiding principle for American culture and society.
Paradoxically, the amazingly rapid advance of assimilation in the 1940s and 1950s.made pluralism seem more and
more desirabfe. As the wOrst injustices of the early 20th
century were redressed, people of every ethnic background

for assimilation aroused new yearnings for a return' to
ethnicity.
ASSIMILATION AND PLURALISM

At the outset we poised the question, how far should
assimilation gorNow the question has turned into its oppo-

site: how different and divided carr we be? In practice,
pluralism has revealed harsh features Kallen's idealistic
interpretation failed to notice. Kallen as5umed that cultural

difference5 can be preserved' without perpetuating inequalities. We now know that ethnic groups are unequal in
their cultural resources as well as the social and economic
standing of their members. Accentuating their differences

can serve to reinforce the disadvantages of some ,ethnic
groups.
Moreover, such ethnic differences necessarilY generate

conflict. In itself that is not always bad. But the pluralist

point of view offers no universal standardno over-all
conception of the goodwhich can keep ethnic strife within
tolerable bounds. A democratic society requires a common
culture/that transcends,its ethnic segments and commands
their assent.
The dilemmas posed for the United States today by opposing demands for assimilation and pluralism have become.painfully acute. Both the unifying thrust of integration
and the self-respect of separate group identities seem essential to the common good. But how shall we combine the
two?
The effort to do so must reckon with a tremendous disillusion. In the last,decade the old trust in the public school as
the key to integration '!as greatly dimmed. So has . the
closely connected faith in a unifying civic ideal, a national

identity that all can share. More than ever, education is

were swept up in the pursuit of affluence. A disturbing

opening doors to talented and highly motixated individuals
of every race. But it has not rectified the deeper inequalities
in our society; and the idealism Americans have customarily.drawn upon in facing those inequalities is running thin:

vision of the consequences of assimilation formed in sensitive minds.
hi obliterating differences, perhaps even becoming colorblind, were we moving into a world.of grey uniformity in
which everyone would feel rootless and powerless? Every

To rekindle a faith that the country belongs to all of its
people: and to clarify the ways in which all can feel at home

forward steP toward fuller integration enlarged centralized power and bureaucratic imperson'ality. Every victory

in it, are not the least of the unfinished tasks of American
history.
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THE LANDSCAPE OF STATUS
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power, as the first steps in subduing ana perhaps converting

Military Plaza, San Antonio, Texas.
Settlements in the pouthwest developed around a central plaza,or square.

the native Indians: But the individual colonists, however
eager they rhay have been for gold, were even more eager to

geographer Carl Sauer reminds us, "had little concern

be respected landowners.
Colonists who settled the Southwest in the lait years of
the 16th century lived in small, compact villages with a
common, pasture and plaza or square. Reniembering their.
Meaiterranean heritage, theY dug irrigation ditches in that
dry andMountainous region, planted the crops familiar to
!thembeans and onions and wheat and cornand ran their
livestock in the surrounding grass-grown hills. Their houses'
were the same adobe houses they had knoWn in Mexico;
there was little wood, the fields'went unfenced, and their
.ploW wasjittle more than a crooked limb from asottonwood
tree. There were Indian raids, times of drouglit and sudden
flood, and existence was often harsh. But each settler oc- .
cupied a place in the social order, possessed an identity as a
member of the group.
'WeYisualize that early Southwestern landscape of bright
green oases in the river valleys as not well cared for, as
abused and overgrazed. Yet to those who lived there, it was
land tb be owned, land that gave statusinfinitely rarer and
more valuable than Wealth or even security.

about places_suitable for agricultural Settlement. Farming
Jas forced on the Colonists.% . . The fact that any group of
verseas colonists needed above all else to s'ustain themselves by the products of their agriculture was understood

In almost every physical respect, ta landscape of colonial NeW Engrand differed from that of the Spanish South-

Landscape is history made visible. Over the past four
centuries the-Word 'landscape' has, had several meanings.

Once it 'signified a picture of natural scenery; then the
scenery itself the natural environment. In the 18th century
tit meant the s,..enery created by men in parks and gardens.
NoVi we use the word to indicate any outdoor space where
. men and natural environment interact.'ThatiS why we can
speak of urban or industrial landscapes, and of landscapes
to be improved by human actions.
All cultural landscapes (and the landscatie of Ainerica is a
case in point) have certain traits in. common; well defined

boundaries, a network of roads and paths, plades wirre
natural resources can be put to use, places for privacy, and
places for social comingling.
The rst settlers of New Mexico and Arizona, or Virginia an d New England, had their own set of relationships

which they sought to express in the small and primitive
landscapes they carved out of the American wilde:ness.
They did not coMe here to farm. The firSt English settlers,

very slowly"."-

IN SEARCH Of IDENTITY
Then what were they after? They were seeking the identity which has traditionally come from owning and occupy, ing a piece of land, the visible identity of a landov,mer among
other landownets. That is why wc have to seo those early
landscapes of America as attempts to. form communities
where every man had a role to play and a place to occupy.
The policy makers in England and Spain may have visualized those first embattled settlements as strongholds of

EFFICIENT ORGANIZERS.

west, yet both groups shared important cultural similarities.
The early Puritans were poor farmers but efficient village or
town organizers. Each qualified member receiyed a homelot and a tillable strip. Land distribUtion was unequal but, aS

in the Southwesterw villages, conferred status on the
freeholder.

Climate, soil, and vegetation treateespecial problems
for the-NeW Englanders. Cold winters threatened the livestoat. Clearing the forest to plant corn was long and tedious
.work. More important than the patches of grain, oats, and
rye were the meadows stretching out from the four-square
,
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meeting house in the center where all.went to worship or to
organize defense. And beyond extended.the still formidable
forest.
New Englanders confined their thoughts and aspirations

to that of the Southwest with its great sheep rancheS and
hdrse farms.
It would be wrong to suppose that the Southern colonists

were all plantation owners, interested merely in making'
mdney and living high. The majority were small farmers
who raised several crops, selling perhaps a barrel or two of
tobacco for
and more interested in raising cattle thanin commercial agriculture. In fact the Old South can be
looked upon ,as the birthplace of the cattle industry: the
livestock (for lack of 064 grass) roamed the forestahe
year-ronnd and were periodically rounded up by.men on
horseback and brandedthe remote origins of the cowboy .

to the townnot to, the forest. They hunted there, of
course; went there to trade with Indians for beaver skins or
corn, or to cut down the tall pineSexcellent for ship building
and for masts. No doubt some adventurous spirits chose to
live solitary lives in the woods. But the forest was'not part
of their landscape or their set ofvalues. To leave the community was to shirk your duty toward one's fellow men, or
/ become a barbarian.
.
New Englandei-s worked hard, not only at farming their
small diversified holdings but at shipbuilding, fishing, weav-

and the. rodeo.

ing, milting, and trading; but,always in the company of
A SYMBOL OF STATUS
Land ownership could be good investment but as else-,
where in the New World, it was a symbol of status. South-.
erners often abused and neglected their-lands but they
cherished it as' a means of .playing a political role at the

others. For this w?s a landscape created to produce respon-

sible members of society, and in the long run that was its
most valuable product.
t
FE UDAL ESTATES

As for the Colonial SouthVirginia, Maryland, North
and South Carolinathe landscapes that evolved there
wefe certainly different in form, but not very different in

county courthouse. The political wisdom that the South
showed at the 'time of the Revolution could only have derived from a lively social awareness, based largely on the
identity of the landowner.
,

spirit. All started out as had the landscapes of the Southwest and New England: as landscapes composed of corn"
mdnities of landowners.
Unlike New ,England (but like the Southwest) Virginia
allowed large areas of land to fall into the hands of rich or

The landowner, however poor, was generally considered

superior to the townsmanoffice holder or merchant or
craftsman. And aristocratic planters did not fancy themRives in the role of anti-urban rustics; they saw themselves

influential owners who saw thernselves`as masters of feudal
estates. But ,in the early days land, even wilderness land,
was too easy to acquire for settlers to choose a way of life

as country gentlemen, ready and willing to participate in
public life.

which they had left Europe to escape.

respects very unlike: some of the inhabitants were nonEnglish, had different faiths and lived in very different
natural environments. Yet they shared a "land hunger,"

,

These three colonial landscapes were in many important

Much more inviting was Ole ease with which new or
recent settlers, particularly in the Southern and Middle
colonies, were able to acquire land. And naturally enough

powerful enough to make them risk a perilous ocean cross-

the settlers chose the land which was fertile, and since there
were few if any roads, accessible to a navigable river. That

ing or the hazards of frontier life.
For that was an age when the ownership and occupancy
of land conferred identity: .an Identity made visible and

is oneveason why the early lindscapes of the South were

widely scattered, isolated holdings along tbe banks of

lastingsby the presence of other,-; This is not how we value
land today; it is not even how lam was valued two hundred
years ago, as we will see in the next article when we discuss

streams, and why the South, unlike the other two regions,
did not develop town's or cities or what dan be called an
urban culture. Moreover, the profitability of tobacco, and
farther south the profitability of inlligo, meant that the land
holdings were (whenever possible) devoted to the ,raising

the landscape that evolved at the time of the Revolutidn.
But if we are to understand landscapes we must learn to
interpret them not in simplistic terms of relationship to

and exporting of one commercial crop=a situation quite

nature, but in the infinitely complex terms of human

unlike that of New England, though again somewhat similar

relationships.
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THE LANDSCAPE OF PRIVACY.
John B. ,ickson
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Solomon D. Stitcher Collection, Nebraska State Ketones! Sodety

Sod Dugout Custer County, Aiebraska, 1892.
The grid system of survey provided for a landscape of private family farms.

Whoever has flown over any part of the. United Statcs
west of the Alleghenies has-seen file vast landscape of
rectangles and squares that extends'beyond view in every
direction. Even when we fly over desert or\mountain some
fragment of this rectangular layout is usually visihle: a faint
trail or a fence line or a solitary square field.
It is an amazing spectacle, without its equal in extent
anywhere else in the world, a grid pattern of fields and roads

and towns that covers more than two-thirds of the United
States. If ever there was a nationablandscape this is it.
Who created it, and why.? A common explanation is Mat
it is the result of large-scale real estate promotion over the
years. Bet it was actually created almost two centuries ago,
in 1785 wnen the new republic acquired all the vacant land
between the old colonies and the Mississippi:
In order to open this Northwest Territory to settlement
and organize its administration, the Continental Congress
authorized the National Survey, dividing the entire Territory into sPctions or square miles, with the lines running due

north and south, and east and West. As the United States
expanded westward the grid system was imposed on all the
country as,far as the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific.
PROMOTING.EQUALITY
It looks like a very simple way of organizing' landscape
for future occupancy, and it is. And because it is so simple,

sb rectangular, and so monotonous (at least from the air),

many Americans are unaware of the radical social
philosophy behind it: it was a landscape designed to proek.)
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me equality and independence among those who settled
in the new tevitory. Largely inspired by ThomasJefferson,
the grid system represented a new relationship betWeen
men and the land.
The practice of diyiding land into squares or reCtangles is
of course far oldei than the American grid system. There
were zrid systems in Egypt and Rome and in Japanethere
were even small grid landscapes in Medieval England and
France and Germany.
It has been faVored for several reasons. Fast and easy tO
lay out, it can be expanded indefinitely, and it makes location and description very precise. It also makes supervision

and control of the population relatively easy; these
reasonsexcept fbr the lastexplain the grid system's
popularity in pioneer America.
As a consequence grid landscapes en a small scale took

hold in Colonial America in the middle of the flit h centu61.,

a good generation before the Revolution. Many developments at the time made the old community-centered landscapes unsatisfactory. The worst of the Indian wiars were
over and people no longer aw the need for iiving in compact, defensible settlements. The population was'growing
fast, and many young Colonists wanted land of their own.
Yet the' New Englarei towns could not expand indefinitely, and fhe practice of living in the village and working in

fields miles awAy becme impractical. Also, tens of

thousands of inimigrants wqre arriving in North
AmericaScotch-Irish ar4 Germans and Welsh. They had
no liking for those, tightly knit communities of the native
born where everyo9e was fixed to a prescribed place and
had to support the one established church; they wanted no
part of the old hierarchical system.

A TIME OF CHANGE
Nor should it be overlooked that Colonial America in
those years underwent an important religious experience.
The so-called Great Awakening, led by Baptist missionaries, developed in many people an awareness of an
individual emotional inner)ife that seemed to demand independence from the community's ("lora! control. For the first
time to,many people there came a need for priVale. life.

Hence,..tbe old village-centered landscape gradually
broke up, and a new ciass of land speculators arosemen
(or companies) who bought large tracts of wilderness from
the provincial governments and sold them off to anyone
who had the money or credit to buy them. George Washington was one such land promoter. It was easy to measure off
squares or rectangles of, say, 160 acres, regardless of how
they varied in topography, lay out a rough grid of roads or
paths, and advertise,for settle's.

A simPle arrangement, and one which we modern

tive centers, no roads were planned, no common lands for
the benefit of the community, no provisions for parishes or
counties or even states. How different &cm the old political
laalscape of ealliest settlements.

Eventually, of course, those places and institutions
evolved; but`the landscape which developed can still be

interpretedeven from the airin terms of privacy and
independence. The viewer looks down on neat farm

houses, most of thex a quarter of a mile from their neighbors, along the straight country roads; the small crossroads
chUrches belonging to innumerable independent sects; the,
small schoolswhich were once rural America's answer to
the town and its attempt to control education. Even the
country towns with their identical blocks and their identical
lots, each with its isolated house, are part of this defiantly
private, self-reliant landscape which flourished during the

first half of the.19th century, and which to many of us
represents old-fashioned, traditional America.

Americans are very familiar with. But consider how new it
must have been to the young settler of two hundred years
ago! He asked no one's permission to move in on the new
land; there were no religious or social qualifications. He
could choose any piece of land he could afford to buy, and
he could sell it if he wanted to. Furthermore in this new
landscape there were none of the old obligations common to
New England: church attendance, town meetings, sharing
the community grazing lands and forests.'

INDEPENDENT STATUS
This landscape achieVed its final form after the Revolution; but it started long before then; it started when men

were looking for another way of identifying themselves.

They were no longer willing simply to be members of a kind

of political super-family, identified by the place they oc-

cupied, eithet in terms of land or in terms of social 'position.
They wanted instead the status of independent, self-

FRONTIER FARMERS
In short, he and his family could lead a happy private life,
remote from political strife and the interference of town
officials. This was when the word 'farmer' came into general use. It, designated a man who lived arid worked on
property he owned in the country, and it distinguished him,
from the townsman.
These new grid-layout communities began to spring up in
what was frontier America in the mid-17(10sin northern

New England, in New York ;State, Pennsylvania, and
throughout the mountain South. The system proved so
popular that after the Revolution the government of the

young Republic decided to apply it on a wide scale in the
new country to the west. The first grid survey was in Ohio

reliant individuals, with the opportunity for self-

improvement and growth. Discontent had taught them that
change was necessary, and religious and emotional awakening had taught them that it was often desirable. The western
land was one place where it could be achieved.
Settlers eventually discovered when they moved West

that they had not only broken old ties with the political

community but had also created a changing and unpredictable landscape. Their new neighbors were strangers who
suddenly moved away to try,their luck elsewhere, or who
subdivided their lahd for a townsite, or who left their land in
wilderness, in order to sell it later when the prices rose: The
land was at first a commodity, to be bought or traded or
so)d.

Ralph Waldo Emerson was full of admiratiOn foi those
versatile young Americans who were by turns farmer,
hunter, Indian trader, newspaper editor, preacher; jacksof-all-trades. Like the gridpattern which they lived in, they
were ready to expand in every direction, to change and

in 1786.

Actually the grid system is more complicated than it
appears when seen from a plane. The law not only called for
dividing the land into square miles, but for cornbinMg evefy
36 of thcse square miles (orsections) intotownships. And in
eVery township section 16 was set aside as a school section,
intended to support a local school and thereby create the

grow.

nucleds of a community.
Nevertheless, how scanty were the provisions for political activity! No land was set aside for towns or administra-

Perhaps it was the monotony and the lonely distinces of
this landscape that gain a dimension of inner depth to the
lives of those who lived and died there.

63
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If the landscape had id:At forever Much of its old harmony,
it had gained an invaluable ingedient: the notion of privacy.
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Aerial view of freeway, Los Angeles.
Urbanization in the 20th century has broken our traditionat relationships with the land and has.separated &rr placzs of retidence from
our places of work.

_When Jefferson and his colleagues devised thegrid system with its square townshiPs and school sections, they
errvkioned a landscape of small. self-ufficient farms, their
Owners all actively engaged in local concerns. .But as we
have seen this ideal landscape did not materialize, The
preference for privacy worked against formation of small.
Politically active communities.and produced, a pattern of
scattered settlement still typical of much of the urban as
well as the rua aspect of the, United States.
The sudden availability of so Much potentially valuable
land gradually destrOyed the traditional relationship f(*)
land. Men or corporations bought large tracts ofland notfor
use but for purposes of futuresale. The very poor who ss.

manded raw materials and coal arid iron; expanding railroads used:immense quantities of timber for ties and fuel
and rolling stock:The new faclory.towns had to be fed, the
cities (when almost all urban traffic was horse-drawn) constantly suppliet1 with hay and-corn. Indeed, at the.time of
the ('ivil War hay vias,the second largest crop in the United
States.

TRANSFORMING RURAL'AMERICA
lliese ever gro \Ong demands criald never have been met

by the self-sufficient farm with its slow routine and primitive methods. 1 he whole rival landscape had ar he transft,rined Itti greater production and efficiency by planning
and engine...ringAs the farmer acquired more horse-drawn

nt

west were often obliged 'to work for others as :tenant
farmers.

Mechanical equipment. he was obliged to organize his work

to develop mechanical skills, and (most important of all
from the landscape point'of vieW). to accommodate his
whole farm to this nett machinery. Fences distppeared,
fields became larger. InliSides w ere allOwed to revert to

LAND AS A commoprn:
Do these changes in land uSe and ownership signify that

land had .become merely a commodity? Horace Greeley
sadly concluded that it was no longer an essential element in
a man's identity. hut rather, as he put it. "a mere merchandise like molasses'and mackerel:* But although land specu-

second growth. The ham became more spacious 'and better
planned for" work. Wretched Ztountry roads had to he improved if crops were to reach 'the railr6ad station in time.

lation was widespread throughout tle 19th century.

And finally, with greater dependence on urban markets
the larmerlended to.neglect the nearby town and its lirpited
services, to isolate himselfcrom;theIocal community and to
think in terms of erwinocring efficiency.

thousands of Americans identified land ith productivity
and growth.
They worked hard and orrietimes.ruthlessly to make

their own fragment of the landscape productive and

A FARMING INDUSTRY

efficient.
This, could lead to over-exploitation and mismanagement. Yet the possessors (or occupants) of land in antebellum America were responding to an apparently insatiable demand for all the products that farmers could send to

Not, until after:the Civil War did the new engineerinspired rural landscape first attract: attention: The immer)se corporate honanza wheat farms. with fields ometimes krger in extent than Nianhattan Island. sensationally
demonstrated how the organization of work and time. first

Market, lndustries in the Northeast and Midwest de-
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developed by factory engineers, could be successfully imitated in the Red River Valley of Minnesota and North
Dakota, and a few years' later Rif the Central Valley of
California. Irrthe 1880s western ranching gradually ceased
to be a matterof exploiting.the open range and became a
complicated industry, closely related to railroad expansion
and the commodity markets of the East. Large-scale cotton
plantations, temporarily destroyed by the Civil War, reappeared, larger and more efficient than before,.
Inevitably the visible aspect of the landscape changed as
the landscape of small, self-sufficient farmers yielded to a
less picturesque one. This was a land, cape of specialized

kinds, of farmingwheat or cotton or dairying or

livestocklarge in scale, orderly and monotonous to view,
but immensely prpductive and efficient by the standards of
the time..
Did the average American resist this.shift?,Was he compelled to change his way oflife simply because ofeconomic.
pressures? Mp.ny students of the landscape believe so. But
it ..vas really not unnatural for the American countryman to
aspire to be an efficient worker-producer, a small-scale

engineer. After the Civil War the industrial engineer had
become the single most powerful, most prestigious visible
environmental force in the United States. It was the engineer who first urged America to conserve energy and to
use it wisely: energy derived from water or coal or gas or oil
or wood, energy in the form of steam and electricitY, and
ultimately energy in the form of human labor. That is why,

the wider landscape came to reflect the engineer

philosophy, not only in such visible traits as railroads and
coal mines and oil wells and hydroelectric dams and the

multitude of factories and factory towns, but in standards of
economy and health and work.
URBAN ENGINEERING

Between 1850 and the eve of World qtr I I, the urban
landscape reflected the acceptance of these engineering
standards even more vividly than the rUral. It was the city

,or town that totally rejected the traditional relationship
between men and land. Only a favored minority of citY
dwellers owned the houses they occupied; the majority
worked away from ho,ne, and great fortunes (end great
power) came to those who owned land and leased it out to
others.
The separation between place of work and place of residence is, of course, characteristic of every large town or
city, but it is a relatively modern characteristic, and it is part
of that radical change in our identity as human beings.
It is also part of another aspect of the modern city: the

growth of places or districts or buildings with highly

specialized uses. The village common or green or central
square had been used for grazing cows or holding fairs or
drills or for parking wagons during church. Now such open

spaces are called parks and dedicated exclusively to

recreation.

A

Likewise, in the old daYs you couid use your land in town

for whatever you liked; tanneries and livery stables and
stores stood side by side with dwellings and schools. But by

the time of -the Civil War this mixture of functions was
frowned upon, for the engineer philosophy correctly saw
the need fot the concentration ofspecial uses, and for better
sanitation. So little by little our towns and cities developed
those sections and neighborhoods we are familiar with..

Most of us today have broken our ties with the ,rural
landscape and pretty well forgotten the role thatiand had
once played in the formation of national character and
identity. This is not to say that the new industrial urban way
of life always meant a lowering in the quality of the envi-

ronment for the average American. Many small farmers

were only too happy to exchange their exhausted acres and
squalid houses for less strenuous work in a factory or behind a counter, and for a rented home in a city or company
town.
A less happy consequence was that almost all signifitant
experiences, good or bad, took place in the company of

strangers, at prescribed times and in environments for
which the average citizen did not and could not feel any
personal attachment, such as sports and recreation areas.
NEW AMERICAN LANDSCAPES
By the end of the' first half of the 20th century the break
between land and the average urbanized American was
complete. The old covenant, once thought essential for the
fulfillment of men and women, had been annulled, Gone

was the procession of seasonal work, the centuries-old

attachment to some place within a community.
Few changes in our American culture have been so profound as this one, and we are not yet entirely adjusted to it.
But we should not exaggerate the consequences of this
alienation and loss of visibilitY. We continue, must
continue, to redefine ourselves, and in the process to create
new landscapes. We are beginning to see that most valuable
human qualities, like hydroponic vegetables, somehow
manage to flourish even when they haw no roots in the soil.
New relationships evolve with the natural world and with

our fellow beings. And that is what is happening

iw:

Another landscape is taking fOrm here in America, under
our eyes.
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THE LANDSCAPE OF ECOLOGY
John B. Jackson
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Strip-mining pit'near Centralia, Washington.
The inhuman scale that technology has imposed on much of the landscape has stimulated the contemporary ecological-conservationist movement.

Little more than a century ago the American landscape

navigation, generated hydro-electric power. restored
forests, modernized agriculture, and raised the standard

began to reflect a new concept of society. The ancient
Greek conception of individuals as political animals,

of living for some three million inhabitants of Appalachia.
No less spectacular or valuable was the work of the Soil
ConserVation Service during the Depression. A recent
accomplishment of the engineer's philosophy is the Inter-

members of the community, was gradually abandoned for
the idea of human beings as workers or producers.

Inevitably, this changed view produced a different
landScape. Land, instead of being an essential element in
our visible identity, acquired several different functions.
It was the place where we worked and lived, where we
'sought recreation or the society of others.
.So a successful, even beautiful, landscape was keen as
an economically productive one. Engineers became the
ideal, for it was they who best planned their work, or-

state Highway systema form of energy transmission
whose profound impact not only on the landscape but on
our whole culture remains to be assessed.
Technological intervention in the'natural order was not
confined to the landscape. Plant and animal geneticists
have made other forms of life more productive or more

easily processed, created neW breeds, altered/ the

ganized their methods, and scientifically defined their

composition of soils. Nowhere, in fact, are the triumphs of

objectives:
We have already suggested how this radical change in
our way of thinking modified the visible landscape, pro-

technology more vividly apparent than on thc modern
commercial farms of the Middle and Far West.
Whether these various modifications of the environment represent the 'Conquest of Nature' or the 'Destruc-,
tion of Nature' depends on the observer's point of view.
Certainly the present generation of scientists and technologists has dope more to transform both the visible and
invisible aspects of our landscape than their counter-parts
in previous centuries.
But the distinguishing feature of this new technological
landscjpe is not its magnitude but its overall purpose: to
replacean individudl relationship with the environment by
asocial orcollective one. For the evolving new landscape,
whatever its concern for energy and production, is preoccuPied with such social needs as recreation, health, corn-

duced urban and rural spaces devoted to increasingly
specialized Uses, and led to increasingly complex methods

of extracting, transmitting, and using various forms Of
energy, whether coal or oil or electricity. Scarcely a countryside in the United States does not somewhere bear the
marks of this concern for energy.
CREATING LANDSCAPES

The greatest accomplishments of this engiheer's approach to the environment have taken place within the last
50 years. The great dams built since the end of World War

IBoulder Dam, Grand Coulee, Bonneville, to name a
few, along with the artificial lakes which they have impounded, are among the most extensive modifications of
the earth's surface ever undertaken.
No less sensational as a triumph of technology and
considerably' more important to society was the work of
the TennesSee Valley Authority, which improved river

Munication and housing. We are merely at the beginning of
a time when public authorities (always acting, democratically or otherwi'se, according to plan) will provide us with
recreation and vacation areas, facilities for medical care,.
(- fam y care and old Eige assistance.
" 0 The ancient indiyidual landscape will dissolve (except
20

9
v

. preserved for tourist or educational purposes) and
be rerlaced by a welfare landscape, more generous in
scale, more orderly and efficient, inhabited 'not ,by autonomous individuals but by employees and managers and

No utopian landscape is ever realized in its entirety; but
every cultural landscape is initially based on the desire for
better relations between people. In our American past we
created a landscape where citizens could work and become independent and active. What now seems all impdrtant for many earnest Americans is not human relationships but the relationship between people and the naturhl
environment.

"staff."

TECHNOLOGICAL BLI)NRERING
IneVitably,,mistakes have been made in the creation of
the technological welfare landscape, esp'ecially in our
high-handed modification of the natural environment. We
--have embarke4 on many a wasteful and dangerous course
and our self-assurance as technicians and planners has
often been misplaced. We have become consumers rather
than creators of landscape values but, like all consumers,
increasingly critical and suspicious of the environmental
products and services offered us. They are often betteç
than what we could produce by ourselves, but an essential
ingredient, a synipathetic flow between people and their
environment, is missing.
The conteMporary ecological-conservationist movement is in part a reaction to the destruction of the natural
environment-by technology. It registers the collective resentment of the inhuman scale imposed on so much of the
landscape, resentment of pollution and waste and reckless
expansion.
Few popular movements have started so ModeStly and
achieved such results so quickly as this one. Many battles
lie ahead, ancidoltitless not a few setbacks; but is it,too
optimistic, even noiv, to anticipate a landscape where air
and water pollution will be greatly reduced, threats to
public health eliminated;and natural resources wisely
used. Certainly we can count on greater restraint in constructing dams and highways and power plants in inappropriate locations. We are learning to design our buildings and even our communities io conform to their scenic
and ecological setting.
These improvements and reforms, radical though some
of them may be, are by no means improbable in the,decades to come, and our, grandchildren may well 1vë in a
harmonious and efficient environment such aS wiltan only
dream of. Yet we should ask ourselves .:0iether this
ecological landscape pays sufficient regirA to the indi-

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONINGIt is khighly important one; we neglected it in the past
and we will never dare ignore it again. But many are
troubled by this vision of mankind as essentially a part of
nature, owing allegiance not to hurnan or divine law but to
the law of the natural environment. The purpose of exis-

tence becomes a maner of biological survival, and little
more. It is this image of the environmentally conditioned
creature that has haunted pessimistic social prophets and
delighted such behaviorists as B. F. Skinner, whose novel
Walden!! is a description of the environmentalist Utopia.
Only time can tell us who is right. But one development
of the last half-century cannot be left out of aceount, for it
may well condition a totally new human self-awareness
and a totally new relationship to the environment. That
.was the advent of individually controlled artificial mobility and speedspecifically, the automobile and the airplane. Their impatts on our culture have in a sense beencomplsittelirary. Whereas the automobile ha's dispersed
ifornes, exploded our cities, and opened the remotest
countryside to contact with the outside world, the airplane
has altered the landscape hardly at all. But it hasenabled
us for the first time to see and understand the earth and
what we have done to itboth for good and for evil.
From that new perspective we discern the earth both as
our home and as a distant object: an environment which

we can now operate on with scientific, precision, and
whose unique beauty we must love niore' strongly than
ever before. And no less significantly, the automobile and
the airplane have revealed the manner in-What sustained
speed and mobility change our relationship to a familiar
environment and by so doing transform us and the world.'
The powerful spell cast by this new'mobility promises in
time to reduce to myth all notions of our rootedness in the
landscape. our supposycl identification with the earthly
environment. At last we baYe the technical means to play
a new and unaccustomed mkt as custodian and guardian of
the earth.

vidual citizen's role in the new order,?
Our contemporary landscape re forr#s encourage each
of us to refrain from littering or poSt4iii or destroying'or
producing too many children. MtiA4i, Said about the need
-to adjust one's diet, shelter, work:;-and recreation to the
' natural order but little about the frO,Jocial order itself.
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ALAN BARTH :4/as editorial wiiter for the Washington
Post for 30 year: In addition, he hN authored several books
on civil liberties, inclUding The Loyalty of Free Men. The
Price. of Liberty, .Heritage of Liberty and Prophets'
Honor. His work has brought recognition both in the field of

journalism lind in- civil liberties, and he has received' the
Sigma Delta Chi award. the Newspaper Guild Award, the
Oliver Wendell Holmes Bill of Rights awafd, and thej_asker

Civil Liberties award.
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ADVOCACY: FREE SPEECH, FREE ASSEMBLY
Alan barth
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(;ommunist demonstration in union Square, New York City, 1932.
Freedom of speech and assembly, Oaranteed by the Furst)5,mendment, have not always been observed by those in authority.

On a suMmer day in 1963, thousands of Americans from
every Fart of the natiod gathered on the king Mall lea.ding

be discussed in the rIF.xt article) are the considerations
essential to the theory of self-government embodied in the

up to the Lincoln Memorial. They- sang "Glory, Glory.
Hallelujah...find demanded fulfillment (tithe promise for
which Lincoln lived and died. LI unison they chanted..
"We shah overcome
.--

Uriited .States Constitution. As James Madison put it,
"the people. not th'e government, possess the absolute
sovereignty.

.

THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE
The First Amendment, according to Madison. who is
generally credited with having drafted7it, constituted the
essential difference hetw een the British Government
and. the -American Constitution. In England, after the
civil wars of the 1640s, absolute so.vereignty was tranSferreli from the monarch to Parliament. not to the peoPle.
And, in theory at least. 'the Will of Parliament was supreme. No fundamental written charter enumerated and
limited the powers of Parliament as the American Bill of
Rights limited the powers of the United States Congress.
In authoritarian countries where ultimate power re-sides
in a party, an oligarchy or a dictator. freedom of expression har,dly, exists at all. Rulers arc rarely hospitnble to
critickm or cballenge. Lacking the correctives, they
may. through error of judgment. plunge a nation into
catastropheas Adotf,Hit ler. in hardly more than a decade. plunged his thousand-year Reich. In a democracy.
however. w here popular sovereignty prevails, freedom of
expression is the dynamo ofthe political process. The men

Rut-it was to the Congress of the United Stales at the

other end of the Mall. not to th.. symhOl of Lincoln. that
this living petition was addressed. .Fhe demonstrators
were exeFeising two of the fundamental rights guaranjeed
hy the First Amendment to the Conslitutionthe right to
speak freely 'and the right to assemble peaceably and pZli-

lion for a redress of grievance's. Their object was the
passage of a cOmprehensive
rights hilt designed to
,as.sure first-class citizenship 'to Mack men and women.
Lark in the follow ing car. Congress transformed t he hill
into the lit%t of the land.
he rights of free Speech and assembl are not nlways
exercised ,so decorousl. nor are t hey alw ays recognized
as riglits
thc police and others in authority.'On May
Day of 1971 another great throng of Alnericansmosj of
them students and othr yo4ing personsassemhleil. in the
apital to Protest against continuance'.of are tar in 'ict-'
nam.

hirteen thousand of them w ere arrested and
imprison-yindiS6-inUnately. illegally. and ohen hrutalh, in tlic--largest Mass arrest in American history. On
Septemher.4. 1974. how ever. at nited States District
iitirt declared all'of the arrests unconstitutional and ordered that all arrest records sternmingrorn :this Ma-da
(kniorpor;tion" should he destroyed.

tt ho %1 rote the First Amendmerit believed that it was less

risky to permit the expression of ideas--c en of ideas
considered dangerous and disloyalthan to enforce si
knee. 'I hey belie ed that national unit grew out of resok cd conflict. not ....-onformity In the long run. the;

I he :hetdoms of spee,,:h and ;isseinhF. assured
the
r: <1 :%trii..ndinenr(togethet tt ith ticedom ot the press. to

.

helieved, the most e'll,:rent goi.ernment was the one eon23

stantly obliged to justify its actions and to meet the challenge of competing proposals.

a nature as to create a clear and present danger that thty
wilt bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a

Freedom of assembly or associationfreedom to join
hands with like-minded fellow-citizens for the advancement of common purposesis an inseparable consort of
free expression. Men are best abk. to make themselves
heard in a large community if they speak in unison.
Alexis de Tocqueville, that astute French critic of the
American system in its early years, remarked: "The most
natural privilege of man, next to the right of acting for

right to p:event. It is a question of proximity and degree."

Justice Holmes argued eloquently in subsequent dissenting opinions for a liberal and tolerant application of
this standard to protect "the expression of opir..ons that 3
we loathe and believe to be fraught with death, unless they
so imminently threaten immediate irnerference with the
lawful and the pressing purposes of the law that an um)

mediate check is required to save the country." And his,

himself, is that of combining his,exertions with those of his

great associate, Ju^tice Louis D. Brandds, reminded
Americans in memorable words that the authors of the

fellow-creatures, of acting in common with them." And
he offered another canny observation about the usefulness
of thLi freedom: "In countries where associations are free,

Constitation regarded free speech not as a mere luxury to

, be enhyed offiy in untroubled times but as a source of

secret societies are unknown. In America, there are

strength urgently needed in times of great national strain.
But in the years following the second world war these
pleas were powerless against a widespread fear that sub-

numerous factions, but no conspiracies."
The eminent jurist, Judge Learned Hand, summed up
the idea very simply: "The First Amendment presup-

versive ideas from overseasthis time from the Russian'
Revolutionwould sap the loyalty of Americans to their
own institutions and their own country. So, again, Congress adopted measures seriously restrictihg free speech
and assembly. Congressional investigating committees
'stagat-w-hat amounted to virtual trials of persons for expressing "subversive" opinions or associiting with those
suspected of harboring them. They punished people by
publicity for offenses not punishable by law.
The most blatant, if not theworst, of these inquisitorial
bodies was the Senate subcommittee headed by Senator
Joseph McCarthy, who conducted it as a kind of private,

poses that righ; conclusions are more likely to be gathered

out of a multitude of tongues than through any kind of'
authoritative selection. To many this is, and always will
be, folly; but we viave staked upon it our all."
The wisdom of the choice may be measured by the
frequency with which we have seen dissenting opinions
eventually prevail and minority views become the opinion

of the majority. American intervention in Vietnam, for
example, opposed in-its early stages by no more than a
vociferous minor fraction of the country, is now overwhelmingly looked upon as a monumental national blunder. Time and advancing knowledge and changes in the
conditions of life produce unforeseeable alterations in

roving kangaroo court. He brought a new word, "McCarthyism," into the language, making it a synonym for overbearing political persecution, until, at last, he was censured by the Senate in 1954 for affronting its dignity. And
in more recent days, as we have lately learned, the government carried on a pervasive and intimidating surveillance of anyonc suspected of political non-conformity.
Freedom of speech and assembly have been buffeted
from the left as well as from thg right. University students,
who might be presumed to know better, have undermined
civil liberty by shouting down the expression of any ideas
with which they disagree. The real boundaries of free
speech have been left, therefore, in limbo; and no one can
define them today with any certainty.

fashion, in morals, in`social values, el-.:n in political con-

victions; yesterday's heresy may well become
tomorrow's orthodoxy.

LIMITS OF FREE SPEECH
The theory of free speech and assembly has not always
been honored in practice in the United States. It is sobering to recall that the First Amendment had hardly been
ratified before the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 were
adopted by a Congress fearful that the radical ideas of the
French Revolution would subvert a young Republic con-

ceid andebrought to ;birth in revolution.
Tbe prevailing test for the limits of free speech is what
has come to be known as "the clear and present danger"
standard formulated by Supreme Court Justice Oliver
, Wendell Holmes, Jr., in 1919 (Schenck v. United States).
"The question in ever/ .-7-Z..!" he wrote, "is whether the

Does America truly want. free trade in ideas? Do
Americans possess sufficient tolerance to grant a hearing

to ideas "they loathe and believe to be fraught with
death"? Do the most unpopular idyls deserve a hearing?
Upon the answei to these questions depends the shape of
future freedom in America.

words used are used in suds circumstances and are of suc h
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SCRUTINY: FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Alan Barth
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Los Angeles Times reportG- Bill Farr is taken to jail.
Farr was jailed for refusfig to teo a judge his scjrce tor a news story Can the press fulfill its role if it cannot keep

There is no better way to distinguish a tree (rom an
authoritarian society than to mark the'role each assigns to
the press in relation to the government. To authoritarians,
th.! press,,like every other institution, is a tool of the state:
its functiOn is to promote the purposes and policies of the
rulers In self-governing societies. the function of the
press k to furnish the people with information necessary
for them to rule themselvesto keep official authority

within'its prescribed limits.
That extraordinary analyst of the American psyche.
Alext de Tocqueville. observed in the l3Us that an independent press constituted the chief "element.of freedom
in the modern world. A nation which k determined to
remain free is therefore right in demanding the unrestrained exercise of thk independence.-

-

PRESS AS CENSOR
1 nth' penile n«. is the key \\ ord here. Independence trot

governmental control is the.lineh-pin of freedom of the
press. Far from Want ing governmental censorship. NIAison and Jefferson conceived of the press as a censor of
government. Thus Thomas Jefferson tt rote to President
Washington in 1792. "'No go \ ernment ought to be kk ithotit
censors. and w here the press is free, no one ,
.And
althoug.h he had been mere ile_ssl abused
the Federalist
journals, as late as 182; Jefferson continued to regard the*
press as "a trihunal of public opinion- that assured peac:-

ful reform instead of revolution.
Two hundrei years before our Bicentenni..11 Cie F ngfish press had achieveL a considerable rlle,tslu ,o; freedom. Licensing by Olio lime , as a matter of the past; no
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sources of information confidential?

longer was.there any prior restraint in the form of direct
censorship. But newspapers were still liable to punish-.
ment for publishing matter offenSive to the authorities.
Plainly, asJames.Madison believed. English standards
of press freedom did not harmonize with American opinion. Madison and other framers of the CAstitution knew
that a press rt-deased from responsibility might behave at
times irresponsibly. They also knew that this possibility
was the inesoapable price of independence. Without unhindered freedom-to print, the press could not perforin its
function in a democracy.
So the First Amendment, With its flat declaration
-"Congress shall make no law . . abridging the freedom
of speech or of t he press''set a new.standard for the new
\ odd. It made the press. in a significant sense, the most
privileged of American institutions.
loday newspapers are
business enlerprises operated for private profit. yet the First Amendment shields
them almost ahsolutely from official interference or regulation. The sa:14: is true of those more modern electronic

modes of journalism, radio and television. Although
necessaril subject to a selective official alloeation of limited broadcasting channe' . both to a large degree ;lie ,
protected against any official ;ontrol mer content. . .
Fhis privilege. \+, e need to remind ourselves, can never
he taken for granted. New spaper editors were fined and
jailed for publishing material said to lolate the Alien and
Sedition Act of 1798; their cases ne er came before the
Supreme (

through most of

because t he act %, as repealed in.1800. And

19th century. despite numerous contro%er%ies on the limits of press freedom. the (ourt had no

occasioh to consider them. The First Amendment, it held.
protected the press only from federal authoritynot from
action by the states.-

Claiming that this publication did serious injury to pational security, the government sought to enjoin further
publicat n of the material in the possession of the newspapers. While the Courts deliberated the government's
plea, putlication was, in fact, delayed: and prior restraint
on publiqation was imposed.
,

MORE SAFEGUARDS

Then in 1931, in a case callediVenr v. Minnesota, the
Court decided that the due process clause of the 14th

As it lturned out. the Court refused to sustain the

Amendment safeguarded the liberty of press afid speech
from state action. "Miscreant purveyors of scarAal," the
Court conceded, might abuse the liberty, but ihe press of
necessity had to retain its immunity "in dealing with official miscondUct."
During the next three decades, the Court clarified its
position in a series of important decisions. In the 1940s, it
ruled that the press could not be summarily disciplined by
judges for alleged contempts of dourt by publication (that
is to say, by commeInts on current cases or on the judges
conducting them) unless these comments could be shown
to constitute a clear and present danger to the administration of justice.

governm nt's position. Justice Hugo L. Black, in his Concurring o niori, even commended the papers which had
printed thtl Pentagon papers. By exposing deception in
governmen , he said, they were serving the purpose "the
Founding Fathers saw so clearly." J ustice Potter Stewart

made the same point to a law student audience: "The
.,

And in the 1960s, it held in another series of cases
thatregardleis of a state's common or statutory libel
lawsa public figure cannot collect damages for libel

established American press in the past 10 years, and particularly in the past 2 years, has perforiried precisely the
function it was intended to perform by those who wrote
the First Amendment to the*Constitution."
It should not be overlooked, however, that the words of
the Court denying the government's claim were not without ambiguity. It simply concluded that the government
had no '. met the,'.' heavy burden of =:howing justification fOr

the enforcement of such a restraint." The wording suggests quite obviously that such a restraint migfit be enforceable if that heavy burden could be met. The peril of
prior restraint still apparently hangs over the press in

unless it c'an be shown that the report was not-only false
and damaging but also published maliciously or with the
limited negligence.
All these cases vindicated Press freedom as essential to
a.political system designed to limit governmental power.
In the 1970s, however, this succession of free press victories was slowed down if not halted. For the first time in

America.
Other incursions on the independence of the press have
occurred in recent-years, most notably in coonection with

criminal trials. Judges zealot's to protect the rights of
defendants have sometimes issued "gag" orders, forbid-

American history a prior restraint on publication was
countenanced, although not actually approved, by the
Supreme Court. The event initiating the L Ase was the
publication of the so-called "Pentagon papers" by the
New York Times nd the Washington Post.

ding publication of certain kinds of evidence or testimony.

Grand juries have occasionally summoned, reporters as
witnesses, even ordering them to disclose their confidential source§ of information. '
Probably the gravest peril to press freedom in America
stems r +t so much from governmental attempts to curb
the press as from complacency and timorousness on the
part of publishers and broadcasters. Enjoying monopoly
positions, they are increasingly reluctant to risk profits
and security by getting embroiled in controversy. But can
a free press be deemed free if it does not exerCise its

THE PENTAGON PAPERS
Thetentagon papers comprised a classified official account ofthe events leading up to Ameiican participation in
the Vietnam war. Copies of this account, removed from
the files of the Defense Department. were passed to the
two newspapers which individually published parts of it.

freedom?
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12. PRIVACY: FREEDOM FROM SEARCH AND SEIZURE
Alan Barth
C

.:azion than to be secure against arbitrary arrest and

mMent and against random invasion of one's pri-

wy by ilosy, power-hungry agents of government.
"-REASONABLE" SEARCH AND SEIZURE

,

,

The Fourth Aniendrnent, we should remember, forbids
Only "unreasonable" searches and seizures. Reasonableness is a disputed term but over the years the courts have
defined its main characteristics.
First, a search, to be "reasonable," must have "prob-

a,

able cause"--something more than the searcher's mere..
guesswork or Suspicionto justify it. In short, there must
be information, 'sworn tO by some responsible .person,
sufficient to justify a reasonable man in believing that
stolen property or the instruments.of a crime or certain

;;;-:°
.
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kinds ef evidenCe may be 'found by an-authorized search.
Second-AO be reasonable, a search must be approved in

advance (with rare exceptions) by a neutral judge.
And, third, to be reasonable, a search must be specific
in regard to the place to be searched and the object to be
sotight. Rummaging and ransacking premises ort"fishing
expeditions" are not "reasonable."
The rules -regarding arrest are a little looSer. Arrests
may be made without getting an arrest warrant in advance
hut only when the police have probable cause" to charge
someone with a particular crime. Then they must take the

44:r.

arrested person . without unnecessary delay before a
magistrate to determine the validity of the arrest The

Constitution, in brief, allows policemen to arrest but delegates to judieial -authorities-the decision to detain..
The development of the law governing search and seizure has been erratic. Long-Standing common law tradi-

tion held that courts should ignore police practices in
'obtaining evidence so long as the police did not resort to
physical coercion and so long as the evidence presented
was competpnt and relevant.
In a landmark case decided in 1914, however, the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that in federal trials it
would do longer accept evidence obtained through viola-

Arthur Schatz/T1ME-LIFE Picture Agency

Bugged dart, fired from rifle, will transmit private
conversauons.
Sophisticated eavesdropping devices pose a new threat to the right
to pnvacy.

tion of the Constitution. The case (Weeks. v. United

.Procedure sometimes seems dull: and one often hears
procedural rules dismissed carelessly as mere kl technicalities." yet Justice Frankfurter did not exaggste in
saying that "the history of liberty has Jargely been the

State,v) involved the seizure of some paPers in plain viola-

tion of the Fourth Amendment. "If letters and private
documents can thus be seized and held and.used in evi-

history of obse rvance of procedural safeguards." Thus far

dence against a citizen accused of an offense," the Court

substantive guartintees of the First Amendment free-

such searches and seizures is of no value, and, so far as those thus placed are concerned, mighl as well be stricken
from the Constitution."

declared, then the citizen's -right to be secure against

we have looked at the development of three great

dom to speak, to publish, to join hands for the advancement of common interests. Th balance of jhe Bill of
Rights. especially Amendmerits IV. V. and VI, is concerned largely with proc:.a.ural rights of Americans, that
is, With the .vays in w hien government must behz, 'in
relation to its citizens.
This article will deal with one of the most compieo of

Note :hat w as in a federal trial. As laA: as 1949 (in Wolf

v. (oh.ratto). the Court ruled that the admission in state
trials of evidence obtained by an unreasonable search and
seiZure was not in violation of :he federal Constitution.
Not until 19(d did the Court change its "nind. as it does
_from time to time, and decide lin Mapp v. Olth)) that "all
evidence (+wined by searches and seizures in violation ofthe Constitution is, by that same authority, inadmissible in

these limitations on governmental power. the Fourth
Amendment, It guarantees "the right of people to be
secure in their persons, houses. papers, and effects.
against unreasonable searches and seizures.- It promises
that no search warrants can be ksued oxcept "upon probtable cause, supported by oath or affirmation. arid particularly describinQ the place to he searched, and the persons

or things to be seized." Nothing k more important to

state court."
A CHIEF GRIEVANCE
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-rhe men- who wrote the Fourth Amendmentthe gist
of which had already been :ml-kidied in a number of state

freedom or to the exercise of other rights assur&I by the

constituzionspreceding the ratification .of the federal
27

/.

Constitution, were no mere theorists. They were all too
familiar with random searches and arbitrary arrests conducted under the authority of writs of assistance and general warrants by King George III's redcoats.
,

"The makers of our Constitution," he put it, "unaer-

took to stcure conditions favorable to the pursuit of
Wappiness.

. . . They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let alonethe most comprehensive of
rights and the right most valued by civilized men. To

Indeed, these were among the chief grievances that !-.;:d

to the American rebellion. The idea that a man's home

protect that right, eviry unjustifiable i,rusion by the

was his castlethat, however humble it might be, the
kine's men could not enter it without a proper warrant
was already firmly established in England. The colonists felt that they were entitled to the same right of

Goverdment upon the privacy of theindividuak, whatever
the means employect, must be' deemed a violation of thefl

Fourth Amendment."

It took al= years for the court to come round to
endorsing B
disienting view. In the course of
those years; electronic eavesdropping devices had become far more sophisticated and pervasive. Complicated

privacy.
Privacy is nowhere mentioned in the Constitution under
that term. At best it Is an elusive and elastic concept, and
just what degree of it the authors of the Constitution meant
to assure has sparked much argument.
A grent debate im the subject grew out of a landmark

surveillance systems were being used indiscriminately by
the government to detect political dissension as well as
criminal conduct. The assumptions lying behind the 1928
decision had been outflanked by technological developments. Intrusions upon privacy had become a menace to
libertya menace to the exercise of the'very rights of free

case (Olmstead v. United States) that came before the
Supreme Court in 1928the first case testing whether the
tapping of a telephone constituted an "unreagonable
search" in the sense forbidden by the Fourth Amend-

speech and free association guaranteed by the First

ment. A gang of bootleggers had been selling liquor smug,gled into the State of Washington in clear violation of the

Amendment.
Freedom of communication between free citizens is the
very essence of the democratic process. In 1967, therefore, the Court abandoned the "trespass" doctrine enunciated by ChiefJustice Taft and declared instead that the

Volstead Act. Over a period of many months, federal
prohibition agents tapped telephones in the homes and

offices of the bootleggers and listened to them take orders
for liquor and direct their far-flung enterprises. Stenographic notes of these conversations were used to convict

Fourth Amendment protects people and not simply
"areas" ? against unreasonable searches and seizures.

the bootleggers. Did this constitute an unreasonable
search?

.

Today wiretapping or bugging of private conversations is
unconstitutional unless authorized and its limits defined in
advance by a competent judicial authority. In 1968, Con-

.

The Court, dividing five to four, said No. "The
[Fourth] Amendment," ChiefJustice Taft wrote for the

gress adopted legislation authorizing such electronic

majority, "does not forbid what was done here. There was
no searching. There was no-seizure. The evidence was
.secured by the sense of hearing and that orily. There was

searches.

Law enforcement, of course, would be easier, and
perhaps more efficient, if the police coUld arrest and inter-

no entry of the houses or offices of the defendants." In
short, since there was no trespass on the defendants'

rogate suspects at will or if police coirld eaVesdrop or
conduct surprise searches wherever they supposed a
crime was being plotted or contraband contealed. But

premises, there was no Fourth Amendment 'violation.

these are the identifying characteristics of a police state.
Where governments have such unregulated power, citizens are powerless.
In handcuffing the police to safeguard popular liberty,
the authors of the Fourth Amendnient realized that they
were td some extent sacrificing efficiency for the sake of
privacy. The price seemed to them well worth paying. It
is, in fact, the inescapable price of liberty.

-UNWARRANTED INTRUSION

In an inipassioned dissent, however, Justice Louis D.

Braadeis pleaded for a broader, more 'imaginative interpretation of the Fourth Amendment. It was designed,

he argued, not merely to protect private premises against

unwarranted intrusion but also to safeguard a right of
privacy essential to the ideas of human dignity and political liberty.
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13.

EQUALITY: EQUAL PROTECTION UNDEA THE LAW
Alan Barth

no rights which the white man was bound to respect:" The
institution of human slavery was finally abolished by the
13th Amendment in 1865. The 14th and .15th Amendments
were designed to give citizenship to the freedmen and to
eradicate froni American life forever any discriminaticin by
race under the law:
The 14th Amendment provides, among other things, that
"No State shall . . . deny to any person iiithin its jurisdic/
tion the equal protection of the. laws." To implement this
amendment, Congress, in 1875, enacted far-reaching civil
rights legislation, averting "Coe ernality of all men before
the law," and declaring that all persons "shall be entitled to

the full and equal enjoyment of the accommOdations,
facilities, and privileges of inos, public conveyances on land
and water, theaters, and other places of public amuse-

ment."

The mood of the country changed soon aft.;:r passage of
the 1875 Civil Rights Act, however, and the North abandoned its efforts at "ReConstruction of the Sown." It left
the liberated black men to the scant mercies of embittered,
defeated white Southerners. The result was development of
a caste system in which blacks became the American untouchables, subjected to rigid segregation and to the most
crippling, humiliating foems of discrimination. "J im Crow"

ruled throughout the old Confederacy and was brutally
Libraiy of Congress.

.

Suffragette Parade, Washington, D.C., 1913.
Various groups .in our society have not always enjoyed equality
under the law.

Although the Declaration of Independence states as one

of its "self-evident" truths that "all men are treated

equal,:' equality has been much more an ideal than a fact of
American:life. Obvious 'advantages to .individuals arise
from the accident of birth. Beyond these, there have been
conspicuous class, ethnic and other distinctions sustaining
inequality, sanctioned by law through moSt of American
history.- The most blatant of these have related to women
and to blacks.
Not until 1920 was the Constitution to provide that "The
right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be
deniecLor abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of sex." As this is written, many women are still
pressing for ratification of an Eqt.1 I-lights Amendment that
would relieve them of other serious ftinds of discrimination
and disability.
7:rey have made significant advances through recent
.

:.:.h4prerne Court decisions. Since December 1974. the Court
has Aled that women cannot be excluded from juries, can-

not be :.,pored as income producers when the government
computes survivrir be neF;s under Social Security..and cannot be denied cLi-:.d support rasecl on the presumptiOn that
they reach adolthood ear4Po:- Olaf:. men. Tha Court declared
recently: "No loner is
female destin.!..d solely for the
home and the rearing of I.:4 family, arid ork,,' the male for the

marke;place and Oto world of
"EQUAL PROTECTION"

As for black AmericLns, in the infamous Dred Scott
decision 0.1857, chic usr..:o Roger Taney wrote for the
Supreme Court
Negroe:,....ere not "citi..,:ens" and "had

enforced by the mob violence and lynchings of the Ku Klux
Klan and other night riders.
The postw ,v. amendments, the civil rights enactments,
fell into virtv,::,

2:S far ar- black men were concerned.

And step
tragic :etreat from their promises,
the Suprerm. Coon: vatified the country's indifference to the
fate of the fdn The crucial judicial ratification ofJim
Crow
aie ::;se of Plessy v. Ferguson, decided in
1896. I:
-ouisiana statute requiring all railway
companihts i thto provide 'equal but separate accommotiernt,
white and colored races." The_st3tute, tho
did not deny equal pr ,tecticifeL If
anyone
'rat the enforced separation of the tivo
races
colored race with a badge of inferiority,
"it is not
:ason of anything found in the act, but solely
because tn. cokired race chooses to put that construction
upon it."
AN IMMORTAL DISSEA f
'7his decision produced a lone immortaL C-,s;:ting opin-

ion by the first Justice John M. harlan. Warning that it
wocld inevitably create bitterne' Ifetween the races, he
declared: "In view of the Conc,itut:or, in the eye of the
law, there is in this country no sooerior. dominant, ruling
class of citizens. There is no caste here. Our Constitution is
color-blind, and neither knoWs nor tr-lerates classei among

citizens."
But more than half a century was to pass before the

wisdom and truth of Harla-" s views were recognized by the
Court. A variety of factors efected the change. Franklin D.
Roosevelt's New Deal birc :ght the beginning of what his-

torian C. Vann Woodwai.. has called lhe new Recon-

struction," a revival of con.!ern for the condition of black
Americans. Two world w-L: L with their manpower shortages gave blacks a chanc: -.Lt jobs in factoriesand gave
whites a chance at the experience of working alongside
them.
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Industrialization and a changing economy in the South
made thecontinuing maintenance of an illiterate and submerged colored peasantry an economic liability rather than

an asset. The end of the Second World War brought with it a
collapse of colonial .enipires and a new sense of independ-

ence among submerged peoples everywhereespecially
among those of African descent. Anterican leadership in

world affairs brought unwelcome attention, to the disparity
between our principles and our practices respecting human
equality.
Perhaps the most important single influence in effecting

the new Reconstruction was.a mass migration that took
place in the middle years of the 20th century from rural
areas to urban centers. Blacks, a major element in this
migration, swarmed to the big cities. For the first time they
began, under increasingly resourceful and sophisticated
leadership, to form a politically effective voting bloc. With
growing white support, blacks staged effebtive demonstrations in the Capital and elsewhere against the injpstices of
racial 'discrimination, and brought effective court challenges against them.

tions"many of them encountering violent and brutal resistance by 3,ir,-.alauthorities and demanding heroic courage
by their eTkiaira..1";,; and participants."At the same time there
were pe..,..%.711 efforts to organize blacks for political action

and to registr them in the Soiith so that they could make
themselves fel; at the polls.
In lc/x.4, goaded first by President Kennedy and later by
Presith-,;74 Johnson, Congress enacted a comprehensive

law ; and a year late r it adopted a Voting rights act

des.ignl./ to assure blacks' full participation at the polls.
SuO i.e.:,!,islatica could not of itself, to be sure, bring about

harim,r1 and fairness in race relations. Great. social

chj

are rarely accomplistled speedily or comfortably.
however, the moral influence of theConstitution
was.red in support of full equality for black Americans.
l4th Amendment's clause assuring "equal protectie3n o2 the laws" has been applied in another significant
contex: to erase inequality. The great migration of people
fro:n rural to urban res'ii.te
produced in many states gross
isev-ranciei in the numetical Size of legislati ve districts. A
elected y a rural district often had 'only a tiny
At

:ri.t.;.ica of the c..7.-:-0.ituents represented by a legislatoi.

END OF "JIM CROW'
At last, on May 17, 1954, a unanimous Supreme Court
put an end tO the "separate but equal" fictionat least so

ted from an vn district; he had an equal vote in the
howv:,?;.':, and thus the political power of city-

dwaen, was citLied and unequal. It was an advantage

far as segregated public schools were concerned. It

reprvxntativeg in control of Most legislatures
unwilling to relinquish by any equitable

acknowledged, in Broivn v. Board of Educaiior. of Topeka.
what Justice Harlan had asserted morc than half a century
earlier, that racial segregation is, of itself, by its nature and

:eapportiov-Tr.,r.1,
ti dealw.g..vviCii this problem in a complex of cases that
canw htt'o r-r. it in 1962 and 1963. the Supreme Court said

by its intent, a debasir* denial of human equality. ,"We
conclude." Chief Justice Earl Warren wrote, 'that in the

that Ple.:::-.tktrary reduction in the effectiveness of ballots
is,N city-dwellers amounted to a denial of the equal

field of ,pqblic education the doctrine.of 'separate but equal'
has no place. Separate t'ducational facilities are inherently
unequal. Therefore, viz hold that the plaintiffs . . . are, by

rclote... of the laws. "The Equal Protection Clause,"
C

justie-,:. Warren asserted (In Reynolds I-. S inis),," rel!tires that a State make an honest and good faith effort to
:1-::nstruet districts, in both houses of its legislature: as
nearl. !, of equal population as is practicable." Thus the basic
democratic principle ofone-niant one-vote was revitalized.
If equality of opportunity and of participation in the life of
the community is still an ideal and not yet altogether a
reality in America. it remaiiis an ideal toward which men
and women must strive unceasingly if they are to maintain

reason of the segregation complained of, deprived of the

equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the 14r,:
Amendment."

Although this decision dealt only with public schools. the
reasoning behind it applied w almost equal force to a:t
forms of publicly supported and publicly managed facilities.
It meant Jim Crow couhino *longer govern parks and playgrounds. swimming pools and beaches or any other recceatiOnal opportm5ties operated undin- gowmment aus0,2e.:.
The decision was followed by years of "freedom

in any true sense a democracy where justice prevails
through the rule of law.

and -sit-ins" and "marches" and -prayer demo::,
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Unit IV

A MORE PERFECT UNION:
THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
Doris Kearns
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14.

"IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED . .
CONGRESS AND THE POPULAR WILL
Doris H. Kearns
structed buildings that were never finished. As one historian has described it: "Where majestic avenues were to
sweep, tree stumps stood; where houses were to be, barren

hillocks rose like desert islands. Cows grazed on future
plazas, roads meandered into cow trails, bullfrogs chorused
on the mall." For thirty years the unfinished capitol dome

periodically spilled dirt on the heads of the Senators and
Congressmen walking below. Diplomats dressed in their
finest stepped from their carriages into six inches of mud.
ENen the executive mansion -was an object of ridic ule ; of the

30 rooms, only six were plastered and dozens of privies
filled the President's lawn.
So uncertain was the future of the national government
that most men in public life considered high positions in

Asrlex,'
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Washington

Wide World Phoios

Members of House Judiciary Committee during hearing
Articles of impeachment, July 29, 1974.

on

The changing role of Congress reflects changes in the social and
economic organization of our nation:

reelection.

Yet in a peculiar way, the very difficulties of life in
Washington served the cause of democracyparticularly

Early this year, I asked a class of Boston school children
to describe the images tharcame into their headswhen they
thought about America's political institutions. "The White
House,"'ventured kboy in the front row. "The President,"
suggested the girl behind him. And then the class opened
up. The Capitol, the Congress, the Lintoln Memorial, the
Democrats, the Washington Monument,.the Republicans,
Washington, D.C. Not one child mentioned the statehouse,
the governor, the mayor or the city council.
Their entire focus was On national institutions, equating
the whole of American politics and government with a few

in the Congress. The Congress was originally designed to
represent the popular will in the states and localities. Think

how useful it was,- in fulfilling that function, to have a
rotating representation from the population at large, descending on Washington each year, coming fresh from the
people, bringing with them new demands, ideas and power.
Each new election brought a turnover of 50%, which meant
that more than one-half of the represfmtatives to the House

every two years were freshmen. In the early 1800s the
average length of service in the House was only two-terms,

in the Senate one. In 1900 only 9 percent had served ten
terms or more.
With new men continually filling the chamber, little pre-

buildings in Washington, D.C. Their perceptions

reflectedhowever imperfectlya revolutionary shift of
power from the community and the states to the national

mium was placed on age or experience. Nyany of the leaders

government.

of the Congress were in their thirties. /

In the early days of the Republic. as John Higham has
observed, power Was decentralized. All the activities that
engaged the citizens' interestthe administration of jus-

CAREER PROFESSIpNALISTS

tice, the schooling of the young, the maintenance oflaw and

order, the building and upkeep of roads, the cart of tfic',.
sick----were carried out in the various states.--not
federal level. In 1802 the entire population bf the national

preferable to positions in their own villages

and states. Only four of the six men George Washington
chose to sit ori the Supreme Court actually showed up for
the first meeting; one was involved in more pressing activities at home and the other declined the appointment.
And the number of men who voluntarily resigned from the
Congress was greater than those who failed the te!..-t of

Ihe constantly changing Coniress of the 19th century

lishment, numbered fewer persons than th&lederal em-

wa4 a far different body from/the more insulated institution
we know today, where feiver than 10 percent of the members turn over in any one election, where more than onehalf the members have served more than five terms, and one
in five has served more than ten terms. The average age of

ployees now engaged in apprehending federal CriMinals.

the member's todi,y-50 for Representatives and 60 for

(

government, including both the civilian and military estab-

A BACKWATER TOWN

And, far from beinotie c,enter of politiCal imagination,
Washington, D.C. walcii baavvater. southern town where
pics rooted in the unpaved-streets. Thotigli the (apiiiiir s
planners had drearned of creating a center of national lifea

Paris or Rometheir dreams had foundered upon their
inability to attract the commerce. wealth and population
needed to make the city prosper. Unable to raise the necessary funds from a citizenry too suspicious of centralized
power to support the creation of a national capital. the
planners desiened roads that were never built and cun-,
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Senatorsis ten to twenty years oldei- than the average age
of the voting population. And the average age of the leaders
is still older.
With the rise of seniority in the 20th century. length of
service in the institution has come to determine positions of
power. Sarn Rayburn was 58 when he became Speaker,
John McCormac,k 77. Cail Albert 62. In 1971 the leaders of
the House averaged 63 years. those of the Senate (-0 years.
In 1972 a computer simulation predicted that a new congressman elected in November would have to wait until the
year 2013 before coming ink) a position of real power. It
would be 41 years before he could chair the House Appro-

priations committee, 39 years before he could lead the

for an incumbent Congressman or Senat r v win reelec-

Armed Services committee. And he would be 78 when he
became chairman of the Rules committee,
Apparently these pat5erns are changing todaythe 1974
elections have produced a shake-up in the leadership of the
kouse of Representativesbut the dominant trend in the
20th century remains one in which the members of Congress are serving longer and longer. Mobile amateurs
willing to come and gohave become career professionalists anxious to stay in Washington as long as possible.
How did this shift come about?
It can be attributed in part to the changes in the nation and
the world since the 19th century. In the last 100 years, our
nation has undergone an industrial revolution, become a
worldwide power, waged six wars and suffered several
major economic depressions. The 20th century has seen the
nationalization of social and economic problems and the
growth of large national organizations to deal with them.
These developments have concentrated power in the central government away from the states and localities. In 1801
the entire population of the national government numbered
2,875. One hundred years later, the number had grown to
351,798 employees. In 1971 the national government had
5.637,000 employees, constituting almost 7 percent of the
labor force.

tion.

First in importance are the material advantages which
accrue to the incumbent: administrative funds and staff,
and use of the franking privilege. All but the very wealthy
are dependent upon contributions to support their campaign expenses. These contributions come primarily from
interest groupSsuch as labor, business or agricultUre
for whom the incumbent is a known quantity. His committee assignments have been made, his voting record is on
the books. He is safea reliable target for their money. So
begins a cycle which redounds to the incumbent's benefit;

the longer a person stays .in tdfice, the more power he

acquires in his committee, the more power he has, the more
campaign funds he receives. And the twee funds, the more
likely his chances of reelection. The cycle goes on.
THE ROLE OF CONGRESS

-

This trend toward ever longer service is only one of

several that could be evaluated in discussing the Congress.
The more usual focus is the decline bf the Congressional
role in the initiation of legislation, and in the making of war
and peace. But any analysis of the present and future role of
the Congress must take into consideration its composition!'
the men and women who make it up, their habits of mind,
their financial dependencies, their attitudes toward their
jobs, their choices as to how to spend their time.

THE PULL OF POWER
As the distribution of ix twer has shifted away from the

So long as representatives see reelection and a permanent
base in Washington as their main goal, there is little hope for
basic change. The system protects itself by rewarding fidel-

states and iocalities, the attractiveness of local political

careers has declined, and the pull of work in Washington is
so strong that voluntary resignation from high national
posts now merits front page attention. Part of the modern
attraction to Washington may be attributed to the physical
changes in the city since 1800; the sidewalks are now completed, the capitol dome is finished and all the rooms h the
White House are plastered! But the real attraction feit the
person with politics in his or her blood is power. not pysical beauty. Though Washington has never become atcultural or industrial center, it has become the center of political life, the end of the rainbow for the politically ambititius.
Hence once professional politicians reach Washington.
they want to stay for the rest of their lives. To leave the city
is tantamount to leaving politics; to go home is to be exiled
to Siberia. Little wonder, then, that the tradition of rotation
in office has virtually disappeared.
At the same time that politicians have made Washington
their political home, the rules of politics have changed,
making it substantially easier now than it was 100'yeirs ago

'

't ity to the status quo at every turn. Many representatives
continue to preoccupy themselves with constituent.service

narrowly definedwith baby books, birthday, greetings,.
appointments to West Point, case work and pork barrel
projects. (One leading scholar estimates that constituent

service occupies more than half of the time of each congressional office.) Neither time nor energy remain for acquiring
expertise necessary in make intelligent judgments on a wide

range of domestic issues and foreign affairs in today's inasingly complex wo7Id. Nor are sufficient staffand fundibg available to keep the representatives informed.
, An overconcern for political survival
and a preoccupatipn with trivial constituent services often lead to the avoidAce of controversial stands. The unwillingness of Con-

gress to take the initiative in legislativt matt,- , at home a*, i
abroad and a tendency to avoidsresponsibi!.ty has contributed to the rise oT presidential power in the 20th cr,tury
the subject foi exploration in the article to follow.
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THE EVOLUTION OF PRESIDENTIAL POWER
Doris H. Kearns
BORN TO COMM.14113.

Seorge Washington wanted to be called "His Mightiness." John Adams preferred "His Highness." Thomas

1

Jefferson:objecting to the implication of royalty and aristocracy, suggested simply "Mr. President." Public officials in a democratic republic, Jefferson reasoned, were

"

public servants and should be treated as such with a,
minimum of pomp and ceremony. The Federalists countered with the ideal of a reniote regal dignitary shielded by

protocol. "What will soldiers and sailors say," John
Adams asked, "when they hear George Washington is
called President. They will despise him. The President is
undignified. Why there are Presidents of fire companies
and clubs!" .

Jefferson prevailed on the question of titles, but the
larger controversy about the hybrid nature of the Ameri-

can Presidenthalf democrat, half kingcontinues to
this day. If most Americans do not feel compelled to hang
a picture of Gerald Ford in their living rooms (unlike our
ancestors who considered it a duty to display a likeness of
George Washington in their homes), we "still defer to our
chief executives if we do not deify them.
The deference takes both symbolic and practical forms.

4kti

The modern White, House has become a colossal

,

warehouse, open twenty-four hours a day to aCcommo-

date the President's every need. Every schoolchild is
taught the President's name. The President's actions
dominate the front pages of the, press. His speeches

113:Ni; ANDREW TRE 117 sr.

preempt the most popular television programs. His private thoughts as well:2s his private ailments are-public
concerns. And thtire is no question of the power of the
Presidency to evoke strong emotional responses in the

Ac.-ierican people Studies of popular reaction to the '
deaths of Warren Harding, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
John F. Kennedy liken the public grief and even physical
suffering (insomnia, depression, dishes, high blood pressure) to the emotions and pain ex'perienced after the death
of a close friend or relative.

THE FIRST,

DOUBLE VISION

" Dorm to Command."

In keeping with the national habit of ridiculing what
they most deeply respect, Americans often simultaneously revere and deride the image of their Presidents.
Richard Nikon was openly referred to as Tricky Dick:
L. B.J. was satirically cast as Mac Bird in a scurrilous play;
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and Gerald Ford's football career.has been the subject of
rude remarks. Nor is the President's physical presence
immune to malicious gossip and the venom of cartoonists:
George Washington's false teeth is a bit of familiar historical lore; William Taft's obesity and Lyndon Johnson's
hanging ears are immortalized M cartoons.

.
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To understand this duality, we must return to the
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Founding Fathers. for it was their mingled fear of and

Shall he relo sl over ns
Or mhat11 the PIEOPLC RIFLE l'i

Courtesy of the New York Historical Society. New York City.

.

Broadside of Pfesident Andrew/ Jackson.
The problem of presidential c)ovi*. is ,not umique to the 20th century.
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desire for centralized power that shaped the institution of
the Presidency and insured the persistence of our double
vision.
The Revolution had been fought to prctect individual
liberties from the willful authority of kings and governors.
These liberties included protecting religious freedom from
royal edicts. defending personal goods Ind possessions
from arbitrary taxes, and maintaining the privilege of not
erving-in wars fought solely to advance the interests of
the Crown. Powerful sentiment against royal authority

beeore the Revolution accounts for the enfeebled executive provided by the Articles of Confederation. Hamstrung at every turn by a series of institutional checks, he
was an executive who could execute nothing.
The impotence of the Articles became the theme harped
upon in the 1780s by those who sought a stronger national
government. They pictured a society in chaos, with debtors in revolt against creditors, squatters illegally occupying.land, the state laws a welter of confusion. In place of
this hodgepodge. the Framers of the Constitution proposed an energetic government capable of penetrating the
remotest,parts of the continent. Without this type of cen-

tral authority, the Framers were con,inced, the United

States would sacrifice Sits potential glory as a nation to an

excessive and irrational fear of executive power.
In defining the powers of the President, the Framers
were responding both to the experience of the colonial
Revolution and to its aftermath. His duties were specified,
his authority limited. Selected by an electoral college (not
the legislature), he was given the power,kts Commanderin-Chief and Chief,of State to make treaties, nominate
ambassadors, choose Supreme Court justices, keep Congress informed on the state of the Union. recommend
measures he judged necessary and expedient, and assure
the faithfUl execution of the laws. But these powers had to
be shared with other branches. He cpuld make treaties

loosened to allow for the practical necessity of executive
action should the nation be attacked while Congress was
out of sessionas it was expected to be for all but one
month a year. In an age when the fastest horse took fifteen
days to ride to the capital from the northernmost state of
Massachusetts 'and twelve days from the southernmost .
state of Georgia, the sitting executive provided the only
promise of immediate response.
Theoretically, the executive'S power to respond to attacks was not equated with the power to initiate them. But
hisIory has a way of fudging distinctions, it', as it often
happened, the American government created situations
that provoked the hostility to which the President then
responde'd, wher, ,as the line-between initiation and,
,response?
-As the territory ,` the t.ation extended, American Presidents stretched the concept of defensive action. ."To
protect America from attask" required the protection of
American citiiens abroad. In the early 20th century Pres-

idents Theodore Roosevelt and William H. Taft sent

troops into Cuba and the Dominican Republic to protect
American residents living there. In 1914 and again in 1916.
Wilson sent troops into Mexico to enforce American policy interests in that country. To protect the entire free
world against the danger df Communism, Truman dispatched troops into South Korea in 1950 to Npulse North
Korean aggrescion. )In none of these incidents was Congress asked to aPprove these actions in advance. It was
the President, with his access to special information, who
decided. Such unilateral decisions by the President in
matters of war and peace have given that office a degree of

and nominPte ambassadors, but only if Congress approved. In short, he was to be neither democrat nor king
alone but a little of both.
- WAR POWERS
Early drafts of the Constitution granted thë legislature
sole power to make war. In later drafts. the wording was

unrestrained power objectionable to the Founding
Fathersand to many Americans today.
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16. AMERICAN POLIVCAL PARTIE: DEAP OR ALIVE?
Doris H. Keams
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Theodore Roosevelt addressing a gathering of the Bull Moose Party, 1912.
Television has

di IIy altered the nature otpolitical cam Pa igns
raca

UPI-COMPIX

have to do is to film the candidate there and call it San Diego

on your tape. What difference does it make?"

During the fall of 1972, I travelled for ten (a,:i on the

CAMPAIGNING BY MEDIA

.airplane with the peripatetic Presidentia ! ca::,diditze of the
Democratic 'Party while his campaign plane hopp4vJ from

.,

k is hard to see how the political partyclassically de-

signed as a linkage between the candidates and the

airport to airport:- Wheeling, San Diego, San Francisco,'
Denver, Philadelphia. Chicago, Dallas and Washington,
D.C. It was a.ftrangely surreal experience
had al-

votersfits into this style of campaigning. This is the age of
the direct primary where party leaders no longer cont nO1
nominations and where the indwendeutt voter is rapidly
replacing the party follower in numbers and importance to
the candidates.
In ten days the only direct relationship I observed between the people and the candidate that bore out my pre-

mostmothing to do with the Democratic Party as I thought I

understood it at the time. We spent more than three-

quarters of our waking hours in transit abovz the clouds;
most of the remaining hours we devoted to the "visuals"
that would appear that night on the little square box that
stood in every living room in America.
Modern technology has turned the modern political campaign into a contest of ielevised images. Personal contact
with a few hundred voters or a dozen party members and
leaders 'is considered frivolous compared with the task c:
preparing for television appearances in which millions can
be reached at once. Thus the most importa .c contacts in
each city were not the loeal political leaders but the local
talk show hosts, the evening newscasters. the television

conceptions about campaigns was a large rally o

the .

streets of Sag Francisco. Thecandidate ri5de in an ope.. car,
the crowd following him up the streets singing and respond .
ing to his rhetoric with joyous enthusiaSm. Rut my pleasure
was not shared by the staff.'-Apparently the rally had begun
too late in the afternoon to make the 6 p.m. news, and the
participants were too passionate and`tinruly for the image of

calm that was being projected that week upon the tube.
How different this Preidential :gampaigri from its counterparts fifty or one hundred years ago! In the heyday of

proncers.

party influence following the Civil War the great majoiity of
citizens identified with one or the other party. Politics then

In San Diego we descendedTV cameras. newspapermen and staffupon a small hospital where the candidate
was progranimed to demonstrate his concern tbr health

was like religion; it gave pople a sense of fraternity and a
feeling of belonging which brought them to thepolls in very
high percentageS. (The average turnout in the 19th century
was 762 compared to less than 5(n-in the 20th.) And once
they got to tl4e polls. nine out of ten voted a straight party

care. As we walked through the corridors, totally disrupting

the routine of the patients. I heard one cameramaa say to
another: "God. I'm reallystired and.don't feel like covering

this event. I'd love to catch some -sleep on the plane."Well; why don't you?" the other responded. "After all,
we're going to a clinic in Denver
afternoon. AH you

fine. In that ogl.. of party faithful, the practice of splitting
one's ticket (a- coliimon practice today) was not taken
lightly.
36
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PRECINCT .SERVICES.

many people classify themselves as independents as Republicans or. Democrats. Only 28% consider themselves

.

The base of the modern American party system for the
past:Century was the precinct organzation. In 'the past,
local party leaders directly controlled a number of tangible

strong party identifiers. And as party loyalty declines, ticket splitting goes up. In 1900 only three of every 100 voters
split their tickets; today nearly.one-third of the voters regu.larly cross party lines.
But the decline of the party can only be understood in the

resourcesthe "loaves and fishes"skillfully dktributed
as rewards for the party's faithifiljobs, foodbasketsmedical care, legal assistance, scholarships, aid to the elderly.
The tie's between the citizen and the party were direct and
persorial.:, "1 thinl.," Lincoln Steffens wrote, "that there's
got to be inevery ward somebody that any bloke can come

larger context of the loss of community life in modern
American society. The older political party drew its lifeblood from the ethnic alliances among a congeries of local
communities, from the social fact that the same families
lived and worked in the same neighborhoods for generationS. Today many of those ethnic communities have been
shattered by a confluence of-social, political and economic

fpand get helpno matter .what he's done: Help, you
understand., none of your big kiw and justice, but help."
Today mostparty leaders no longer bring baskets of food
to hungry famjlies. Nor do they deliver many jobs to the
unemployed. AU these servkes and more have been assumed by the bureaucracy of the welfare statethe Social
'Security"Administration, the Department of Health. Education and Welfare. the Department of Labor. The Amer-t:an bureauracy.is a relatively ,new 'phenomenon. Even in
033 the toial empioymeat in the eKeCutive branch was less
than 660,000. half of whom were in ale post office: Today
th.ere were approximately' 2½ million civilian employees in
the, executive branch.

sociologist Vance Packard, "a nation of strangers." A....'
.40 million Americans change. their home address at
once each year: the average American moVes
tirnes in his lifetime. Today twO out of three familie ark
to,n apart by divorce and more than two million sons .Ar
daughters voluntarily leave their homes and cross state
lines to go to college.

Before the turn of the century, the members of the federal
bureauccacy were ..r,cruited by the spoils system: with
every' change in the Presidericy, thousands of civil servants

ing that the bonds of party have also been sundered. The
American parties originally developed in relsponse to the

forces: by the concentration of industrial power and work in
the city, by highways, urban renewal, and high rise dwc/l-

ings. We are, becoming, in the wor6 of the popular

In tge midSt of this larger socjal upheaval. it is not surpris-

were dkplaced by the supponer -. of the newief Execu-

social structure and to the needs oft he people for a peaceful
process to fill the political positions.established in the Con-.
stitution. As the social structure changed over time, su did

tive. This system
modified in 18,83 with the passage of
the. Peadielon Act. which created the Civil Service Commksion and provided for the recruitment of 10f;C- of the
employees hy open competitive examination.Since then,
as the expansion of gove r nmental activities increasingly
revealed the inefficiencies of the ,patronage system, that

the party structurein response to the westerty.movement
"of the population and the dispersal of economiaresources
during Jackson's time, the parties broadened their base: in
response to the concentration of economic and industrial
power in the late 19th century the parties narrowed.their

percentage has grown. Today more than 90% of the' federal

employees are chosen by the merit y<tern.

base.

Thus to talk about changing the partiesrevitalizing the
local precincts or restructuring the system of financing or
rebuilding the lines of communicatiOnis, as we-shall see in
the next article,...to talk about changing the social and
economic structure as well.

CHANGING PARTY STRUCTURE
Rephiced by the welfare state, deprived of patronage.
stripped of their nominating fu tion,. the modern political

parties have changed allost oeyond recognition. Today as
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REFORMING THE GOVERNI'MENT:
NOW AND THE FUTURE
DoriS H. Keams
its manr.-i- of operating. Its budgetary planning, its committee system and campaign financing have all recently undergone scrutiny and change.
Historically, the national legislature's hick of a unified
approach to the budgetary process, provoked partly by its
fragmented committee system, has contributed to weaken-

,

ing congressional influence on budget planning. But so
deeply. imbedded was the prevailing committee structure,
which allowed dozens of individual congressional committees to set their own spending figures without regard to one
another. that any real change was considered almost impossible.

Then fn 1974, partiy in response to the Constitutional
crisis caused by the President's impoundment of funds
appropriated by Congress, the House and the Senate
created budget committees empowered to establish firm
spending and revenue levels for the entire Congress. In
theory this was an important reform, since the power o f t he

-111111111111

purse remains as pivotal to understanding the source of
governmental 'decisions today as it always has been.

UPI-COMPIX

Whether the new budgetary committees will in fact coordi-

President Nixon's top economic advisers review Congressional nate congressional spending plans remains to be seen.
legislatibn. Left to right: Caspar Weinberger, Herbert Stein
The conference committee's traditional methods of
(hidden), George Schulti, John Ehrlichman, Kennetn Cole.
operating have also come under the scrutiny of Congres-

sional reformers. Corning as it does at the end of the long
process of making-,a law, the cldsed conference committee
wa's designed to bring members'of the House and Senate

The past few decades have seen an increasing concentration of power
in the national executive.

together to hammer out concegsions and compromises

The twin traumas of Vietnam ant' Watergate dramatized
for millions of Americans the increasing centralization of
governmental power in the national executive that had been
in process for decades. The dangers of arbitrarjt, centralized power had been a cause of concern since the earliest days of the Republic. The Founding Fathers had considered competition between institutions and groups,
wiç!yiispersedatthe national, state and local levels, to be
e best safeguard to liberty in a world of imperfect men.
Initially, therefore, they tried to insure that each institution
had no greater access tootlie resources of power than any of
its competitors.
Over time, however, as the preceding articles have illustrated, a fundamental shift of power has led to theconcentration of such resourcesinformation, money, status, ac-

which could blend differing versions of a bill into a single
measure. However, this system often allowed conferees to
produce a final bill that distorted the intents of bOth original
.
measures.
In recent years congressional reformers have introduced
so-called "sunshine" resolutions requiring that conference
committees open their doors to the public. Under such
pressures, 12 conferences voluntarily opened their sessions
to the press and the public in 1974. This year the reform
took hold still further when the House and Senate voted to
require open conferences unless a majority of the original

committee members voted to close them for a special
reason.

cess to media and technologyat the national level, particularly in the executive branch. In the past year, as the

ELECTORAL REFORMS
The Congress in 1974 also passed, after years of wrangling, an elcctoral reform law that requires even more complete disclosure of sources for campaign contributions. At
the same time, it limits future candidates for the House to
spending $168,000, a figure raised in Senate campaigns to
$300,000 for the smallest states and $3.5 million for the
largest. iqit whether the bill car affect either the underlying
links betv-Ten money and pOlitics or the dominant pattern of
power within American society remains to be seen.
The difficulty with reforms such as the electoral reform
law is best illustrated by the complete reversal within the
past 15 years in reformers' attitudes toward the 'President
nd Congress, as well as toward centralized and local gov-

events of Watergate and Vietnam made the public increasingly aware of this centralization of power, a new critical

spirit has emerged. "Reforming the government" has
rapidly becomeonce againan issue of widespread public concern.

REVITALIZING CONGRESS
For many of today's reformers, the behavior of Congress

has provoked anguith but also hope. A revitalized Congress is frequently described as the best way both to check

the imperial Presidency and to reassert a more genuine
popular voice in the diaking of governmental policy. Dozens of panels, commissions and confernces gre currently

ernments. In the e-iy 1960swhen John F. 'Kennedy's

focused on Congress' probWms and potentialities.

legislative program was stymied by aconservative coatition

Prompted in part by this external pressure,..Congress has
begun a serious self-analysis with an eye toward improving

of Southern Democrats .and Republicans,, reformers
viewed Congress as an obstructionist ogre. The President,
38
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in turn, was seen as Prometheus bounda hero in chains.
crippled by legislative restraints at every turn in his efforts
to exercise leadership.
"We have been too much entranced." one historian
wrote in 1963, "by the system of checks and balance,: and
interlocked gears of government that requires the consensus of many groups and lears before the nation can act.'"
The American fear of leadership must be allayed. critics

powers from the national government, only to return them
to the states and citiessomething far from certain at this'
pointthis would simply transfer arbitrary power from one
set of insulated leaders to another. Local and state governments themselves, after all, need significant reform.
For many Americans have.come to believe that the one
basic problem today is that government at all levels national, state and localhas become,overly responsive to
the will not of the majority but of the few, to those citizens
with money, organization, access and position/. Underlying
this inequity of resources in the political realm is an eved
more striking imbalance of economic resources. In 1970,
the tap 20% of the American people received 41.6% of the
nation's income. The bottom.40% received only 17.4%. In
the same year one tenth of. 1% of the 1,665,000 active
corrvrations owned 58.1% of all assets.
Of the hundreds of thousands of manufacturing corporations, the 100 largest owned nearly half of all the assets.
These large corporations determine the use of 90% of the
productive capacities of our nation. Only 10% of the Gross
National Product passes through the 'political sector for
public choice and decision.
In my view, unless this concentration of economic resources can be dispersed, there is little chance of breaking-

argued only a decade ago; the President is not strong
enough, they said, to lead the nation in the 20th century, and
as a result America has fallen far behind W.estern Europe in
Modernizing its government and in providing social services to its citizens. Yet today, after a decade of disastrous
Presidential actions both at home and abroad, the legislature the major repository of progressive hope, the brave
knight setting out finally to slay the Presidential dragon.
We can see a similar reversal in attitudes toward the role
of the cotral government. In the early 1960s, most liberals

agreed that more power should be lodged at the national
level. After Vietnam and the Great Society, however ?decentralization" became the rallying cry for many reformers, who argued that political life in Washington had be-

come separated from daily life in the states and the
localities.

up political concentrations of power. Priority attention
must be given, therefore, to the dispersal of economic

RESTORING THE BALANCE

But the problem of restoring a more effective link between political life in the capital and the daily problems of
the American people may prove more complicated than

power through vigorous enforcement of antitrust 4aws, re-

distfihution of income, and reform of the tax structure.
Only with these charikes can we begin slowly to recreate a

today's popular catch phrase "decentralization" might

competitive social context vN ithiti which Amwrican democ-

suggeSt. Even if it proved possible to withdraw substantial

racy will once more flourish.

c7
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Conclusion
Michael E. Parrish
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AMERICAN SOCIETY: THE FUTURE OF THE PAST
Michael E. Parrish

1877 during the disputed Presidential contest between
Rutherford Hayes and Samuel Tilden. The capital hummed

with rumors of conspiracies to subvert the Constitution.
Then the crisis passed. With Hayes inaugurated, economic
and Po v e rn mental machinery functioned again. America
entered a generation of material growth, meat-and-potato
politks, and of business as usual.
A PROLONGED CRISIS?

The national problems of those centennial years differ
only in degree from our currert economic and political
woes: " stagflation," ije aftermath Of Southeast Asia,
Watergate, impeachment proceeL!ings, and the resignation
of a President. Have we now passed through another brief,
national illness and commenced a new cycle of economic
well-being, social tranquillity, and business as usual? Or,
rather, are we somewhere adrif: in the middle of a mOre
prolonged crisis that will revolutionize American values
and institutions?
Despite analogies between centennial and bicentennial
years. surely the American experience in the last quarter of
this century will be fundamentally different from that of the
List twenty-five years of the 1,9th. Few frontiers remain to
be settled. Indians rr ry skirmish with bureaucrats, but not
with the U.S. cavalry; and no transcontinental railroads are
likely to he built. Small businessmen and farmers show few
signs of ',initing to overthrow corporate monopolies; and
whatever their felt wrongs, Afro-Arnericans probably will
noi again endure systematic disenfranchisement and official segregation.
On the other hand, certain American beliefs and practices, present in 1876 and 1976rnay well persist through the
next generation. They will provide continuity with our past,
but function at the same time as major obstacles to reordering our relations with one another, with our society, and
with the 'world. Sources of national vitality, these valuesand institutional arrangements are also sources of national
weakness. At their core is the insistent American pursuit of
individual fulfillment- often at the expense of mutual sacrifice and social cooperation.
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Ordeal of the city.
The American pursuit of individualism has permitted tht persistence
of poverty arnidif affluerce:

.

In America, .novelist Thomas Wolfe wrot,,, "You Can%

Go Home Again." Future-oriented, devoted to growth,

expansion,, and change, Americzais have exhibited a curi-

ous attitude toward the past. On the one hapd, tty have
perpetually moved to new land, new communities, and new
tasks: a nation, as Mark TWain suggested:of Huckleberry
Finns, eager to explore the next wilderness, impatient with
conventions, traditions., and th-.t. status quo. At the same
time, few sbc icties display more nostalgia and sentimentality towaid their history. Past events, actors, and situations

LIVING APART
In the pursuit of individual fulfillment, we treasure ethnic

and 'cultural pluralism, political federalism, and yolun-

are constanay .evoked to measure the extent of national
"decay" as well as national "progress." Anxious to escape

tarism in the belief that they constitute the most important
onds of national cohesion. In large measure this is true,
put as the Frenchman Alexis de Tocqueville noted in the

the present. Americans have: still, taken to heart the

philosopher George Santayaria's famous aphorism that
"those who do not learn from the past, are doOmed to
repeat it."
A comparison of the.centennial and bicentennial years.

830s and as the contemporary historian Robert Wiebe
concluded in a recent book; what we call national strength
rernainS., paradoxically, the desire of Americans to live
apart from one another in isolated social compartments.
"I see," Tocqueville wrote about this country, "an innumerable multitude of men . . ..cOnstantly circling around
in pursuit of the petty and banal pleasures with which they
glut their souls. Each one of them, withdrawn into himself,
is almost unaware of the-fate of the rest.' .America's present social order. Wiehe suggests, remains a collection of

Daniel Aaron suggested in the first article,of.this series, can
help uctoevaluate a century of national experience and to'
make some informed guesses about the future.
ThCcentennial years, we hhve seen, were not happy ones
for the country. Grant's administration ended in severe
eccinomic dislocation, political scandal, class tensions, and
racial strife. Portions of the South, remained under military
rule. the last vestige'of a Reconstruction policy ostensibly
designed to protect the civil and political rights of blcks.

separate constituencieseconomic, political, ethnic,
rerigiousan interdependent nation. tote sure, but also a
land of strangers.
.Has not our melting pot been as much metaphor as real-

In the centennial year itself.. the national goveAnent

came to a virtual standstill from November 1876 to M \ rch

ity? Anglo and Italian. Slav and Irish. German and
41
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Chinese, black and white, have been affected by a common
technology and aspired to consume the same products. But

they have attempted, for the most part, to live, marry,
procreate, and die within the boundaries of their respective
ethnic .and religious gro,ups.
Cultural and ethnic pluralism has enlivened our politics
and enriched our national literature. At the same time, it has

stunted the growth of a collective life through religious
intolerance, raciat segregation, and ethnic hatred. The intense and narrow social environment which nurtured the
genius of William Faulkner also spawned the Ku Klux
Klan.

Except in times Of extraordinary foreign or domestic
crisis, ordinary Americans have succesfully resisted the
centralization of political authority and the coercion of individuals and groups required to achieve a common purpose. Only radical dissenters, as Alan Barth has reminded
us, have suffered extreme repression.
LOCALISM AND VOLUNTARISM

Despite a century ofstrong Presidents, of Square Deals,

New Deals. Fair Deals,- New Frontiers, and Great

Sockties each in turn enlarging the size and the scope of
natior4I authoritywe retain our traditional political assumptio\ns: local control, voluntary effort, self-regulation.
Let those in our own community _§taff the draft boards.
Entrust private charitable agencies With the task of dealing

with natural and man-made catastrophes. Decry "federal
power" and a "faceless bureaucracy" while sharing in its
various practical benefitsunemployment insurance, food
stamps, Medicare, relief payments, and Social Security
amo ng t hem.

Should local solutions and "voluntarisrn" prov:. inadequate, then try first to cure the problem at the state level.
"One of the happy incidents of the federal -.-ysterrs, Justice
Louis Brandeis pointed out, was the possibility "that a
single courageous State may.. . .. serve as a laboratory- and
try novel social and economic experiments withou: -isk to
the rest of the country." Most of the20th cen*.u. y se,, ;al
reforms, from workman's compensation to no-bud auto
insurance, were introduced as state, riot national measures.
Americans have paid a high price fe t: Jr comrr ;..ment to

individual and local solutions wit
ne federal sysion.
The costs include.a phaotic fiscal ijcture at all levels of
government (how Tuch of a profu:-...n viIl be paid for by
federal funds? how much by the state. Low much lot.ally?);
inadequate regulation of a polluted environment; unequal

welfare benefits; and a long tradition of wasted or duplicated efforts to cope with the general welfare.
Furthermore, claims of local control and 'grass roots
democracy' have frequently been asserted to disguise or

bolster efforts to protect entrenched groups. 'Self regtdation' has ,often served as an obvious mask for privilege'

whether in connection with business intereSts, labor
unions, or the- learned professions. Those in control have
sometimes managed to cloak the ruthless, the incompetent,
and the greedy within their own precincts.
THE CHALLEN(W, AHEAD

In the Unitet.. States, so rich in resources and technical
ingenuity, the botmdaries of opportunity have seemed infinitely. expandable, at k.ast in theory. Until recent years,
most Americans have not. faced up to the serious contradictions in their value systr or paid much attention to the
limits of abundance, the : :.r.istence of poverty. We have

not been forced to confro

ittrally our basic differ-

ences or to think seriously e A''.
and social advantages on a ba.:4:

distributing economic
er than-competition.
Alays, with the exception of *!N:'.
WAr, there seemed
on enough room or suffic;cni
to compromise'
,k....-ences and console the v:;11,,,;s:'
L'Isers, we ascould become winner.
.:'.17:-.:rican time
ana
Sw- t:rrifortable assumptio!. Are now being put to their
se 'e ti
iii 20C years. FlOv long thes:: uniott,: Arnerizan
vahx.-,3 1,no nititutional arrangements cau :;tr:
in the
face t" scarce economic resources, pressires for moce social
and world-wide. dcmands f ,r 7-z:distribution
will Ix the principal questions before the next generation.
As Doris Kearns pointed out, 20% of the American people
reap.ahnost 42% of our.annual national income. Less than
6% of the world's population, we consume nearly half the
.

globe's weaith. This is surely the darkest aspect of
America's quest for individual fulfiilment at home apd
abroad.
Can we continue to operate and defend a social system

that stresses equ&ity of Opportunity, but does so at the
expense of equality of condition? For that matter, will the

rest of mankind tolerate a continuation of our affluent,

"imperial" world role except under such militaryduress as
would undermine the strong remnanb: of belief at honte in.
pluralism, federalism, and.individualism?
it prove pos.
:.7ble in the century .ahead to avoid the fate of thht.luckkss

Vietnamese hamlet wt.uie attkkers (Americans arn)ng
tnem) declared, in deic.:.-sing the indefensible, 7.klt it VI a S7

necessary to destroy the tommunity 'n order to save it?
Of course, There is an alternative future: we could as a
people, among whom the spirit of generosity and sYmpathy

has oot been wholly ohsent, surrender gracefully a large
mcasur-of our n individusm and
a new. stage of
social Cleveloi..ment with each Other aria .--;th the world, one

based upon mutual sacritTLe and social ..,.,oper.';on.
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EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS

Midterm Exam

1 oour

"The fabric. of America has been woven of many strands.

Its regions and

cqltures have beenand stubbornly remainOifferent."
Discuss the validity of this Observation in r:le light of one of the following:
A)
Changing patterns of immigration,
B)
Regional differentiation.
, Your answer should take account of materials pr(,sentTi.in both the newspaper
and eta book of readings.

Final Exam

'

1 hour

-"Although the.federal Constitution was designed tr.) check the fovlar extesse$.
and experiments.of the Revolutionary m!vomen,., it confirmed the '.I;Adest,and
most characteristically American experiment, w:.-r.,7by
ithe rulers have'tc:coMe thc ruled and f-he rtled, rulers."

Do you agree?
Discuss with particular attention to one c7 the.iv7lo- ing:
A)
The Bill of Rights
B)
The Founding Fathers and the Po4ers cr,- me Presi.dent.

Your inswer should take accountof materials presented in both the newspaper
and the book of readings.
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AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM MID-TERM EXAMINATION
IS5tIEST2RUM'

October 1975

questions 1-15 are based on newspaper articles and,questioils 16-30
relate to material in Volume One of the American IssUes Forum Reader.
Enter all. answers On the answer sheet, using a #2 pencil. If youlerase
do a thorough job.
1.

Whigh one of the following statements is false?
in 1876, at the' time of the nation's first Centennial, there was
concern about labor unrest, crime', corruption and immorality;
(2)
President Grant claimed in 1876 thai the United States rivaled Europe
.in the arts and sciences;
(3)
the prevailing national mood at the time of the first Centennial was
one of optimism;
(4)
the nation.was enjoying a perio of high prosperity in 1876.
(1)

Which one of the following'statements is false?
Americans tend to be idealistid about their religion but not'about
their political institutions;
(i)
the Massachusettts "country party' in the early 18th century stood for
local rights;
-0
(3)
there was strong resistance to the creation.of a genuinely national
governt at the time of the American Revolution;
(4)
c...v,acteristically, an ideology predicts the victory, pnder specified
conditions, of its true believers.
.2.

(1)

3.

Which one of the following statements is false?
the confidence of 19th century Americans in their counttes futuie
probably contributed to its rapid, westward expansion and ecehagic growth;
(2)
Abraham Lincoln qualifies as a man of "pragmatic temper";
(3)
the "Freedom".principles of the American Declaration of Independence,
and of,the Constitution, were intended by the authors of these documents to
bg of universal application and to extend to norr:European races;
.one of the pitfalls of ideology i4 that it claims that the values of its
adherents should prevail everywhere.
/

(1)

4.

Which one' of the following statements is. false?
there was very little mobility in 19th century towns and neighborhoods,
with families usually residing in the same homew-for Jecades;
(2)
it now appears that American Indians are descended from people who came
from northeast Asia to Alaska about 30,000 years ago;
(3)
disease killed more American Indians than warfare;
(4)
Africans brought to North America had more resistance to disease than
the native Indians.
(1)

5.

Which one of the following statements is false?
.
the first New. England settlers came seeking to establish farming
communities;
(2)
colonists who settled in the Southwest at the close of.the 1 ',th century
'lived in,small, compact villages;
(3)
the early Puritans were efficient village or town organizers;
.(4)
ownership of land Was a majOr inventive to the first settlers of
is
cOuntry(1)
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4"

Which one of the following statements s false?
the New England communities were so organized as to produce responsible
members of society;
(2)
many New England settlers quickly acquired large land holdings;
(3)
the early Colonial landscapes of the South were widely.scattered,
isolated settlements near or along the banks of navigable streams;
(4)
there were few towns or cities in the South in the Colonial period.
6.

(1)

Which one of the following statements is-false?
most ofthe Soutilern colonists were plantation owners;
the Old South can be looked upon as the birthplace of the cattle industry
in this country;
(3)
in Colonial times, the landowner, however poor, generally was considered
superibr_to the townsman;
(4)
the introduction of tobacco growing into Virginia led'to a sharp
increase in population.
7.

.

(1)
(2)

Which one of the following statements is false?
the grid system of land division was used in anCient Egypt and ancient
8.

(1)

'Rome;.
(2)
grid landscapes on a small scale took hold in'Colonial America in the
mid-18n century;
(3)
the "Great Awakening" prompted many people to consider communal life;
.(4)
a need for privacy and freedom from the community's normal control led
many in Colonial times to leave towns and establish themselves'on their own

farms.
9.

'Which one of the following stAtements is" false?
after the ending of the slave trade, r?.rilaps the most trying time for
*American blacks was during the period 1890-1940;
(2)
by 1850, the Roman Catholic Chlrch hao becore tm largest single
(1)

relieous denomination;
(3)
passage of the immigration restriction law (:),: 1924 stimulated migration
of blacks from the SouttP to other areas of C.e nation;
(4)
black politica...power in the Smith became strong around 1900.
10.

Which One of the following statement's is false?
lh
the public school was regarded in the 19th century as the best vehicle
for accomplishing the assimilatiOn of the children of immigrants;
(2)
German immigrants to the>United States in thei 19th century aroused more
native hostility than did Irish immigrants;
(3)
prior to the Civil War, in order to reconcile American practice with
traditional American political ideas, it was necessary to believe.that nonwhites were less than human;
(4)
the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution
extended its protection to persons of all races.
(1)

)

11.

Which one of the following statements is false?
prejudice against ethnie'anAl cultural minorities 'n the early 20th century
speeded their efforts to pssimilate;
(2)
the 1954 Supreme Ccurt decision on schOol segregation was assimilationist
in its impliications;
(1)
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(3)
(4)

assimilation frequently is a painfui process for
those who are involved;
the ablest young people in an ethnic group being
rapidly asEimilated
usually are.the most resistant to assimilation.
12.

Which one of the folloWing statements is false?
the Constitutional system of checks and balances
is an example of political
pluralism;
(2).
religious pluralism is legitimated by the
Constitution;
(3)
cultural assimilation slowed down markedly in
the 1940nd 1950s;
(4)
at the present time,
some minority groups are making a strong effort to
maintain their cultural identity.
.(1)

13.

Which one of the following statements is false?
the grid system divided the land into
square miles;
every 36 square miles
or
sections.constituted
a township;
(3)
in every township, section 16 was set aside
as
a school section;
(4)1 in every township, sections 24
and 25 were set aside for a town or
administrative center.
(1)
(2)

14.

Which one of the following statements is false?
during the Civil War Era, the farmers began
to think in terms of
engineering efficiency and to acquire
more
mechanical
equipment;
(2)
the beginning of city planning and
zoning
were
evident
by the time of
the Civil War;
(3)
one of tbe most profound changes in the last
century was the
movement away from the family-owned faim to the
city;
(4)
small farmers who moved to rented houses
and factory jobs in cities
almost always were less happy.
(1)

15.

Which one of the following statements is false?
within.the last century, the ancient Greek conception
of individuals a
members of.the community has been gradually abandoned
for
the
idea of human
beings as worl(ers
(1)

or producers.;

(2)

ownership nf land now is more meaningful in
economic terms th, , in terms
of status or se-realization;
(3)
the purpose of the new technological landscape
is to replace a social
or collective relatiOnship with the environment by
an
individual one;
(4)
the'automobile and airplane have further
alienated man from his
connections with the land.
'

16.

Which one of the following statements is false?
The American Indian culture:
(1) began about 6000 B.C., earlier in
some areas;
(2)
was based mainly on big game huntingr
(3)
was based mainly on'a gathering or foraging economy;
(4)
was'the basic way of life for some tribes
into modern times.
17. _Which one of the fo11oing 'statements is -fa'ze?
the slave trade was prohibited in theQUnited'
Stezes beginning in 1776;
(2)
small pox was a major cause of death on the slá.
ships;
(3)
during.the 17th and 18th centuries, mor chan half of allEuropean
immigrants came to Amert:a es servants;
(4).
the term of servitude of the class of
seryants know-L. as "redemptioners"
was not specified in advance.
(1)

4
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18.

Whichone of the following statements is false?
in 1770, more American Indians than whites lived east of-the
Alleghenies;
(2)
the Indians quickly.incorporated such iron-age items as 4cettles,
traps,"knives and guns into their material culture during the Col:Inial
.

(1)

period;
0)
the cultivation of'tobacco led to an enormous new demand for land
in Virginia;
(4)
the American Indians were unable to achieve a high measure of
unification in their fight against the white settlers.
v
6

Which One of the following statements is false?
(1)
Colonial society grew in size and strength in direct relationship
to an increase in slaves and a decrease in "land-cluttering"
Indians;
(2) .colonialists had more respect for Indians than for slaws;
(3),
black fertility in colonial.times appears to have been close to that
19.

of whites;
(4)
the fur and skin trade was the second most important industry in
the American Colonies on the eve of the Revolution.

20.

Which one of the following statements is false?
large-scale'Iristrimmigration to the United States during the period
1847-1860 was due mainly to religious persecution;
(2)
decline in immigration to the UniLad States from northern Europe
after 1880 was due mainly to improve econothic conditions in northern Europe
and to the end of cheap land in this country;
(3)
the immigratidn restriction law 'of 1924 favored persons residing in
northern Eueope;
(4)
the desire to join relatives already in the United States was a major
motivation of new iMmigrants,
(1)

.

Which one of the following statements is false?
Jews arriving in the United'Stafes after 1880 came mainly From Germany
and Austria;
(2)
Russian Jews .coming to this .country encouraged tlieir children to take
full advantage of its egiudational opportunities;
(3). most eastern Eurov 'Jews arrived in this country penniless or with
21.

(1)

little molley;

/

(4)

most Jews from eastern,Europe settled in tfie large cities, particularly
in those along the Atlantic seaboard%

Which one of the following statements is false?
Italian immigrants were more likely to return.to their country of
origin than were Jewish immigrants;
(2)
Italian immigrants came mainly from the cities of norChern Italy;
(3)
most Italian immigrants worked in factories, in mines, on construction
gangs, and'elsewhere unskilled orjeMi-skilled labor was needed;
(4)
second generation Italian-Americans. usually adopted English as their
primary language.
22.

(1)

.9 3
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Which one of the following statements is falge?
Benjamin Franklin expressed alarm at the size of the Cerman
immigration of his day;
(2)
the Chinese were the first ethnic group officially excluded from
the United States;
(3)
the American or Know-Nothing Party of the 1850s had policies directed
primarily.against Jews from Central Europe;
(4)
Emma Lazarus' poem "The New Colossus" was written at a time, when
Americans were beginning to question the value of unrestricted immigration.
23.

(1)

24.

Which one of the following statements is false?
the concept of. cultural pluralism was strongly advocated by the. Founding
Fathers;
(1)
(2)

cultural pluralism refers to a federation of cultures in which all
groups can realize their'potentialities and thus enrich.the whole;
(3) -large'numbers of blacks and Chicanos now advocate cultural pluralism;
(4)
the concept of the United States as a "melting pot" is incompatible
with the coneept of it as a hation of many cultures.
,

25.

Which one of the f011owitig statements is false?
the number of Ametkican Indians has decreased since the beginning of
the 20th century;
(2)
the.purpose of the Dawes Act was to speed the assimilation of the
(1)

Ameridan Indian into-the larger-societn
(3)
theIndian Reorganization Aci encouraged tribal self-government and
promoted:a revival of Indian cultures and cultural activities;
(4)
the present trend is toward'a larger:voice by American Indians in the
determination of policies that affect them.
26.
(1)

Which one of the following statements is false?
as a group, Mexican-Americans occupy the lowest rung of the economic

la-Ider in the Southwest;

one explanation of the origin of the word "Chicano" is that it may have
come from the wora "Chihuahua";
(3)
blacks benefited economically from the restrictive immigration policies
which began in the 1920s;
(4)
most Afr.-Americans today seek full cultural integration into American
society as their ultimate objective;

.(2)

k_

Which one of the following Aatements is false?
geographic isolation,and aldloness of communication were important
factors in the poli\tical seRaration of England from her American colonies;
(2)
internal communications in colonial America depended upon the river system;
(3)
wood was.vital to the industrial life of England in the 18th century;
(4)
BriXish America was founded chiefly for the purpose of checking the
power of the King of Spain.
27.

(1)

28.

Which one of the following statements is false?
the California.mission system depended upon a more or less .;ervile Indian
r/
population to work theCland;
(2)
the purpose of the Homestead Act of 1862 was to encourage land acquisition
by the small, independent farmer;(1)

,
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(3)
fourhomes or farms to the square mile was the general pattern far
the rural geography of the Midwest in the second half of the 19th century;
(4)
rural villages were more significant,in the religious and cultural
life of the Midwest in the second half.of the 19th century than were the
rural villages of northern Europe.

29.
Which one of the following statements is false?
Bonanza wheat farming in the late 1870s usually was carried on in
farms of 160 acres Or less in size;
(2)
the term "tfactored out" refers to loss of farm jobs as &result of
mechanization of agriculture;
(3)
large scale agriculture first began in California when it was under the
rule of Spain;
(4)
The Homestead-Act proved unworkable in the semi-arid regions of the West.
\
(1)

\

30.
Which one oFthe following statements is 'false?
thegroWth of the.earliest suburbs was facilitated by the introduction
of Streetcars;
:(2)Jewis''MuMford bas strongly favored expanded use of.the automobile
,

(1)

,

.

.

,

.

over

oth'erl-forms,Of transportafion;..
..

.

4.

.
.

(3)
Gottmann refers to the oluster.of metropolixan areas of the NortheaStern
'seabOrd of.theUnited StateS as a Megalopolis;
.(4). I.ilienthal contends.,writingabaUt the :valleys of the world, that what
"happens,on the river-li largelydeterMined by.wbat happens on the land.
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Questiods1715tare'iiased on newspaper articles and questions 16-30 relate
to material in'the American Issues Forum Regder. -Ti3ere is.only one correcr- answer
I'or each queStion. Enter-all answer's.
on the answer sheet, using a 112 pencil. If
yOU erase,'do e thorough job.,
_

,l.
Which one Of the following statements is false? The American Indian
,popuIation:
(1) declined from the 17th through 19th centuries mainly because
of lOssesAn war;
(2)inumbered as' much'as 10 million.in the area north of tht

Rio-Gronde Riyer in the time of COlumbus; ..(3) has increased-,sinc'e.1900; -(4)
mainly hylninting and'.gatherin
before the coMing of the White man.

-lived

2.
Cultural pluralism:- .(1) re ces ethnic'confIict;
(2)'calls for the
t'melting pot'''. approach to the reconciling of group diversity;
(3) is a term'
. which iS synonYmous with the'term "assimilation";
(4) has been made to seem

more desirablee'by the rapid advance of "issitilation" in the 1940s and 1950s.
o

Which ong of th following statements is true? (1) the early PUritan
3.
were good Xarmers;
(2) the colonists who settled the .Southwest in the last
years oft*the'16th-century lived on vast ranches; (a) MoSt small farmers in
the Colonial South'were more interefted'in raising cattle than in commercial
agriculture;
(4) the South.had a well-Aeveloped urban culture before the
Revolaitionary War.a

4,

4.
Which one of ihe following statements is. true?
(I) freedom of speech
Is guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment to the Constitutioni
(2) after the civil
Wars of the 1640s in England, absolute sovereignty was translerre4 from the
monarch to the People; '(3) the authors of the Fiest AMendMent thoughi that
national unity grewout of reSolved conflict,.not enforced conforMity; (4)
the threat to freedom of speech has come exclusively fromsfightlwing political
elements.,.
1

.

-Which oneof the folloWing stdtements is- false? (1)' at the time of
the American Revolution;.gnglish-newspaperv-were liable to punishment for
;*publishing matter offensive to the authorities;
(2) 'freedOm of the press is
5.

Nsissure'd by 'the First Amendmedt to the Constitution;

(3) ehe Suprtike Court

ecision in the, Near v: Minnesota case held thatthe,-due proCesS clause'of the ,
14tfilAmendment safeguarded the liberty of press and speech frOm state action;
(4) the Smprgme1.Court held in the-190s-that public figures cannot collect
damages fcir libel even if the publishtd statements are untrue, and written
.maliciously or with the grossest negligence.,
,

6. .The Fourth Amendment..to the Constitution:
(1) protects people ,f
against unreasonable searches and-seizures; (2) permits entry into private
homes without warrants in time oif war or civil emergency;. (3). permits the
jpoliceito detain'a Suspect for up to 22 hours before bringing him before a
magistrate;
(4) speCifically'staees that evidence obtained by unreasonable'
search and seizure'in state trials is not a violation of the federarConstitution.
'

.

,
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7. ',Mich one.of the following.sttements ds false? (1)
the Civil Rights
Act of 1875 declared that all'per6ns are entitled to full and equal enjoyment
of ions, public conveyances, and places-of amusement;
(2) Jim Crow.segregation
i,r1 public facilities was judiciallljustified on the basis of Ihe "separate.but
equal" doctrine during the first half oLthis century; .(3) Woryl War II, and
the economic and political gains of Blacks ae a resAlt of-it,-strengthened
their
f7ight Tor full equality;
(4) the "one man, bne vote" doctrine, affirmed by th'e
Supreme Court: i* the glection of state legislaiuras,
increased the poWer of
.

rural areas.

0
8.
Which one of the following'sCatemenes is true?
(1) appointment to
.the Supreme Court-was highly coveted during Washington's_adminisi'ration;
(2)
Washington, D.C. was a cfty of fine houses, paved
streets, and.affluent living
the early 1800s;
(3) average length of service in the House of RepresentStives was muqh longer in the early 1800s than it is at present;
(4) in 1971 tlie.foderal government had more than 5 million employees, almost
7
percent of
the labor,force.

9.
Which one of the following statements id false? (1>
;',al-ge Washington
' wanted to be called "His Mightiness";
(2) the FounUing Fathers' mingled fear
of, and deSire foriCen-tralind power has shaped the institution of'the
Presidency;
(3) the Articles of Confederation provide'd for i.stfong
chief
executive;
(4) dearly drafte of the Constitution'granted Congres's
sole
power
tO make war..

10.

Which one of the following statements is falsoe?
(1) turnout of
registered voters was higher in the 19th century than in recent years;
(2)
ticket splitting has been decreasing in the iast 50 years;
(3) soCial service
and other forms of help at the precinct level were commonplace
at the beginning
.of the.20th century;
'(4) more than 90 percent of all federal jobs are no longer
.subject to patronage.
'

11.. Whiqlone of the following statements is ?else? (1) Watergate and 'Vietriam brought sharply to public notice the growing
concentration of pbwez
in the Executive Branch of Che federal government;
(2) Doris Kearns recommends
. increase in the power of the S...preme Court as the best way of checkis4g the
power of the'President; . (3) the fragmented committee structure of Congress
-has weakened its budget planning abilicy;
(4) in the early 1960s:many liberals
felt that the Presidency lacked sufficient 'power.
12.

.

Which one of the following statements is true?
(1) many 20th century
social reformS, ,such Is workman's compenr '.ion and no faultauto insurance,
were
introduced as state, not national meaSur
(2', President crant's administrdtion, at the time of ithe first Centennial, 4as a period of domestic prosperity
.and tranquility;
(3) 10% of the American people new receive more than.half of
the national incohe;
(4) Tilden became President in 1876..
0
13.
John B. Jackson, discussing the landscape of ecology!', wrote that: (1)
the current overall purpose is to replace an individual relationship
with the
environment by a social or collective one; .(2) the TenneSsee Valley Abithority
debilitated thejand od Appalachia and caused most of its economic troubles;
(3) the influence of the automobile op the environment has
been greately exaggerated;
(4) itprobably already, is too late to achieve a-habitable environment for huMans in this coUntry.

.
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14.
Which one of the,fAlowing stateMe9;s is'false? :(1) the largest mass,
arrest in U.S. history took place in 198'when the Alien'and,Sedition Act was
.passed;
(2) Congress adopted.mpasures restricting freedom offspeech and :
assembly in the years followingWorld War II;. (3)t a pe'rson,can be arrested
without an arrest warradt if there is probaiple Cause to charge that.person with
'-,a
crime;
(4) "priVacy" is not spetifically guaranteed by. the Constitutron.
,

.e

q

,

.

/

Which.one qf the following statements is false? (1) the."ieparate
but equal" doctrine regaidirtg educational.facilities for the "white and colored"
rites was adopted 135, the4.11preme Court.in 1868;
(2) the most important single
influenee in the rise of 1q4ack polltiCal power after the Civil War. was the mass
migration that took4:Nace dn the-middle yeaDs of tile 20th century from rural to
urban areas;
(3). the Supreme Court's deofsioA in Browia v. Board of Education.
of Top9ka (1954) waS made in .reference to the,14th,Amendment;
(4).the decision
in Brown v. BOard of Education of Topeka applied only to public schools, but'
the reasoning behind it applied with almost equal force to other pUbliC
15.

facilities.

'

16...Wh4ch one ofi the following statements isifalsg? (1) the concept of
group libel\is now generally accepted in the laws' bi.most states;
(2) in matters
9f feeedom-of speech., Jefferson held that the concern should be.with"deeds,
not wordsi
(3) the Schenck y. United States decision'in 1919 held that a "clearand.presente4an&er" jUstified the defenAarit's conviction for anti-war activity;
(4) the SupremeiCourt has consistentl rejected government altemPts to censiir
..

materials bef9e/pub1ication, as in'...Ili-. .verdict in'New-.York Times Co. v. Urtited
States iR the Pentagon Rapers case....
/
.

.

i.

44hich one
the following statements is false?' ti) in the Johnson v.
United States case, (nvofv-ing
federal"narcotic i514 viola, the Supreme-Court
,
held that a search warrant should have been obtakned priw: 1, entry;' (2) the
Supreme Court decision in th'e,Gfdeon case guaranteed-couwsel 5n state criminal
proceedings to indigent ilefenctants;- (3) the'Supreme Coutt, decision in the
-Escobedo case requireethat an accuse& pe;son have the right to requet.t. counsel
of an.Sttorney Der'ore police interrogation; (4) the Supreme Court has:ruled
repeatedly that wiretappinlg .i.s,,uucustitutional, even if warrants are obtained
in advance by law Officers.
>
17..

"
.

.

,

Which one 'of the foLlowin statements is true?
(1) Barry Goldwatet, Jr..
,favors, creation of a national data ank using S'ocial Set urity numbers as the
indexer; (2) in the ltst,q6arter 'f the L9th century, Nort-hern Liberals fought
hardfor the rights of Southern NegrOeS; -(35'the "separate but equal" 'doctrine,
18.

.

,

.

adopted by the Supreme Court at the end ofthe 19th century, provided the legal
foundation for racial segregation;
(4)- racial segregation in'the Sbuth declined \
sharpli in the.fi.rst half ofthe 29th century.
e'.
/

19.
Brown v. Board of_Edtication of Topeka, (1954) is a Supreme Chbrt case:
(1) dealing.with'teacher tenure;
(2). in, whicll the C(i)urt upheld the (:!.''.trineNpf
"separate but equal fecilsities"4or,school children Of differp,t zacesi
(0) in
which the Court ruled that separate'facilities for school childr,-1-1 oediffe'rent
-raCes is inhevntly'uilequal treatment; (4) concerned wfth the teaching of
P
evolution tn the public schools.
.
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20.

WhiCh one-of theAollowing it-not.guaranteed hyli;tle BUJ ofRights?.
(1) the right to a speedy anorpublfc trial;
(2).crual-and unuSUal punishment
shall noube inflicted;-, (3)osearches and seizures are permitted only.after
the issuance of proper warrants;
(4) all'white.ales age 21 "or ONeishall havethe tight to,vote.
-4-

.

21.'' Alexander Hamilton:

(1) regarded the judiciary as basically more
Towerful,thad the-executive and legiSlative branches of government; (2):
believed in A weak federal.government;
(3) was feartul,of Tule by the-people;
,(4) oliposed permanent tenure for ju-dges.
.

.

,

.

22. ,Which one of the fdllowing statements is false? (1) Pfeffer claims
othat the struggle for religious freedom in the United States essentially has
been won; (2) English law in 1791, as described by Blackstone, permitted
' freedom cif publication but did not exempt'the press from subsequent punishment
if printed material was found pernicious by a ji)ry; '(3) the Fedetalists
vigorously opposed the'Alien and Sedition'ACTs at the close of the 186 century;
(4) ChaPlinsky v. Nep Hampshire (1942) is a case in which the Supreme Court
refused to uphold the right of a man to use insulting language.
,

,

'

23.
Which one of the following statements is true? (1) BamiltOn, at the
time of the debate over the ratification of the Constitution; asserted that'
-the proposed powers, of the President ere about the same as those pf George III;
(2) President Andrew Jackson held himself alobT from the crolids who came to-see
him duringLhis travels; -(3) Schlesinger alleges.that Nixon was attempting to
establish a "plebiscitary Presidency";
(A) Jefferson; at the tiMe of the
Constitutional Con4ention, favoreA a three-man Executive Committee (Speaker of
House,..President of Senate, Chief Justice of Supreme Court) instead of the,
office of President.
-

24.
Which one of the 'following statements is-false? (1) the'civil rights
of women have been expanded by invoking the 14th Amendment to the Constitution;
(2) in 1873 the Supreme Court upheld a law forbidding women to practice law;
(3) there'is no marked difference in the absenteeism 'rates of employed men
and women;
(4) most states° unethployment compensation szatutes now permit
unemployment compensation to women who become unemployed while they are pregnant..

Which one of the folloying statements is false? ,(1) Eiienhower strongly
.supported'the.Warten Court's sea:Ad on school segregation; (2) the Supreme
Court, in its Brown II decision, laid down the principle of "all deliberate
speed" in achieving school desegregation;
(3) Senator Svl Ervin,,Jr. opares
the Equal Rights Amakdment because it wobld strike down many laws which are .
advantageous to women, such as those relating to support and militiry ,service;
(4) Myra Wolfgang believes that the Equal Rights Amendment may. achieve."equal4y
oftmistreatment."
25.

°

26.
Which one of the following was not a major area of concern of the
Warren Supreme Court?
(1) school desegregation;
(2) reapRortionment of.state,
legislatures;
(3) criminal 6due process".procedures;
(4) limitations on
campaign exp'enditure_5

7
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In.youutReader, which one of the following alternatives,Eor,dondbcting
loreign affairl received the./most support?
(1) exclusiye Presidential control
over foreign affairs;
(2)-close collaboration between the Presidenl and
Congress in formulating.and carrying out .foi.eign policy; (3).1xc1uSive Congressional control over foreign affairs;
(4) creation of a joint Hopse-Senate
Foreign Affairs CoMmittee, chAired/by th'e President.

.

28,

Which one,of the following statements is tru2,3 XJ.) inter-ra,cial
marriages betWeen white men.and Indian.women we
extremely rare during the
Colonial period in the So.uth;' (2) the furtrad was of major impoTtance in
the Virginia economy of the 1620s;
(3). the Ang ican Church sent hundreds of
missionarles.to the American colonies to convert the Indians to Christianity;
(/) English polio); in rdgard to the Indians was to,assimilate them Into European
0
culture insofar as possible.
,
29:
In the Reader selection on "Tbe.New Colossus," John Bigham informs us
that:
(1) the Statue of Liberty whs,a gift to America-from the people of
,Great Britain;
(2) there was much opposition to mass iMMigtation in the early
decades of the 20th century, cutminating in'the Immigration Act of 1924;
(3)
Emma Lazarus received nation,a1 recogniticn during,her lifetimejor her
poem,
"The New Colossus";
(4) the-Immigration Act of 1924 still stands as natiorialpolicy in the area of immigration.
.

,

.

,

-,

.

.
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30.
The term "Megalopolis":
(l
i. exemplified by tbe city of New York;
(2) is synonymous with the term "Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area";
(3)

_refers to efforts.by..qty'politicians....to.gain
holitical control over surrounding__:
areas;
(4) has been applied to an area along.the Northeastern_AtlantiA
seahogrd.
totarbopulation'of about 37 million people in.1960.
.

.

'

/.

.Since this is a pioneer course by,newspaper,, we are attempting to evaluate
its effectiveness. The following questions are included for that purpOse.
'
Please enter your answers in the.appropriate spaces on
IBMansr,wer sheet.
Y6u have our firm assurance that your ansf,Ters will.be .:.ed-foY Statistical
analysis only.
*
31.

) male;

Sex:

(

Ag

(1)'under 20;

female.

(2)

(2) 20-30;. (3) 31-50;

(4) 51-64;

(5) 65 or above.,

4

33.PreviouS education (highest levikel completeltd):
(1) junior high, school;
(2) high school;
(3) some college;
(4) college giNduate; .(5) graduate school
^

34.
Race:
(1) Negroi
(2) Oriental:
or Spanish-American; .(5) Caucasian 4,
,

.

(3) American Indian;

(4) Mexecan
-

r

Annual family income:
(1).under $10,000;
(2),$10,000-14,999;
$15,000-19,999;
(4) $20,400-24,999;
(5) $25,000 or Over
35.

.

.

a

101.
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(1) enrichment or personsl,interest;'.-

36., Main reason far,taking this cpurse:
(3) professional advancement
(2) wOrking towards 'a degree;

HaVe you taken aby.otfer extension, or continuing education, or adult

37.

(2) no

education.courses?.- (1) .les;.

38. "Have you taken any TV, radio or other media courses?
,

(2) no

(1) ye'S;.,

0

Number of ye. ars since your last formal educational'experience,(including
(2) 5710 years; .(3) 11-15 years;
(1) less than 5 years;
Exeension courses):
.
(5)
-21
or
mare
yeprs
(4) 16-20'years;
39.

,

.

/

(3)4

(2) under 20,000;
(1) ru'ral;
Size of your area of iesidence:
(5)
over
500,000
(4) 200,000-500,000;
20,000-less than 200,000;
40.

Was the quantity of course materials:
(3) insufficient
41.

42,
(.1) -yes;

(2) about right;

(1) too grelat;

"

Would'you prefer-more contact sessions for discussion of issues?
(2) no
.

4

43.. Did this course Stimilafe your iinterest in taking other,courses (of
anyAina).in',Ole future?' (1) yes; ,(2) no
.

,

.

.

.
.

.

-

.

,

.

.
.

.

.

44,. Have your ttitudes,concerning the issues treated,in the course changed
r.
(2) no
as a rdsult of yot.i4kijig this courseS. (1) yes;
,..

-

1:lease use the .back of the IBM answer sheet for-your comments about the,
course.

41:
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(1)

21.

(3)

,2.

(4),

22.)

(3)

5.

(3)

23.

(3)

4.

(3)

24.

(4)

1,

.

.

5.

(4)

251.

(1)

6.

(1)

26.

(4)

7... (4)

27.,

(*).,

(4)

28:

(1)

(3)

29.

.(2)

10.

(2)*

30.

(4)./:

1-1.

(2)

12.

(1)

<-

..
c

9.

.

41.

13.

(1)

14.. (1) s
15.

(4)

16.

(1)

17.

(4)

18.

(3).

.(3)
20.

)
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